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ABSTRACT  
   
Object manipulation is a common sensorimotor task that humans perform to 
interact with the physical world. The first aim of this dissertation was to characterize and 
identify the role of feedback and feedforward mechanisms for force control in object 
manipulation by introducing a new feature based on force trajectories to quantify the 
interaction between feedback- and feedforward control. This feature was applied on two 
grasp contexts: grasping the object at either (1) predetermined or (2) self-selected grasp 
locations (“constrained” and “unconstrained”, respectively), where unconstrained grasping 
is thought to involve feedback-driven force corrections to a greater extent than constrained 
grasping. This proposition was confirmed by force feature analysis. The second aim of this 
dissertation was to quantify whether force control mechanisms differ between dominant 
and non-dominant hands. The force feature analysis demonstrated that manipulation by the 
dominant hand relies on feedforward control more than the non-dominant hand. The third 
aim was to quantify coordination mechanisms underlying physical interaction by dyads in 
object manipulation. The results revealed that only individuals with worse solo 
performance benefit from interpersonal coordination through physical couplings, whereas 
the better individuals do not. This work showed that naturally emerging leader-follower 
roles, whereby the leader in dyadic manipulation exhibits significant greater force changes 
than the follower. Furthermore, brain activity measured through electroencephalography 
(EEG) could discriminate leader and follower roles as indicated power modulation in the 
alpha frequency band over centro-parietal areas. Lastly, this dissertation suggested that the 
relation between force and motion (arm impedance) could be an important means for 
communicating intended movement direction between biological agents. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Object Manipulation in Single Agent 
One of the important sensorimotor task is object manipulation in which humans 
interact with, the physical world. Humans can perform many various tasks with their hands. 
Precision grip and dexterous manipulation is considered as the one of the most 
sophisticated behaviors. The ability to manipulate objects entails several aspects such as 
coordinating multiple degrees of freedom arising from the complex musculoskeletal 
structure, and multisensory integration from tactile, proprioceptive, and visual sensory 
modalities. These coordination and integration involve a large cortical network to store and 
process this high-dimensional information in hand-object interactions (Davare et al., 2011). 
During the past four decades, there have been many studies that quantified kinematics and 
kinetics of the hand, sensory feedback from afferents, hand muscle activity, recording or 
stimulating cortical areas in human or animals, to reveal how the central nervous system 
(CNS) generates motor commands and integrate sensory feedback.  
The two key elements in dexterous manipulation after reaching phase are 
positioning the fingers on the object and exerting forces at contact points. Previous studies 
measured finger motions and forces to examine how manipulative actions are planned and 
executed. Kinematics analysis revealed task goal or object properties had a key role in 
shaping hand during reach-to-grasp (Santello and Soechting, 1998; Santello et al., 1998; 
Cohen and Rosenbaum, 2004; Lukos et al., 2007). Physical constraints (e.g. environmental 
net force) and maintaining grasp stability impose using specific force distribution of digits 
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on objects to successfully perform the manipulation task (Johansson and Westling, 1984; 
Jenmalm and Johansson, 1997; Burstedt et al., 1999; Jenmalm et al., 2010).  
Sensorimotor control of precision grip has been extensively studied over the past 
three decades. A typical experimental task in these studies consists of grasping, lifting, 
holding, and replacing an instrumented grip device using the thumb and index fingertip 
(Johansson, and Flanagan, 2009). This work has shown that humans learn to anticipate the 
forces required to manipulate an object after a few object lifts (Gordon et al., 1991; 
Flanagan et al., 2001). Specifically, grip forces scale to object weight before somatosensory 
information is available to influence motor commands, hence the definition of 
“preprogrammed” grip forces (Gordon et al., 1993; Jenmalm and Johansson, 1997). 
Furthermore, this anticipatory force control is influenced by “sensorimotor memories” that 
are built and updated as subjects acquire implicit knowledge of the object’s physical 
properties (weight or mass distribution) through previous manipulations (Flanagan et al., 
2001; Green et al., 2010; Hermsdorfer et al., 2011; Bursztyn, and Flanagan, 2008; Lukos 
et al., 2008). 
It has been proposed that precision grip is controlled by feedforward and feedback 
control mechanisms. The role of feedforward control is to preset grip (normal) and load 
(vertical) forces during lifting. This control mechanism is considered critically important 
for dexterous control of grasping and manipulation as it bypasses sensory feedback delays 
(Hermsdörfer et al., 2008). The feedback control is essential for sensorimotor learning, as 
well as maintenance and updating of feedforward control. Specifically, sensory feedback 
is used to change ongoing motor commands when a mismatch occurs between predicted 
and actual sensory consequences of motor commands (Johansson, and Flanagan, 2009; Fu 
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et al., 2010; Johansson and Westling, 1988), as well as to update internal models (Flanagan 
et al., 2011; Flanagan and Wing, 1997; Quaney et al., 2005).  
To further characterize and identify the role of feedback and feedforward 
mechanisms for the control of movement, several studies introduced the analysis of the 
shape of movement or force trajectories. Specifically, these studies have proposed that bell-
shaped movement velocity or force rate trajectories would denote feedforward control, 
whereas a less bell-shaped profile would indicate feedback-driven corrections. This general 
theoretical framework emerged from studies of arm movements (Jeannerod, 1984; Ghez et 
al., 1995; Gordon et al., 1995), force control mechanisms (Ghez 1979; Gordon and Ghez, 
1984; Vicario and Ghez, 1984; Ghez and Gordon, 1987), and grasping (Johansson and 
Westling, 1988; Jenmalm and Johansson, 1997; Gordon et al., 1993).  
With regard to grasping, several studies have reported that, when subjects lifted an 
object with a constant weight over consecutive trials, grip and load force rate profiles were 
characterized by a bell-shape profile with a single peak. The facts that grip force rate (GFR) 
peak is scaled to object mass and that it occurs before object lift onset, i.e., before subjects 
can sense object mass, are considered evidence for anticipatory force control. Therefore, 
bell-shaped profiles of GFR are considered evidence for preprogrammed or feedforward 
force control (Johansson and Westling, 1988; Gordon et al., 1992). In contrast, the 
implementation of feedback-driven force corrections becomes evident when force rates are 
not single-peaked anymore, and thus lose their bell-shaped profiles. This occurs, for 
example, when the mass of an object is larger than expected and therefore planned grip and 
load forces need to be modified to ensure that the object can be lifted (Johansson and 
Westling, 1988; Gordon et al., 1991; Jenmalm and Johansson, 1997; Jenmalm et al., 2006). 
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Tactile afferents play a key role in detecting the mismatch between expected and actual 
object properties and upgrading digit forces (Birznieks et al., 2001; Johansson and 
Birznieks, 2004; Johansson and Flanagan, 2009). Therefore, these studies have revealed 
that digit force rate signals embed important information about the underlying neural 
control mechanisms.  
However, to date the observations of existence or absence of bell-shaped force rate 
profiles, hence the involvement of feedforward or feedback controls, have been descriptive. 
Specifically, to the best of our knowledge no attempts have been made to quantify digit 
force rate profiles to compare grasp control strategies across different task conditions to 
infer the underlying control mechanisms. One of the goals of this dissertation is to propose 
and validate the application of new methods for extracting features from GFR (CHAPTER 
2) to quantify digit force rate profiles to distinguish the extent of involvement of feedback 
and feedfoward force control mechanisms. The current dissertation will examine the 
application of our analytical approaches (new GFR features) to constrained and 
unconstrained grasping in object manipulation, and inter-limb differences in digit force 
control. 
1. Assessing Force Control Mechanisms in Constrained and Unconstrained Grasping 
in Object Manipulation  
Manipulation tasks in daily life do not impose tight constraints on finger positions 
unlike many previous studies (Johansson and Westling, 1984; Jenmalm and Johansson, 
1997; Burstedt et al., 1999; Jenmalm et al., 2010) that only focused on constrained 
grasping, i.e. constrained placement of finger tips to fixed small areas (force sensors) to 
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measure force. Therefore, it is essential to understand how kinematic and kinetics are 
planned and coordinated as a whole. So, recent studies (Fu et al., 2010, 2011, 2012) 
examined how digit positions or forces could be controlled independently, and how these 
two variables interact with each other during manipulation by measuring finger forces 
when allowing subjects to choose finger placement (unconstrained grasping). The 
experimental task consisted of grasping at predetermined (constrained) or self-chosen 
(unconstrained) locations and lift an object (invert T-shaped grip device) with an 
asymmetrical or symmetrical mass distribution while trying to prevent it from rolling 
during the lift. This study revealed that when subjects grasp objects at constrained points, 
they can use sensorimotor memory of digit forces used in previous manipulations, and 
therefore can anticipate the necessary forces before acquiring sensory feedback about 
object mass or mass distribution, i.e., before object lift (Johansson and Westling, 1988; 
Jenmalm et al., 2006). In contrast, digit position in unconstrained grasping tasks varies 
from trial to trial, and therefore subjects have to compensate for such variability by 
modulating digit forces to meet manipulation task constraints, e.g., lifting the object 
straight to counter an external torque, (Fu et al., 2010). Two alternative control mechanisms 
could mediate such digit force-to-position modulation. The first mechanism would rely on 
sensory feedback of digit placement (e.g., vision and/or proprioception and/or touch) 
following contact that would then drive position-dependent force modulation. An 
alternative mechanism would use sensory feedback of digit placement (vision and/or 
proprioception) to plan forces in a feedforward fashion before contact. The newly-
developed GFR features could be applied to determine whether grasping at constrained 
versus unconstrained contacts would involve different force control mechanisms 
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(feedforward and feedback, respectively) or similar mechanisms (both feedforward) 
(CHAPTER 2). 
2. Assessing Force Control Mechanisms in Dominant and Non-dominant Hand in 
Object Manipulation  
Handedness is defined as a person’s preference to use a specific hand for a given 
task. It has been proposed that the dominant-arm system controls movement largely 
through feedforward mechanisms, whereas control of the non-dominant system would rely 
to a greater extent on feedback mechanisms (Sainburg and Schaefer, 2004; Bagesteiro and 
Sainburg, 2002; Sainburg and Kalakanis, 2000). Nevertheless, the extent to which such an 
asymmetry in control mechanisms exists for digit force control remains to be established.  
Note that there could be confounding factors such as reach distance, peak wrist 
velocity, and time to peak grip aperture that could affect the force generation in dominant 
and non-dominant hand since the difference between the two hands could be convoluted 
with these factors. So, a systematic and analytical approach is needed to resolve these 
issues. This dissertation addresses this gap by using newly-developed GFR features to 
quantify differences in grip force control between dominant and non-dominant hand 
(CHAPTER 3). Similar to the proposed asymmetries in neural control of proximal arm 
muscles for reaching movements, one scenario could be that the control of digit forces in 
the non-dominant hand would be characterized by feedback-driven corrective force 
responses to a greater extent than the dominant hand. The other scenario could support this 
notion that the feedforward control mechanisms are mainly different in dominant and non-
dominant groups rather than feedback driven control mechanisms. The last scenario could 
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be the results in arm muscles in reaching movements are not transferable in hand studies 
and object manipulation in such a way that both hands showed the same reliance on force 
corrections, i.e. feedback control, or feedforward control mechanisms. In sum, the time-to-
time corrections of grip force from contact to object lift onset lead to oscillations in GFR. 
This dissertation aims to apply the proposed new GFR feature to examine closely which 
hand may rely more on feedforward or feedback control mechanisms for digit force control.  
Joint Actions in Object Manipulation and Physical Interaction 
An important component of social behavior is the ability to coordinate actions with 
another person without verbal communication. Such coordination has been investigated 
extensively using tasks that impose visual or auditory coupling between two agents, such 
as finger tapping and pendulum swing, to characterize social coordination and underlying 
neural mechanisms (Schmidt et al. 1998; Konvalinka et al. 2010; Masumoto and Inui 2013 
and 2015; Sebanz et al. 2006; Solnik et al. 2015 and 2016; Yun et al. 2012; Fine and 
Amazeen 2011; Richardson et al. 2008). This type of tasks does not introduce physical 
interactions between the two coordinating agents. However, physical interaction is one of 
the most important and common features of human motor behaviors, such as handing over 
objects, hand-shaking, dancing with a partner, moving heavy objects, or assisting 
movement of a patient undergoing physical rehabilitation. Despite the prevalence of 
physical interactions in our daily lives, the effect of physical coupling on motor 
coordination between two agents remains largely unknown in many aspects. For example, 
we have very limited studies in physical interaction about: A) Comparison of performance 
between bimanual and human-human interaction. B) The effect of handedness (dominant 
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versus non-dominant hands) or configuration (e.g. side-by-side versus face-to-face) on 
performance or role emergence. C) Symmetric or asymmetric contribution or role in 
interaction. D) The extent to which the role assignment might change the performance in 
compared to natural role emergence. E) The neural mechanisms underlying physical 
interaction during a joint manipulation task. F) The existence of a relationship between 
brain activities of a dyad and their role asymmetries, i.e. between the agents and the neural 
representations of such asymmetry. G) How to use arm impedance modulation as a mean 
for communicating intended movement direction between biological agents during 
physical interactions toward potential human-robot applications.  
We now review literature around these gaps and describe the rationale of the studies 
of this dissertation. 
1. The Role of Dyadic Interactions on Performance of Object Manipulation 
Physical interaction (or haptic interaction) is defined as joint actions arising from 
physical coupling between effectors (one agent) or effectors of two or more agents. 
Physical interactions can be intrapersonal, e.g., manipulating an object using two hands, or 
interpersonal, e.g., transporting an object with another person. In both cases, 
spatiotemporal coordination among the effectors is necessary to attain a specific 
performance goal, e.g., preventing the object from slipping or tilting. In intrapersonal 
actions, the subject can use an internal model to predict the consequences of his/her motor 
commands, so there is generally a one-to-one correspondence between motor commands 
and behavioral outcomes. However, in physical joint interactions such a correspondence is 
weakened due to the fact that behavioral outcomes result from motor commands of both 
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agents. In other words, the internal model of his/her own motor commands is not sufficient 
to predict the consequences as these also depend on motor commands of his/her partner.  
Only a few studies have examined the difference in performance when executing 
the same task by comparing single-agent with physically connected dual-agent 
configurations (Reed and Peshkin, 2008; Ganesh et al. 2014). However, a potential 
confound of these studies is that the subjects in single-agent configuration performed the 
task unimanually, whereas the dual-agent configuration consists of two hand/arms that both 
physically contributed to the task. Therefore, the improvement in performance (e.g., speed 
or accuracy) associated with dual-agent configuration may be, at least partially, due to the 
addition of an end-effector, instead of the existence of physical coupling or interpersonal 
coordination. Indeed, Van der wel and colleagues (2011) compared motor performance of 
dual-agent with bimanual single-agent configurations and showed that dyads performed at 
the same level as individuals. However, this study assumed no inter-personal difference 
between two paired agents when performing the task individually, and quantified 
individual performance of only one of the paired agents. 
Another overlooked factor in studies that involve physical interaction is 
handedness. There is extensive evidence that dominant and non-dominant hands are 
specialized in different aspects of motor control (Sainburg, 2014). However, most previous 
work has examined only one handedness configuration in dual-agent conditions, i.e., which 
hand was used by each agent in the joint actions. For instance, Van der wel and colleagues 
(2011) examined pairing of dominant and non-dominant hands, whereas other studies 
focused only on pairing of two dominant hands (Reed and Peshkin, 2008; Ganesh et al., 
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2014). Therefore, the extent to which handedness may play a role in performance by 
physically-coupled dyads remains unknown. 
To address the aforementioned gaps and improve our understanding of the role of 
joint actions with physical couplings on motor performance, we designed a novel object 
manipulation task that required the coordination of two end-effectors, i.e., hands from one 
or two agents. This dissertation will investigate the physical coordination of two hands 
during an object-balancing task performed either bimanually by one agent or jointly by two 
agents. To address the aforementioned gaps, we refined the mechanical formulation of the 
manipulation of a U-shaped object, measured digit forces and positions to calculate the 
torque which leads to rotation of the object, and defined task performance as deviations of 
the object orientation from the horizontal (i.e., object tilt). The task consisted of a series of 
static (holding) and dynamic (moving) phases, initiated by auditory cues.  
2. Role Asymmetry during Physically Coupled Joint Object Manipulation 
Physically-coupled social interaction plays important role in our daily activities, 
including hand-shaking, dancing with a partner, moving heavy objects, or assisting patients 
during physical rehabilitation. Such interactions often involve coordination of actions 
without verbal communication. However, despite the prevalence of physical coupling, joint 
actions have been mostly examined using tasks with only visual and/or auditory couplings 
(Konvalinka et al. 2010; Masumoto and Inui 2013 and 2015; Sebanz et al. 2006; Solnik et 
al. 2015 and 2016; Yun et al. 2012). Few studies have investigated how two agents 
coordinate through haptic channels, which exists exclusively in physical couplings (Bosga 
and Meulenbroek 2007; Ganesh et al. 2014; Reed and Peshkin 2008; Schmidt et al. 1998; 
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Van der wel et al. 2011). The sensorimotor control principles of each cooperating 
individual during such physically coupled joint actions remains largely unknown. 
To understand the co-adaptation in dyadic coordination, one important concept is 
role specialization, since each agent in a dyad can focus on a subset of the actions and have 
less individual responsibility during interactions (Schmidt et al. 1998; Reed and Peshkin 
2008; Masumoto and Inui 2013). There are two distinct scenarios in which cooperating 
agents could take asymmetrical roles when performing the task together: a-priori role 
assignment or spontaneous role emergence. For the first scenario, participating agents are 
given roles explicitly (usually through verbal instructions). In contrast, when there is no 
explicit leader or follower roles in interaction, some studies showed that leader–follower 
relationships still naturally emerge during the interaction and co-adaptation (Konvalinka et 
al. 2010; Masumoto and Inui 2013 and 2015; Badino et al., 2014; Wing et al., 2014); such 
co-adaptation are based on auditory feedback but also on monitoring the movements of the 
other players (Coey et al., 2012; Richardson et al., 2007).  
In non-physical interaction tasks, many studies have revealed role asymmetry 
within dyads; e.g. by using finger tapping tasks (Kovalinka et al. 2014). They found that, 
within each dyad, one partner was consistently better at adapting his beat to the partner, 
thus leading to the authors defining the former and latter agent as ‘leader’ and ‘follower’, 
respectively. Importantly, this role specialization appears to emerge spontaneously during 
social interactions, and it has been suggested that role asymmetry may reflect potential 
inter-individual differences in brain dynamics of interacting agents (Kovalinka et al. 2014; 
Yun et al. 2012). With regard to role specialization in physical interactions, one study 
reported that there could be a potential role asymmetry when two agents to move a crank 
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together (Reed and Peshkin 2008). This conclusion was based on the observation that, for 
some dyads, one agent contributed more force to the acceleration phase, whereas the 
cooperating agent contributed more force to the deceleration phase.  
Although role specialization has been quantified with different behavioral variables 
(usually task dependent), none of these studies have examined how such asymmetry arises 
across trials when two agents are physically coupled to perform a given task. To address 
this gap, we systematically investigated the emergence of role specialization during joint 
object manipulation tasks in the present study. Specifically, each agent uses one of their 
hands to move and hold an object balanced in coordination with the other agent. Within 
each pair of agents, a range of dyadic configurations were tested, in which two agents 
would use either their dominant or non-dominant hand. It is well known that the dominant 
limb tends to perform better in tasks that require predictive control, whereas non-dominant 
limb has an advantage in tasks that rely on impedance control. Therefore, we expected that 
handedness may play a role in the role specialization. Most importantly, each agent also 
performed the same task individually. This allows us to examine how the inter-personal 
difference in motor control influence the role specialization during physically-coupled joint 
actions. This dissertation will test the following hypotheses: (1) total moment rate could be 
an effective behavioral variable to capture role specialization (leader-follower) in our task 
(U-shape grip device); (2) role asymmetry emerges spontaneously in physical interactions, 
which can be predicted by individual execution of the same task; and (3) the agent who 
uses the dominant arm is more likely to be the leader in joint actions. 
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3. Neural Control Strategies Underlying Human-human Physical Joint Interaction in 
Object Manipulation 
Most studies of social cognition have focused on studying brain activity in 
individual subjects. However, more recently the focus has shifted toward interacting brains 
(Sebanz et al., 2006). Specifically, these studies have examined social joint interaction 
using tasks such as finger tapping, swinging their legs or two pendulums together. 
However, very few studies have examined physical joint interaction (Ganesh et al., 2014; 
Reed et al., 2008; Mojtahedi et al., 2015, 2017a, 2017b). Most importantly, no study of 
physical interaction has examined the neural mechanisms underlying interpersonal real-
time coordination. 
Several recent studies have investigated the interdependencies of neural processes 
via dual electroencephalography (EEG) or hyperscanning technique ─ recording brain 
simultaneously from two people ─ while two participants interact with each other (Babiloni 
and Astolfi, 2012, Dumas et al., 2011 and Konvalinka and Roepstorff, 2012). These studies 
have provided insight into both intrapersonal and interpersonal neural processes of two 
interacting brains during ongoing interactions. There are other studies which recorded two-
brain processes using fMRI (King-Casas et al., 2005, Montague et al., 2002 and Saito et 
al., 2010), EEG (Astolfi et al., 2010, De Vico et al., 2010, Dodel et al., 2011, Dumas et al., 
2010, Lindenberger et al., 2009 and Yun et al., 2012), or fNIRS (Cui et al., 2012, Holper 
et al., 2012 and Jiang et al., 2012). 
One of the aims in two-brain studies was to quantify functional similarities, 
symmetric brain-networks, or temporal synchronization between brains during physical 
interactions to show whether the extent to which the brains of two participants become 
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coupled at certain frequency bands (Dumas et al., 2010; Hasson et al., 2012). In contrast, 
some dual-EEG studies found asymmetric brain-coupling patterns between two brains of 
an interacting dyad and defined leader-follower roles based on this asymmetry (Astolfi et 
al., 2010, Babiloni et al., 2007, Dumas et al., 2012, Sanger et al., 2012 and Sanger et al., 
2013). The two-brain approaches are very new and unexplored so far with regard to 
physical joint interaction tasks. Therefore, we should mostly rely on studies of individual 
brain activities to look for evidence for mechanisms underlying coordination or 
cooperating. It is worth mentioning that functional similarities or dissimilarities in two-
brain studies have been formulated in different ways, such as functional connectivity, 
causality, and/or phase synchronization.  
Here, we are interested in understanding the neural mechanisms underlying 
physical interaction during a joint manipulation task performed by two agents. Specifically, 
we aim to determine whether brain activities of a dyad reflect role asymmetries between 
the agents and the neural representations of such asymmetry. To address these questions, 
we examined two experimental conditions: “Human-human” (H-H group) with no a priori 
role assignment, or a priori assigned role, i.e., a leader and a follower (“Leader-Follower”, 
L-F group). Our results in previous section show naturally-emerging roles in joint actions, 
resulting in performance that is similar to that associated with a priori role assignment. 
Nevertheless, the neural basis of physical interaction in object manipulation and the neural 
mechanisms underlying such coordinative behavioral patterns remain largely unknown. 
Examining brain dynamics during physical interaction allows to address the following 
questions: Can brain activities discriminate leaders from followers? Conversely, would 
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brain activities support functional similarities or symmetric brain networks between the 
two brains? Would the same brain areas be engaged in H-H and L-F groups? 
We addressed these questions by using dual electroencephalography (dual EEG) 
and biomechanical analysis in an object manipulation task that required coordination of 
motion and forces to control object orientation. 
4. Communication and Inference of Intended Movement Direction during Human-
human Physical Interaction 
Of particular interest to the neuroscience and robotics communities is the 
understanding of how two humans could physically collaborate to perform motor tasks 
such as holding a tool or moving it across locations. Physical collaboration ─ defined as 
the act of cooperation among multiple agents towards the attainment of a common goal ─ 
between two homologous biological agents, such as two humans holding a tool or moving 
it across locations, entails complex sensorimotor processes. Specifically, the problem of 
physically collaborating with another agent to perform a given motor task introduces 
control problems that go well beyond those encountered when controlling one’s own limb.  
For example, planning and execution of reaching or grasping movement are thought 
to occur through an internal model of the agent’s limb that allows prediction of the sensory 
consequences of the motor action (Johansson and Flanagan, 2009; Wolpert et al., 2011). 
Examples of such phenomena are the temporal coupling of grip and load forces associated 
with moving an object denoting anticipation of movement-related inertial forces (Flanagan 
and Wing, 1997), or the anticipatory control of torque prior to lifting an object with an 
asymmetrical center of mass (Salimi et al., 2003; Bursztyn and Flanagan, 2008; Fu et al., 
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2010, 2011, 2012; Mojtahedi et al., 2015). However, when two humans physically interact 
with each other, sensory consequences and motor outcomes are not entirely predictable as 
they also depend on the other agent’s actions. Therefore, the question arises as to how the 
central nervous system of each agent factors in the other agent’s actions when physically 
interacting with each other to perform a collaborative task. A better understanding of this 
problem can help developing biologically-inspired controllers supporting human-robot 
physical interactions, e.g., exoskeletons used for neuro-rehabilitation or physical 
augmentation, and optimize the way these interactions can be performed. 
Physical interaction between humans and robots has been mainly investigated using 
the notion of mechanical impedance. Hogan first proposed robot impedance controllers as 
a way to guarantee stable and robust behavior of a robot that interacts with a human 
(Hogan, 1985). Since then, a plethora of robot applications involving physical human-robot 
interaction use control of impedance, and in most cases this is done to purposefully impose 
a specific dynamic behavior to the human agent (O’Neill et al., 2013; Patel et al., 2013; 
Krebs et al., 2003; Duchaine and Gosselin, 2009; Lecours et al., 2012; Cherubini et al., 
2013; Lin et al., 2013; Quek et al., 2013; Nisky et al., 2013). 
This section of dissertation was designed to quantify the extent to which the human 
body (mainly upper limb) impedance can be used for one agent (“follower”) to infer 
intended or imagined – but not executed – direction of motion of another cooperating agent 
(“leader”) in absence of other sensory cues (e.g. vision, hearing). Specifically, this section 
sought to characterize the role of haptic information, which includes the relationship 
between force and displacement in a power exchange between two agents. In this design, 
the follower is trying to estimate the direction that the leader would allow them to move. 
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Our interpretation of this interaction is that (1) the leader’s intended movement direction 
modulates this relationship in a direction-specific manner, and (2) the follower can interpret 
this direction-specific modulation of this relationship to infer the leader’s intended 
movement direction. Briefly, we hypothesize that the emergent dyadic behavior (follower’s 
inference of leader’s intended direction) could be captured by the relationship between 
resultant force and displacement. We also aim at verifying the extent to which visual 
feedback is necessary for communicating intended movement direction.  
The key difference between prior work (O’Neill et al., 2013; Patel et al., 2013; 
Krebs et al., 2003; Duchaine and Gosselin, 2009; Lecours et al., 2012; Cherubini et al., 
2013; Lin et al., 2013; Quek et al., 2013; Nisky et al., 2013) and the current study is that 
this work is the first investigation of humans’ ability to use stiffness as a means of 
communicating intended direction of motion. It should be emphasized that the intended 
movement direction was effectively communicated without generating significant motion. 
Thus, this result underscores humans’ ability to convey and understand intended movement 
direction through the modulation of stiffness in the absence of or before an actual 
movement.  
Rationale for Studies and Organization of Chapters 
It has been proposed that precision grips are controlled by feedforward and 
feedback control mechanisms. The quantification of the relative contribution of each of 
these mechanisms would allows comparing grasp control strategies across different task 
conditions. To pursue this objective, we first developed and validated two new GFR 
features by using the analysis of the shape of grip force trajectories since previous studies 
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proposed that bell-shaped force rate trajectories would denote feedforward control, 
whereas a less bell-shaped profile would indicate feedback-driven corrections (CHAPTER 
2 and APPENDIX A). Then, the current dissertation applied GFR features to constrained 
and unconstrained grasping; and inter-limb differences in digit force control (CHAPTER 
3). 
To improve our understanding of the role of joint actions in object manipulation 
with physical couplings on motor performance (CHAPTER 4 and APPENDIX B), we 
designed a novel object manipulation task that required the coordination of two end-
effectors, i.e., hands from one or two agents.  This dissertation will investigate the physical 
coordination of two hands during an object-balancing task performed either bimanually by 
one agent or jointly by two agents.  
By using the same experimental set-up in CHAPTER 4, we tested two distinct 
conditions for cooperating agents in CHAPTER 5 and APPENDIX C: a-priori role 
assignment (L-F group, leader- follower) or spontaneous role emergence (H-H group, 
human-human). For the first scenario, participating agents are given roles explicitly 
(usually through verbal instructions). In contrast, when there is no explicit leader or 
follower roles in interaction, we tested whether leader–follower relationships (i.e. role 
specialization or asymmetric roles) still naturally emerge during the interaction and co-
adaptation.  
In CHAPTER 6 and APPENDIX D, we used dual-EEG recording with the same 
experimental set-up to characterize different roles in brain activities and test whether brain 
activities support the functional similarities or asymmetric brain networks between the two 
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brains. Lastly, we examined whether the same brain areas would be engaged in H-H and 
L-F groups. 
In CHAPTER 7 and APPENDIX E, we used a different experimental set-up to 
define a new physical collaboration task in the framework of a-priori role assignment (L-F 
group, leader-follower). A better understanding of how humans physically cooperate can 
help developing biologically-inspired controllers supporting human-robot physical 
interactions. This approach points to applications where a human or robot follower can 
intuitively learn to recognize when or whether the movement direction of the leader may 
be incorrect or hazardous. Additionally, this approach can also be utilized as a two-way 
method of communication for ambiguous situations during cooperative tasks. As such, our 
work contributes to the insights provided by research in the area of human-human and 
human-machine physical interaction.  
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CHAPTER 2 
EXTRACTION OF TIME AND FREQUENCY FEATURES FROM GRIP FORCE 
RATES DURING DEXTEROUS MANIPULATION 
Abstract  
The time course of grip force from object contact to onset of manipulation has been 
extensively studied to gain insight into the underlying control mechanisms. Of particular 
interest to the motor neuroscience and clinical communities is the phenomenon of bell-
shaped grip force rate (GFR) that has been interpreted as indicative of feedforward force 
control. However, this feature has not been assessed quantitatively. Furthermore, the time 
course of grip force may contain additional features that could provide insight into 
sensorimotor control processes.  
In this study, we addressed these questions by validating and applying two 
computational approaches to extract features from GFR in humans: (1) fitting a Gaussian 
function to GFR and quantifying the goodness of the fit (root mean square error, RMSE); 
and (2) continuous wavelet transform (CWT), where we assessed the correlation of the 
GFR signal with a Mexican hat function. Experiment 1 consisted of a classic pseudo-
randomized presentation of object mass (light or heavy), where grip forces developed to 
lift a mass heavier than expected are known to exhibit corrective responses. For Experiment 
2 we applied our two techniques to analyze grip force exerted for manipulating an inverted 
T-shaped object whose center of mass was changed across blocks of consecutive trials. For 
both experiments, subjects were asked to grasp the object at either predetermined or self-
selected grasp locations (“constrained” and “unconstrained” task, respectively). 
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Experiment 1 successfully validated the use of RMSE and CWT as they correctly 
distinguished trials with versus without force corrective responses. RMSE and CWT also 
revealed that grip force is characterized by more feedback-driven corrections when 
grasping at self-selected contact points. Future work will examine the application of our 
analytical approaches to a broader range of tasks, e.g., assessment of recovery of 
sensorimotor function following clinical intervention, inter-limb differences in force 
control, and force coordination in human-machine interactions. 
Keywords: Continuous wavelet transform, feedback, feedforward, hand, 
sensorimotor memory. 
Introduction 
Sensorimotor control of precision grip has been extensively studied over the past 
three decades. A typical experimental task consists of grasping, lifting, holding, and 
replacing an instrumented grip device using the thumb and index fingertip [1]. This work 
has shown that humans learn to anticipate the forces required to manipulate an object after 
a few object lifts [2-4]. Specifically, grip forces scale to object weight before 
somatosensory information is available to influence motor commands, hence the definition 
of “preprogrammed” grip forces [5, 6]. Furthermore, this anticipatory force control is 
influenced by “sensorimotor memories” that are built and updated as subjects acquire 
implicit knowledge of the object’s physical properties (weight or mass distribution) 
through previous manipulations [4, 7-10]. 
It has been proposed that precision grips are controlled by feedforward and 
feedback control mechanisms. The role of feedforward control is to preset grip (normal) 
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and load (vertical) forces during lifting. This control mechanism is considered critically 
important for dexterous control of grasping and manipulation as it bypasses sensory 
feedback delays [11]. The feedback control is essential for sensorimotor learning, as well 
as maintenance and updating of feedforward control. Specifically, sensory feedback is used 
to change ongoing motor commands when a mismatch occurs between predicted and actual 
sensory consequences of motor commands [1, 12, 13] as well as to update internal models 
[14-16].  
To further characterize and identify the role of feedback and feedforward 
mechanisms for the control of movement, several studies introduced the analysis of the 
shape of movement or force trajectories. Specifically, these studies have proposed that bell-
shaped movement velocity or force rate trajectories would denote feedforward control, 
whereas a less bell-shaped profile would indicate feedback-driven corrections. This general 
theoretical framework emerged from studies of arm movements [17-19], force control 
mechanisms [20-23], and grasping [5, 6, 13]. With regard to grasping, several studies have 
reported that, when subjects lifted an object with a constant weight over consecutive trials, 
grip and load force rate profiles were characterized by a bell-shape profile with a single 
peak. The facts that grip force rate (GFR) peak is scaled to object mass and that it occurs 
before object lift onset, i.e., before subjects can sense object mass, are considered evidence 
for anticipatory force control. Therefore, bell-shaped profiles of GFR are considered 
evidence for preprogrammed or feedforward force control [13, 24]. In contrast, the 
implementation of feedback-driven force corrections becomes evident when force rates are 
not single-peaked anymore, and thus lose their bell-shaped profiles. This occurs, for 
example, when the mass of an object is larger than expected and therefore planned grip and 
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load forces need to be modified to ensure that the object can be lifted [3, 5, 13, 25]. Tactile 
afferents play a key role in detecting the mismatch between expected and actual object 
properties and upgrading digit forces [1, 26, 27]. Therefore, these studies have revealed 
that digit force rate signals embed important information about the underlying neural 
control mechanisms.  
However, to date the observations of existence or absence of bell-shaped force rate 
profiles, hence the involvement of feedforward or feedback controls, have been descriptive. 
Specifically, to the best of our knowledge no attempts have been made to quantify digit 
force rate profiles to compare grasp control strategies across different task conditions to 
infer the underlying control mechanisms. The present study was designed to quantify these 
qualitative descriptions of digit force rate profiles. Specifically, we sought to extract 
features from GFR to discriminate between feedback and feedfoward force controls. 
It should be noted that there might be additional features in the GFR signal that 
could be used to gain insight into neural control of manipulation. Specifically, signal 
processing methods could be useful for extracting information beyond defining the absence 
or presence of bell-shaped force profiles, thus revealing subtler features that might not be 
apparent in the time domain. Signal feature extraction is a common problem in various 
engineering and biomedical applications. Here, we propose the application of two methods 
for extracting features from the GFR. One method consists of fitting a Gaussian function 
to GFR and quantifying the goodness of the fit using the root mean square error (RMSE). 
The second approach consists of applying continuous wavelet transform (CWT), which is 
based on the correlation of the GFR signal with a Mexican hat function. For this approach, 
we introduced the mean of the ratio of slow bell-shape component to the sum of slow and 
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fast bell-shape components (Ravg) as a CWT feature. Note that RMSE is a curve-fitting 
method whereas CWT is a time-frequency domain analysis. By using both approaches on 
the same set of data (see below), we aimed to characterize strengths and weaknesses of 
each analysis.  
RMSE and Ravg were applied to force data measured during two experiments. For 
Experiment 1, subjects grasped and lifted an object whose mass was unexpectedly changed 
across consecutive trials. This experimental design is the same as that used by previous 
studies describing bell-shaped GFR profiles when object mass was invariant across trials 
and irregular GFR profiles – denoting force corrections prior to object lift – when object 
mass on trial n was unexpectedly changed relative to trial n-1 [13, 25, 28-30]. Therefore, 
we used this protocol to validate the extent to which the Gaussian and CWT techniques 
could quantitatively capture the expected bell-shape grip force profiles or their disruption 
when lifting objects with predictable or unpredictable mass. For Experiment 2, subjects 
grasped and lifted an object with an asymmetrical or symmetrical mass distribution while 
trying to prevent it from rolling during the lift. 
For both experiments, subjects grasped the object at predetermined or self-chosen 
locations. These tasks are defined as ‘constrained’ and ‘unconstrained’ grasp, respectively 
[12]. There has been extensive research on feedforward or feedback force control probed 
by presenting subjects with predictable object properties (e.g., mass) and unexpected 
changes in object properties using constrained grasp tasks [31-33]. Therefore, Experiment 
1 capitalized on this previous work to validate our analytical approach and its ability to 
correctly discriminate trials characterized by feedback-driven force corrections – arising 
from an unexpected change in object mass – from those without such force corrections 
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associated with predictable object mass. It should be noted that when subjects grasp objects 
at constrained points, they can use sensorimotor memory of digit forces used in previous 
manipulations, and therefore can anticipate the necessary forces before acquiring sensory 
feedback about object mass or mass distribution, i.e., before object lift [13, 25]. However, 
object grasping and manipulation during activities of daily living often occur at 
unconstrained contacts, i.e., we grasp objects at different contacts depending on intended 
use and/or our knowledge of its properties. Furthermore, as digit placement in 
unconstrained grasping tasks varies from trial to trial, subjects have to compensate for such 
variability by modulating digit forces to meet manipulation task constraints, e.g., lifting the 
object straight to counter an external torque, [12]. Two alternative control mechanisms 
could mediate such digit force-to-position modulation. The first mechanism would rely on 
sensory feedback of digit placement (e.g., vision and/or proprioception and/or touch) 
following contact that would then drive position-dependent force modulation. An 
alternative mechanism would use sensory feedback of digit placement (vision and/or 
proprioception) to plan forces in a feedforward fashion before contact. Experiment 2 was 
designed to determine whether grasping at constrained versus unconstrained contacts 
would involve different force control mechanisms (feedforward and feedback, 
respectively) or similar mechanisms (both feedforward) by applying the above Gaussian 
and/or the CWT techniques.  
For Experiment 1, we hypothesized that both RMSE and CWT would perform 
similarly well in distinguishing feedback-driven grip force corrections from pre-
programmed force control. This hypothesis was based on the expectation that these two 
phenomena should be distinguishable in both time and frequency domains. For 
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Experiments 1 and 2, we hypothesized that unconstrained grasping, unlike constrained 
grasping, would be characterized by a transition from feedback- to feedforward-driven 
modulation of grip forces. This expectation was based on the theoretical framework that 
subjects initially plan a given force-position distribution, but subsequently may make force 
corrections if the actual and planned digit placement do not match [12, 34, 35]. 
Materials and Methods 
Subjects 
The present work consists of novel analyses performed on data obtained from a 
new experiment (Experiment 1) and previously published data [12] (Experiment 2). For 
Experiment 1, we tested 24 right-handed subjects (12 males, 12 females; age: 19-24 years). 
For Experiment 2, 24 right-handed subjects (12 males, 12 females; age: 20-26 years) were 
tested. Hand dominance was self-reported. Subjects had no history or record of 
neurological disorders and were naïve to the purpose of the studies. Subjects gave informed 
written consent to participate in the experiments which were approved by the Institutional 
Review Board at Arizona State University and were in accordance with the Declaration of 
Helsinki. 
Experimental Apparatus 
For both Experiment 1 and 2, we used the same grip devices. These devices have 
been described in detail in [12]. Briefly, the grip devices consisted of two custom-made 
inverted T-shaped objects, i.e., a graspable vertical block attached to a horizontal base 
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(Figure 2.1(a,d)). For both devices, we asked subjects to grasp, lift, hold, and replace the 
objects using thumb and index fingertip. The only difference between the two grip devices 
was that one allowed to be grasped anywhere on its vertical graspable surfaces 
(“unconstrained” grasping), whereas the other did not (“constrained” grasping). 
Specifically, the graspable surfaces of the unconstrained grip device consisted of two long 
parallel bars (length: 80 mm; width: 30 mm; Figure 2.1(a)), whereas the graspable surfaces 
of the constrained grip device consisted of two collinear circular plates (diameter 20 mm) 
(Figure 2.1(b)). For both grip devices, each graspable surface was mounted on a 
force/torque transducer (Figure 2.1(b,c)).  The weight of unconstrained device was 436 g 
and was 25 g heavier than constrained device. 
 
Figure 2.1.  Experimental setup. The grip devices consisted of two custom-made inverted 
T-shaped objects. Subjects could choose digit placement on two long graspable surfaces 
((a), c) in unconstrained device, whereas the constrained device could only be grasped on 
two small graspable surfaces ((d), c). For both grip devices, force/torque sensors ((b), (c), 
d) mounted on either side of a central block ((b), (c), e) to measure the x-, y-, or z-
components of forces and torques of the thumb and index fingers. For Experiment 1, object 
position was measured by motion tracking system using infrared markers. For Experiment 
2, note that the dimensions of the object was slightly different than shown in the figure (see 
text for more details) and object position was measured by a magnetic tracker ((a), (d), a). 
For the constrained device, a 50-g mass ((c), f) was added to match the weight of both 
devices. View of sensors was blocked by two panels ((a), (d), b). Units are in millimeters 
[15]. 
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Experiment 1 
For this experiment, we changed the mass of each grip device by adding 400 g to 
the center slot (C, Figure 2.1(a)). Therefore, the total mass of the “light” and “heavy” 
unconstrained object was 436 and 836 g, and 461 and 861 for the “light” and “heavy” 
constrained object, respectively. 
Experiment 2 
 In our previous work [12], we used the same grip devices used for the present study 
but with slightly different dimensions of graspable surfaces relative to Experiment 1. 
Specifically, the graspable surfaces of the unconstrained grip device were 140 mm long 
and 22 mm wide. For the constrained grip device, the diameter of the graspable surfaces 
was 22 mm. The design of the grip devices allowed changes in their center of mass (CM) 
by adding a mass (400 g) in one of three slots (L, C or R in Figure 2.1(a,d)) at the base of 
the object. The added mass to the left, center, or right slot created external torques with 
respect to the CM of the unloaded grip device of −255, 0, and 255 Nmm. Note that the 
definitions of “left” and “right” CM locations refer to the mass added on the thumb and 
index finger side of the grip device, respectively. The total mass of both grip devices (grip 
device plus added mass) was 796 g. A 50 g mass was added in the middle of the object to 
eliminate the difference between the weights of the graspable surfaces of the two grip 
devices (Figure 2.1(c)) [12]. 
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Experimental Tasks 
We asked subjects to start the reach movement to the object placed 30 cm in front 
of them after a verbal signal from the experimenter. We instructed subjects to reach, grasp, 
lift, and replace the object at a natural speed; to grasp the object with the thumb and index 
fingertips and only on the graspable surfaces; to lift the object vertically to a comfortable 
height (15–20 cm) while trying to maintain its vertical alignment, i.e., to minimize object 
roll; to hold it for ~1 s; and to replace it on the table (see [12] for more details). For both 
experiments and before starting data collection, an experimenter demonstrated the task to 
the subjects. 
Experiment 1 
Subjects were asked to grasp, lift, hold, and replace the grip device at a natural 
speed using the thumb and index fingertip. Before starting data collection, subjects 
performed 4 consecutive trials with the “heavy” followed by 4 trials with the “light” object 
to familiarize with the two object masses and frictional conditions. After the practice trials, 
subjects were informed that first experimental trial would consist of lifting the light object 
and that for all subsequent trials object mass would be changed unpredictably (Figure 
2.2(a)). Subjects performed 60 experimental trials. This sequence (8 practice trials 
followed by 60experimental trials) was performed for both the unconstrained and 
constrained grip devices. The order of trials for constrained and unconstrained tasks were 
randomized within and across subjects. To prevent subjects from anticipating the change 
in object mass, view of the object and mass changes was prevented on each trial and white 
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noise was played during experiment. Additionally, the experimenter pretended to change 
mass when two consecutive trials were characterized by same mass.  
 
Figure 2.2. Experimental conditions and tasks. Experiments 1 and 2 consisted of two tasks 
each, that differed depending on whether subjects could choose where to grasp the object 
(unconstrained task) or whether they had to grasp at predetermined locations (constrained 
task). Twelve subjects performed each task in each experiment. (a): Experiment 1 consisted 
of four conditions that differed depending on the object mass presented across two 
consecutive trials: light to light (LL), light to heavy (LH), heavy to heavy (HH), and heavy 
to light (HL). The bold letter denotes the trial preceding the trial used for analysis, whereas 
the underlined, italicized, and bold letter denotes the trial used for analysis). (b): 
Experiment 2 consisted of three conditions that differed depending on the object center of 
mass location: left (L), center (C), and right (R). The underlined and italicized letters denote 
the last seven trials of the block used for analysis. 
The pseudo-random changes in object mass were designed to analyze digit forces 
across the following pairs of trials: (1) “heavy” to “light” object (HL) when at least two 
consecutive lifts of a heavy object were followed by one lift of the light object; (2) “light” 
to “heavy” (LH) when at least two consecutive lifts of a light object were followed by one 
lift of the heavy object; (3) “light” to “light” (LL) and (4) “heavy” to “heavy” (HH) 
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consisting of two consecutive lifts of the light or heavy object, respectively [18]. We 
analyzed nine occurrences of each of the above pairs of trials.  
Experiment 2 
The CM of the object on a given block of trials could be located on the left, center, 
or right side of the object (Figure 2.2(b)). When object CM was on the left or right side of 
the object, the mass added to its base caused an external torque. Subjects were asked to 
grasp and lift the grip device while minimizing object tilt during the lift. We reported that 
subjects learn this task after 3 lifts by modulating digit placement and force distribution to 
generate a ‘compensatory torque’ as a function of object CM at object lift onset [see 12 for 
more details]. After practice trials, subjects performed three blocks of 10 consecutive trials 
per CM location for a total of 30 experimental trials (Figure 2.2(b)). Subjects were 
informed that CM location would remain the same for the entire block of trials. The 
experimenter changed object CM across blocks of trials out of view to prevent subjects 
from anticipating object CM location. The sequence of CM blocks of trials was 
counterbalanced across subjects. The blocked presentation of trials for each object CM was 
used to allow subjects to learn and anticipate the magnitude and direction of the external 
torque caused by the added mass [10, 36].  
Data Recording 
For both experiments, we measured forces and torques exerted by the thumb and 
index finger using two 6-axis force/torques sensors (ATI Nano-25 SI-125-3 and ATI Nano-
17 SI- 50–0.5 for experiment 1 and 2, respectively; ATI Industrial Automation; Figure 
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2.1(b,c)). For Experiment 1, object kinematics was recorded using a motion tracking 
system (Phase Space, San Leandro, CA; sampling frequency: 480 Hz). For Experiment 2, 
object kinematics (position and orientation) was tracked by a magnetic tracker (Fast track, 
Polhemus; sampling frequency: 120 Hz) mounted on the top of the vertical block (Figure 
2.1(a,d)). Force and torque data were recorded through two analog-to-digital converter 
boards (PCI-6220 DAQ, National Instruments; sampling rate, 1 kHz). We used custom 
software (LabView, National Instruments) to synchronize data collection of force and 
position data. 
Data Processing 
We resampled position data at the same sampling rate of the force data, after which 
both data were run though a fifth-order Butterworth low-pass filter (cutoff frequency, 30 
Hz). To compute GFR (first derivative of force with respect to time), the force rate signals 
were smoothed by a fifth-order, zero-phase lag, low-pass Butterworth filter (cutoff 
frequency, 14.5 Hz) [37, 38]. We processed the data as follows:  
(1) Grip force was defined as the normal component of each digit force exerted at 
the digit center of pressure with respect to the graspable surfaces. 
(2) Loading phase was defined as the time between digit early contact and object 
lift onset. Digit early contact was defined as the time at which the sum of grip force exerted 
by both digits crossed a threshold of 0.1 N and remained above it for 200 ms. Object lift 
onset was defined as the time at which the vertical position of the grip device crossed a 
threshold of 5 mm and remained above it for 200 ms. 
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Curve Fitting: Gaussian Function 
We fitted a Gaussian function to the time course of GFR data to quantify the extent 
to which its shape resembled a bell shape typical of pre-programmed force control. This 
analysis was applied after amplitude-normalization of GFR during the loading phase. To 
quantify the extent to which GFR was characterized by a bell-shape profile, we computed 
the root mean square error (RMS) between the best-fitted Gaussian function (below) and 
the time course of normalized GFR data. 
We estimated three parameters: the amplitude of the peak of the Gaussian function 
(a), the time of the peak (b), and the width of the function (c), as follows: 




We applied the method of non-linear least squares to estimate these three 
parameters. We used the syntax command of “Fit” from the Model-Based Calibration 
Toolbox of MATLAB software to implement our curve fitting. 
Continuous Wavelet Transform 
To extract further features from the normalized GFR data in the time-frequency 
domain, we used CWT. A wavelet (small wave) is a window function of finite length with 
an average value of zero. A ‘mother’ wavelet is a prototype for generating other window 
functions that differ in terms of their dilation or compression (scale, s) relative to the mother 
wavelet and translation in time (τ). 
The CWT is the integral of GFR (h(t)) over the duration of the loading phase 
multiplied by the scaled and shifted versions of the wavelet function:  
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As seen in (2), the transformed signal (H(s, τ)) is a function of two variables, s and 
τ, the scale and translation parameters, respectively. ψ(t) is the transforming function, i.e., 
the mother wavelet. CWT coefficients can be regarded as the inner product of the signal 
with a basis function ψ*((t- τ)/s). If the signal has a spectral component that corresponds to 
the value of s, the product of the wavelet with the signal at the location τ (translational 
time) where this spectral component exists gives a relatively large value.  
The scale is inversely proportional to the frequency in which a larger scale value gives a 





where f0 is a wavelet central frequency of the mother wavelet function and fs is the 
sampling frequency. Throughout the manuscript, we will use the term ‘frequency’ to refer 
to pseudo-frequency. 
In this study, we considered a “Mexican Hat” waveform as the mother wavelet 
(Figure 2.3) which is the negative normalized second derivative of a Gaussian Function 
approximating a bell-shape profile.  
We consider two types of the bell-shape function (Mexican Hat waveform): “slow” 
and “fast”. The slow bell-shape function is equivalent to the lower frequency (or higher 
scale) or longer period. Conversely, a fast bell-shape, which means that the Mexican Hat 
is faster or has a shorter duration, is related to higher frequency (lower scale) or shorter 
period. Table 2.1 shows the pseudo-frequencies associated with each scale. We defined the 
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slow bell-shape component (S(τ)) in (4) as the average of 5 scales of slow-bell shape 
functions. Similarly, the fast bell-shape component (F(τ)) is defined in (5). 
 
Figure 2.3. Mexican Hat waveform. The Mexican Hat waveform approximates a bell-shape 
profile. The correlation or the inner product of a signal with the Mexican Hat waveform 
shown here will yield the spectral component of the signal at the frequency of 2.5 Hz which 
corresponds to the scale (s) of 100 and translational time (τ) of 0. 
It is necessary to define a feature which includes the information of both fast and 
slow bell-shape components. We defined the percentage ratio (R(τ) in (6)) of slow bell-
shape component to the sum of slow (S(τ)) and fast (F(τ)) bell-shape components and 
computed the average of R(τ) (Ravg) over translational time during the loading phase. 
Similar to Ravg, we calculated Savg (the average of S(τ)) and Favg (the average of F(τ)). 
(4): 𝑆𝑙𝑜𝑤: 𝑆(𝜏) =
1
5
∑ 𝐻(𝑠 = (70 + 𝑖 × 10) , 𝜏)5𝑖=1  
(5): Fast: 𝐹(𝜏) =
1
5
∑ 𝐻(𝑠 = (15 + 𝑖 × 2.5) , 𝜏)5𝑖=1  
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As the GFR data is filtered with a cut-off frequency of 14.5 Hz (see Data 
Processing), the smallest scale (or highest frequency) of the fast-bell shape component ((5) 
is 17.5 (14.28 Hz). The largest scale (or lowest frequency) in the fast bell-shape component 
was defined based on the scale or frequency at which Favg of GFR from LH trials was 
statistically significantly larger than LL or HH trials. The choice of scales for the slow bell-
shape component (5) should take into account any scale within the range of the loading 
phase duration. We found that Savg was significantly different for all pairwise comparisons 
of trial combinations (p=0.001). 
Table 2.1 Pseudo- frequencies of different scales. 
 
Statistical Analysis 
For Experiment 1, we performed analysis of variance (ANOVA) with repeated 
measures on RMSE, Ravg, Savg and Favg with one within-subject factor (Trial; pair of trials 
with the same or different mass: light-light (LL), light-heavy (LH), heavy-heavy (HH), and 
heavy-light (HL); 4 levels) and one between-subject factor (Task; constrained and 
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unconstrained group, 2 levels). For all trial pairs, we analyzed the second trial of the pair. 
For LH and HL, the second trial is the trial on which the object mass was unexpectedly 
changed (Figure 2.2(a)). 
For Experiment 2, we performed ANOVA with repeated measures on RMSE and 
Ravg with one within-subject factor (CM; 3 levels: left, center, and right) and one between-
subject factor (Task). We used the mean of the last 7 trials of each CM (Figure 2.2(b)) as 
they represent learned trials [12].  
When the assumption of sphericity was violated in the ANOVAs, we used 
Greenhouse-Geisser. Comparisons of interest for statistically significant differences (p= 
0.05) were further analyzed using post hoc tests with Bonferroni’s corrections. Statistical 
analysis was performed using IBM Sciences Statistical Package for the Social (SPSS) 
Statistics. 
RESULTS 
Curve Fitting: RMSE 
We fitted the best Gaussian function to the normalized GFR of the thumb during 
the loading phase on each trial of the constrained and unconstrained task, and computed 
the root mean square error (RMSE) between the fitted curve and GFR from Experiments 1 
and 2. The magnitude of RMSE is inversely proportional to the extent to which GFR 
resembles a bell shape profile.  
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Experiment 1 
Figure 2.4(a,c) show the time course of thumb grip force for a light object and a 
heavy object trial both preceded by a light object (LL and LH trials, respectively) from one 
subject performing a constrained grasp task. The GFR associated with lifting a light object 
after a light object is well fitted by a Gaussian function (Figure 2.4(b)). In contrast, when 
object mass was unexpectedly changed after lifting a light object (LH), the time course of 
the GFR is not well described by bell-shape profile (Figure 2.4(d)). As a result, RMSE 
computed on LH is approximately four times larger for than LL (0.054 and 0.014, 
respectively). 
The pattern described for an individual subject was common to all subjects as 
indicated by a significantly larger RMSE in LH than LL (p=0.010) and HH (p=0.001). No 
significant difference was found in RMSE when comparing LL and HH (p=1.000; Figure 
2.6(a)). Therefore, trials that did not elicit a change in GFR, i.e., two consecutive trials with 
the same mass(LL and HH), were characterized by a profile that resembled a bell shape to 
a greater extent than trials preceded by a different mass, as subjects changed the rate of 
digit force development during the loading phase. These results confirm previous 
qualitative observations (see Introduction) and validate the use of RMSE computed on the 
Gaussian fit to GFR for correctly discriminating trials with versus without feedback-driven 
force corrections. RMSE was also significantly larger in the unconstrained than constrained 
task (F(1,22)=7.714, p=0.011; Figure 2.6(c)). We also found a main effect of Trial 
(F(1.963,43.176)=8.368, p=0.001; Figure 2.6(a)),whereas the interaction between Task 
and Trial was not statistically significant (p=0.383). 
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Figure 2.4. Bell-shape curve fitting: LL and LH trial pairs. The time course of thumb grip 
force from the second trial of the “light-light” condition (LL) and “light-heavy” 
condition (HL) are shown in (a) and (c), respectively. Normalized grip force rates 
computed on the same data are shown in (b) and (d), respectively, together with the 
Gaussian function that generated the best fit to grip force rate from contact to object lift 
onset (vertical dashed lines), and corresponding RMSE of the fit. Note the four-times 
higher RMSE for LH than LL condition, denoting a less bell-shaped grip force rate profile 
for the former condition where object mass was unexpectedly increased. Data in (a), (b), 
(c), and (d) are from the same subject. 
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Figure 2.5. Bell-shape curve fitting: constrained and unconstrained tasks. The time course 
of normalized thumb grip force rate (GFR) from the constrained task is shown in (a) and 
(b) (left and right center of mass, respectively) and from the unconstrained task is shown 
in (c) and (d) (left and right CM, respectively). Normalized GFRs are shown together with 
the Gaussian function that generated the best fit to GFR from contact to object lift onset 
(vertical dashed lines), and corresponding RMSE of the fit. Note the seven-fold higher 
RMSE for unconstrained than constrained task for both centers of mass, denoting a less 
bell-shaped grip force rate profile for the former condition where subjects could choose 
contact points on the object. Data from each task is from two subjects. 
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Figure 2.6. RMSE of Gaussian fit to grip force rate (all subjects). The root-mean square 
error (RMSE) of the Gaussian fit to grip force rate is shown for the experimental conditions 
of Experiment 1 (trial pairs; (a)) and Experiment 2 (object center of mass, CM; (b)) for 
constrained and unconstrained tasks. (c) and (d): RMSE computed on data pooled across 
trial pairs and object CM, respectively. LL, LH, HH, and HL denote data from the second 
trial of light-light, light-heavy, heavy-heavy, and heavy-light trial pairs, respectively. L, C, 
and R denote left, center, and right CM, respectively. Data are means averaged across all 
subjects. Vertical bars denote standard errors of the mean. Asterisks indicate a statistically 
significant difference (p< 0.05). 
Experiment 2 
Figure 2.5 shows the time course of thumb grip force for a constrained and 
unconstrained grasp task (A,B and C,D, respectively), each performed by a subject on an 
object with the left and right CM. The GFR associated with the constrained task is well 
fitted by a Gaussian function for both object CM (Figure 2.5(a,b)), whereas the GFR 
associated with the unconstrained task was not for either object CM (Figure 2.5(c,d)). For 
the two subjects shown in Figure 2.5, RMSE computed on the unconstrained task is 
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approximately seven to eight times larger than for the constrained task (0.046 and 0.006, 
respectively, left CM; 0.014 and .002, respectively, right CM). 
RMSE was not significantly different across object CM (no significant main effect 
of CM or interaction with Task: p= 0.395 and 0.647, respectively; Figure 2.6(b)). GFR 
from the constrained task was better described by a bell shape profile than the 
unconstrained task (Figure 2.6(d)). Statistical analysis revealed that RMSE was 
significantly smaller for the constrained than unconstrained task (F(1,22)=4.419, p=0.047). 
Continuous Wavelet Transform: R(t) 
In this section we describe the results of CWT method applied to GFR from 
Experiments 1 and 2. The goal of this analysis was to obtain a feature that could quantify 
the correlation between the normalized GFR and a bell-shape function (Mexican Hat; (2)). 
The CWT coefficients represent this correlation in time and scale (or frequency) domains. 
Experiment 1 
Figure 2.7 shows the CWT coefficients associated with GFR for a light object trial 
preceded by a light object trial (LL, Figure 2.7(a)). In this example, CWT coefficients are 
larger at larger scales (lower frequencies) than a heavy object trial preceded by a light 
object trial (LH, Figure 2.7(b)), i.e., the red color of coefficients within the scale 80-100 
for LL extends over a larger area than coefficients computed on the LH trial. This result 
implies that this LL trial is correlated to a stronger degree with the larger scale. 
Furthermore, the CWT coefficients of LH trials exhibit stronger correlations with lower 
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scales than the LL trial, i.e., the light blue of coefficients within the scale 20-30 for LH trial 
extends over a larger area than coefficients computed on the LL trial.  
 
Figure 2.7. Continuous wavelet transformation: LL and LH trial pairs. The transformed 
signal of normalized grip force rate (GFR) is a function of the scale and translation 
parameters (s and τ, respectively) of the Mexican Hat waveform. Larger values of 
continuous wavelet transform (CWT) coefficients indicate that a signal has a spectral 
component at those particular values of s and τ. The absolute values of CWT coefficients 
of normalized GFR were obtained for the second trial of the LL and LH trials ((a) and (b), 
respectively) and are plotted in two dimensions. The CWT coefficients computed on the 
LL trial are larger at the higher scale than the LH trial, whereas CWT coefficients from the 
LH trial are larger at lower scales than the LL trial. Note that the duration of the loading 
phase was time normalized in order to plot the CWT coefficients. Data are from the same 
subject and trials shown in Figure 2.4. 
The fast and slow types of the bell-shape function can be interpreted using Table 
2.1. The slow bell-shape function is equivalent to the lower frequency (or higher scale) or 
longer period. Conversely, a fast bell-shape, which means that the Mexican Hat is faster or 
has a shorter duration, is related to higher frequency (lower scale) or shorter period. In sum, 
the time-to-time corrections of grip force from contact to object lift onset lead to 
oscillations in GFR which can be projected on the fast-bell shape profile captured by CWT. 
Therefore, a larger number of grip force corrections as they occur in LH trials (Figure 
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2.7(b)), GFR will be characterized by more oscillations, hence stronger correlations with 
fast bell-shape. 
The above difference in GFR from two pairs of consecutive trials can be quantified 
by (4)-(6), where S(t) and F(t) represent the slow and fast bell-shape components, 
respectively. Hence, we can use the ratio (R(t)) of slow bell-shape component to the sum 
of slow and fast bell-shape components, i.e., S(t) over S(t)+F(t), to quantify differences 
among experimental trials. In sum, a larger R(t) would denote that there are less oscillations 
or corrections in the GFR signal and thus that it is more bell shaped. For the example shown 
in Figure 2.7, S(t) of the LL trial is larger than S(t) of the LH trial (compare the intensity 
at higher scales, i.e. 80, of the absolute values of CWT coefficients from Figure 2.7(a) vs. 
Figure 2.7(b)). Furthermore, the F(t) of the LL trial is smaller than F(t) of the LH trials 
(compare the intensity at lower scales, i.e. 20, of Figure 2.7(a) vs. Figure 2.7(b)). Therefore, 
R(t) of the LL trial would be larger than R(t) of the LH trial.  
Experiment 2 
Figure 2.8 shows the transformed signal of GFR for constrained and unconstrained 
tasks (top and bottom row plots, respectively) of left and right CMs (Figure 2.8(a,b), 
respectively). CWT coefficients obtained from the constrained and unconstrained task can 
be interpreted as described above for data from Experiment 1. Specifically, for both CMs 
the magnitude of the CWT coefficients for the constrained task is higher within the scale 
80-100 than the unconstrained task. Conversely, CWT coefficients within the scale 20-30 
are larger for the unconstrained than constrained task. 
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Figure 2.8. Continuous wavelet transformation: constrained and unconstrained tasks. The 
transformed signals of normalized thumb grip force rates in the constrained task from the 
trial of the left and right center of mass condition are shown in (a) and (b), respectively. 
Similarly, the transformed signals of grip force rate in the unconstrained task are shown in 
(c) and (d), respectively. The CWT coefficients computed on the constrained task are larger 
at the higher scale than the unconstrained task, but CWT coefficients from the 
unconstrained task are larger at lower scales than the constrained task. Note that the 
duration of the loading phase was time normalized in order to plot the CWT coefficients. 
Data are from the same subject and trials shown in Figure 2.5. 
CWT Analysis with Average Coefficients: Savg, Favg, & Ravg 
Experiment 1 
Savg was not significantly different across tasks (F(1,22)=3.974, p=0.059). 
However, we found statistically significant differences in Savg across trials pairs (main 
effect of Trial; F(3,66)=83.021, p=0.001), but no significant interaction between Task and 
Trial (F(3,66)=0.365, p=1.077). Savg was smallest for LH, increasingly larger for HH and 
LL, and largest for HL. All pairwise comparisons between Trials revealed significant 
differences (p=0.001 for all comparisons). These results indicate that the general bell shape 
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of GFR during the loading phase can be captured by Savg (correlation between the slow 
bell-shape profile and GFR in the range of 320−480 ms, (4) and Table 2.1). 
There was no significant difference between tasks for Favg (F(1,22)=0.009, 
p=0.926). Although the assumption of sphericity was violated for the repeated measure 
design, ANOVA revealed a significant difference between Trial (F(2.127,46.791)=13.780, 
p=0.001) but not a significant interaction between Trial and Task (F(2.127,46.791)=2.769, 
p=0.070). Favg was smallest for HH, increasingly larger for LL and HL, and largest for LH. 
All pairwise comparisons of Trials revealed significant difference with the exception of 
HL versus LL and LH (p=1.000 and 0.174, respectively). We found that Favg of the LH trial 
was significantly larger than Favg from LL and HH trials (p=0.044 and p=0.001, 
respectively). We found Favg from HH was significantly smaller than LL (p=0.004). These 
results show that grip force corrections in LH trials can be captured by Favg (correlation 
between the fast bell-shape profile and GFR in the range of 70−110 ms, (5) and Table 2.1). 
We found that Ravg from the LH Trial was significantly smaller than Ravg from LL, 
HH, and HL trials (p=0.001for all comparisons). This result indicates that the LH Trial 
could not be well described by a slow bell-shape function (larger F(t)) as well as the other 
three trial pairs. Furthermore, no significant difference was found when comparing LL and 
HH (p=1.000; Figure 2.9(a)). These results are consistent with the expected findings of 
similar GFR on the trial preceded by the same mass (LL and HH) and less bell-shaped GFR 
on trials preceded by a different mass, hence a smaller value of Ravg. The constrained task 
was characterized by a significantly larger Ravg value than the unconstrained task (Figure 
2.9(b)). Ravg was significantly larger for the constrained than unconstrained task 
(F(1,22)=5.894, p=0.024) and significantly larger across trial pairs (main effect of Trial; 
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F(3,66)=40.850, p=0.000), but there was no significant interaction between Task and Trial 
(F(3,66)=0.364, p=0.780).  
 
Figure 2.9. Ravg of CWT on grip force rate (all subjects). The Ravg of CWT of grip force 
rate is shown across trial pair and center of mass conditions (Experiment 1, left column, 
and Experiment 2, right column, respectively) for the constrained and unconstrained 
conditions. Data are shown in the same format as Figure 2.6. 
Experiment 2 
We found that Ravg was significantly larger for the constrained than the 
unconstrained task (F(1,22)=5.003, p=0.036), although there was no significant main effect 
of CM (F(2,44)=0.880, p=0.422) or interaction between these two factors (F(2,44)=0.444, 
p=0.644) (Figure 2.9(b,d)).  
Temporal Evolution of Coefficients 
Lastly, we evaluated the effect of temporal resolution of Ravg on the ability of Ravg 
to identify transition time points in control mechanisms during the loading phase in LL 
versus LH trials for constrained and unconstrained tasks. By testing several window sizes 
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or window numbers (e.g., 1, 2, 3, 5, 10 and 20) on the temporal evolution of CWT 
coefficients, we were able to identify the epoch within 55 to 65% of the time-normalized 
loading phase as the best candidate for the transition time point for both tasks. Importantly, 
for all of the above temporal resolutions we found no significant difference in Ravg between 
constrained and unconstrained tasks in the first 50% of loading phase (for details refer to 
Supplemental Materials in APPENDIX A and Supplementary Figure A.1). 
Discussion 
Previous work has assessed qualitatively GFR during the loading phase of grasping 
and manipulation to distinguish feedback from feedforward control of digit forces, the 
former case being characterized by a bell-shaped GFR profile. However, without a formal 
definition or quantitative assessment of what should be considered a ‘bell shape’ profile, 
this approach is limited because it cannot objectively determine whether and when such 
profile exists, or differences among GFR profiles across trials or tasks. The purpose of the 
present study was to validate and test two novel features of GFR: RMSE and Ravg; that 
could objectively quantify and discriminate bell-shaped versus non-bell-shaped GFR 
profiles. Specifically, we first validated the application of time- and time-frequency-
domain techniques using a classic task where object mass was unpredictably changed 
across trials. This validation was performed to ensure that our features could correctly 
identify trials predominantly characterized by corrective versus pre-programmed force 
responses. We then applied our features to analyze GFR used in a manipulation task 
performed with and without contact constraints. The results revealed that the latter scenario 
is characterized by feedback-driven corrective forces responses to a greater extent than 
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constrained grasping. We discuss these findings and the application of the above techniques 
to the analysis of digit forces and control strategies for dexterous manipulation. 
Validation of Time- and Frequency-domain Techniques for Feature Extraction from 
Grip Force Rate 
RMSE Feature  
Previous work has described feedback-driven force responses when lifting an 
object heavier than expected (light to heavy, LH), and pre-programmed digit forces (bell-
shaped GFR) for consecutive lifts with the same object mass (light-light, LL, and heavy-
heavy, HH) [13, 35, 38, 39]. We found that the previously described bell-shaped profiles 
of GFR for expected object mass, and irregularly shaped GFR for unexpected changes in 
object mass, could be correctly identified by the RMSE obtained from fitting a Gaussian 
function to GFR (Figure 2.6(a)). 
Ravg Feature  
The present study also investigated whether there might be additional GFR features 
that, similarly to RMSE, not only could distinguish trials based on the lack or occurrence 
of feedback-driven force responses, but could also provide additional information. The Ravg 
feature was identified as a potentially useful feature to quantify the correlation between the 
time course of GFR with a Mexican Hat function, i.e., an ideal bell-shape function. We 
found that the Ravg feature applied on the GFR from LL and LH trials was able to detect 
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not only the occurrence of corrective force responses, but also their timing and intensity 
(Figure 2.7-10). 
It is worth mentioning that Savg or Favg are not sufficiently sensitive features for 
identifying sensorimotor control processes when used in isolation. This is because neither 
feature contains the complete frequency information of GFR and thus can only represent 
partial information, e.g. low (or high) frequency. As a result, neither Savg nor Favg could 
reliably discriminate constrained from unconstrained tasks as Ravg could, or correctly 
identify HH and LL as being similar. The sensitivity of these two features was optimized 
when they were combined as ratio, Ravg. 
Comparison between RMSE versus Ravg 
Fitting a Gaussian function to GFR allowed us to assign an RMSE value to each 
force rate signal and compare trials within and across tasks. Even though this approach is 
a time-domain method and could correctly differentiate between trials with and without 
online force corrections (Figure 2.6(a)), a single value (goodness of fit) cannot provide 
valuable information such as when force corrections start or their intensity. As an example, 
Figure 2.7(b) shows a two-fold difference in intensity across two time points (0.2 and 0.8) 
at the frequency of 9.09 Hz (scale 80). 
The time-frequency analysis (CWT) can provide all the information provided by 
the RMSE obtained from the Gaussian fit. Additionally, however, CWT can assess 
quantitatively the temporal evolution of digit force rates. Therefore, the CWT method is 
superior to Gaussian fit. However, we reported the result of the Gaussian fit method as an 
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approach that would be easy to interpret in the context of the literature that has described 
the existence of absence of bell-shaped GFR profiles. 
Insights Provided by CWT Approach 
Our CWT approach provided five insights that have not been described in the 
literature on force control for grasping and manipulation: 
(1) Temporal characteristics of GFR. Ravg is a novel feature based on the ratio of 
slow bell-shape component to the sum of slow and fast bell-shape components that can 
capture the temporal characteristics of GFR. This feature was justified by two components, 
one associated with the loading phase (general bell shape from contact to object lift onset; 
Table 2.1, (4)), and one associated with fast force corrections (Table 2.1, (5)).We found 
that Favg is significantly larger in LH trials than LL trials. Therefore, CWT could capture 
grip force corrections in LH trials by identifying the best correlation between the fast bell-
shape profile and GFR. Based on (5), we also know that these fast bell-shape components 
are in the range of 70−110 ms. This range is consistent with the delay associated with 
sensorimotor feedback loop of tactile afferents [1, 39-40]. Therefore, the fast bell-shape 
component of CWT is compatible with physiological delays of corrective force responses 
embedded in the GFR.  
(2) Frequency components of GFR. Our CWT approach can be used to extract the 
slow and fast frequency components of GFR. Specifically, a fast bell-shape profile is 
equivalent to high-frequency responses, and can therefore be interpreted as high-frequency 
fluctuations in GFR (Table 2.1, (5)). Conversely, for more bell-shaped GFR profiles, the 
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fast bell-shape components decrease and interdependently the slow bell-shape components 
increase (Figure 2.7(a,b)). 
(3) Frequency components of control mechanisms. This study determined the GFR 
frequency components associated with pre-programmed and feedback-mediated force 
control mechanisms. Specifically, CWT revealed that the intensity of higher frequency 
GFR components was larger for LH than LL or HH trials. Conversely, the intensity of 
lower frequency GFR components was larger when planned grip force development 
matched the expected object mass.  
(4) Identification of transition time points in control mechanisms. Ravg feature could 
describe the temporal evolution of the combination (ratio) between feedback and 
feedforward force controls. Specifically, constrained and unconstrained tasks in both 
experiments revealed that the relative role of feedforward and feedback mechanisms 
changes from ~60% of the time-normalized loading phase to object lift onset of the loading 
phase (Figure A1). This finding extends the sensorimotor control point framework [1, 13, 
25] in important ways by identifying when the initial feedforward force development 
starting at contact merges with a feedback-mediated force control (55%-65% of loading 
phase) for the unconstrained task in both experiments. Hence, the combination of feedback 
and feedforward force controls after ~60% of loading phase appears to rely more on 
feedback in the unconstrained than constrained task. However, the combination of 
feedback and feedforward force controls is similar for both tasks in the first half of the 
loading phase. Note that the ~60% transition point appears to be independent of object 
properties/experimental condition and mainly reflects whether the object is grasped at 
constrained versus unconstrained contacts (see Supplemental Materials in APPENDIX A). 
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(5) Adjustable temporal resolution of GFR analysis. The continuous method of 
wavelet transform allows the adjustment of number of windows in order to determine the 
time point(s) at which a given control mechanism starts to operate. For the present study, 
the systematic analysis of the effect of number/size of time windows allowed the 
identification of 55-65% of the time-normalized loading phase as best candidates for 
control mechanism transition point for constrained and unconstrained tasks (see 
Supplemental Materials in APPENDIX A and Supplementary Figure A.1).  
Digit Force Control Underlying Constrained and Unconstrained Grasping Tasks 
It has been pointed out that a given manipulation can be performed by changing the 
neural drive of hand muscles to modulate digit forces [41] and/or applying digit forces at 
different locations on the object [12, 36]. For objects with symmetrical mass distribution 
(Experiment 1; center CM, Experiment 2), when subjects could choose digit placement, 
thumb and index finger were placed collinearly as to avoid generating torques while lifting 
the object [12]. However, for objects with an asymmetrical mass distribution (left and right 
CM, Experiment 2), subjects had to generate a compensatory torque at object lift onset 
which is a function of both digit forces and positions, whereas for constrained grasping the 
compensatory torque is a function of digit forces only [12]. Most importantly, 
unconstrained grasping is characterized by trial-to-trial variability in digit placement, 
which requires trial-to-trial modulation of digit forces such that a given compensatory 
torque can be generated in a consistent fashion. When changing grip type from one trial to 
the next, e.g., from two to three-digit grip, subjects are required to modulate digit force 
distribution to an even greater extent than when grasping an object with the same number 
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of digits on consecutive trials [34]. Remarkably, subjects are able to effectively modulate 
digit forces in both of these scenarios [12, 34]. Our recent work has further extended these 
results by showing that digit force modulation to position results from interactions between 
feedforward planning of digit forces based on visual estimation of object size, and haptic 
feedback [35].  
These findings led us to propose that grasping at unconstrained contacts must rely 
on (a) sensing digit placement and (b) transforming sensory feedback about the relative 
position of the digits into forces that are appropriate to generate the desired compensatory 
torque. Experiment 2 sought to identify force development arising from (b) by comparing 
unconstrained versus constrained grasping. The rationale for such comparison is that 
constrained grasping does not require sensing of actual digit position for modulating digit 
forces, as these can be consistently generated on each trial in a fairly stereotypical fashion 
by relying on sensorimotor memories [12, 34]. In contrast, and as pointed out above, grasp 
performance would significantly degrade if the CNS could not compensate digit placement 
variability with appropriate force modulation. It should be emphasized that an alternative 
framework could account for subjects’ ability to perform manipulation at unconstrained 
contacts: subjects could plan digit forces and position before making contact with the 
object. If this were the case, one would predict that grip force should develop in a similar 
fashion for constrained and unconstrained grasping. Both of our features, RMSE and Ravg, 
support the theoretical framework of feedback-driven corrective force responses following 
object contact for unconstrained grasping. Specifically, the RMSE feature revealed that 
GFRs were better fitted by a Gaussian function for constrained than unconstrained grasping 
(Figure 2.6). The CWT approach confirmed this observation, and the Ravg feature further 
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revealed that the constrained task is characterized by significantly smaller fast bell-shape 
components and larger slow bell-shape components than the unconstrained task (Figure 
2.9). In both experiments, we found two similar findings: (1) GFR is controlled through 
similar combinations of feedback and feedforward force control during the first 50% of 
normalized loading phase (same Ravg; Figure A1); and (2) for the constrained task, GFR 
control is dominated by feedforward control in the last 40% of normalized loading phase 
(Figure A1), whereas the unconstrained task GFR control appears to rely to a greater extent 
on feedback control (please refer to Supplemental Materials in APPENDIX A). 
The present findings represent the first experimental evidence in support of the 
hypothesis that grasping at unconstrained contacts on an object is characterized by more 
grip force corrections than grasping at constrained contacts. Furthermore, our Ravg allowed 
us to determine the time course of the transition from a purely anticipatory to a more 
feedback-driven grip force control (for more details please refer to Supplemental Materials 
in APPENDIX A).  
Methodological Consideration and Data Interpretation 
It should be emphasized that the interpretation of the difference in GFR between 
constrained and unconstrained grasping – i.e., the unconstrained task being characterized 
by more feedback-driven force corrections than the constrained task - is based uniquely on 
the theoretical framework described in the Introduction and how bell-shaped force rates 
are interpreted in motor neuroscience literature, rather than the proposed analytical 
techniques. Although other techniques might be able to quantify the extent to which GRF 
might resemble a bell-shape profile, the choice of our techniques was motivated by the 
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need to extract features that could identify differences in grip force control across task 
conditions. Specifically, the main objectives of the feature extraction methods we propose 
were (a) to identify differences in timing and magnitude of force corrections across task 
conditions, and (b) the extent to which these force corrections may cause the time course 
of grip force rate to deviate from a ‘bell-shaped’ profile typically associated with ballistic 
movement velocity or force rate trajectories.  
The present work first validated that a Gaussian fit and CWT applied to GFR can 
reliably identify differences in grip force control (Experiment 1). Note that previous studies 
in the literature have not provided any quantitative assessment of GFR profiles. Such 
validation allowed us to apply these techniques to quantify the extent to which grip force 
development resembles a bell-shape profile in grasping at constrained versus unconstrained 
contacts (Experiment 1 and 2). 
Conclusions and Biomedical Engineering Applications  
The main contribution of the present work to biomedical engineering consists of a 
novel approach to quantify the temporal interactions between feedforward and feedback 
control of force. Although the present data focused on digit forces associated with 
dexterous manipulation, the impact of our work extends to a wide variety of motor tasks 
by capitalizing on a universal feature of human motor control, i.e., the shape of endpoint 
trajectories, joint angle excursion, and/or force rate.  
The proposed analytical approach can be used not only to address questions about 
mechanisms underlying neural control of force, but also for clinical applications. Examples 
of these applications include the study of the effects of neurological disorders or peripheral 
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neuropathies as a function of disease severity or to quantify the effectiveness of medical 
intervention, e.g., sensorimotor functional recovery in individuals affected by carpal tunnel 
syndrome following surgical intervention [42]. An important biomedical engineering 
application is the identification of brain areas responsible for feedback and feedforward 
force control to target for non-invasive brain stimulation, e.g., transcranial magnetic 
stimulation, TMS. Specifically, TMS-induced ‘virtual lesions’ can be elicited to identify 
the cortical areas responsible for implementing corrective or anticipatory force responses, 
as well as their temporal interactions. This is a significant application of our approach in 
the context of non-invasive brain stimulation techniques for rehabilitation of sensorimotor 
function [43-45]. Another biomedical application of our technique is the quantification of 
how humans adapt to control forces when physically interacting with rehabilitation robotic 
devices, i.e., exoskeletons. This is a very active area of biomedical engineering research 
that would benefit from a detailed characterization of how humans respond, through 
voluntary or reflex muscle activation, to motion induced by external devices, as well as 
how they adapt to different parameters of physical interactions [46-48].  
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CHAPTER 3 
HAND DOMINANCE AFFECTS THE CONTROL OF DIGIT FORCES FOR 
DEXTEROUS MANIPULATION 
Abstract 
It has been proposed that the dominant-arm system controls movement extent 
largely through feedforward mechanisms, whereas control of the non-dominant arm system 
would rely to a greater extent on feedback mechanisms. Nevertheless, the extent to which 
such asymmetry in control mechanisms exists for digit force control remains to be 
established. To address this question, we asked 32 right-handed subjects to grasp and lift 
an inverted T-shape grip device with the thumb and index fingertips. Half of the subjects 
performed the task with their dominant hand, whereas the other half was tested on their 
non-dominant hand. The weight of the object was changed pseudo-randomly across a 
subset of trials to prevent subjects from predicting the forces necessary to manipulate the 
object. Both groups performed the reach-to-grasp task at two reaching distances, 5 and 25 
cm, to further assess whether differences in arm dynamics might affect asymmetry in digit 
force control across the two hands. Based on the arm dominance hypothesis, we predicted 
that the digit force control by the dominant hand would rely more on feedforward 
mechanisms to a greater extent than the non-dominant hand, whereas digit force control of 
the non-dominant hand would be characterized by feedback mechanisms to a greater extent 
than the dominant hand. We used continuous wavelet transform on grip force rate (GFR) 
to extract a feature that quantified the extent to which the two hands differed in terms of 
timing and magnitude of force development between contact and object lift onset. We 
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found that reach distance affected the reach kinematics: peak grip aperture occurred later 
and peak wrist velocity was larger for the larger reach distance for both dominant and non-
dominant hand. However, we found a handedness effect in digit force control mechanism 
regardless of reach distance. Specifically, GFR analysis revealed that manipulation by the 
dominant hand was characterized by feedforward control to a greater extent than the non-
dominant hand, whereas feedback control mechanism was minimally different. Whereas a 
feedforward-based control of digit forces by the dominant hand is consistent with the arm 
dominance hypothesis, the small difference in feedback control between the two hands is 
not. 
Keywords: Continuous wavelet transform, feedback, feedforward, hand, 
handedness, sensorimotor memory. 
Abbreviation: Continuous wavelet transform (CWT), grip force rate (GFR), time 
to peak grip aperture (tPGA), maximum grip aperture (MGA), dominant hand (DH), non-
dominant hand (NDH). 
Introduction 
Hand dominance (also known as handedness and interlimb difference) is defined 
as a preference of the person to use specific hand in particular tasks (Schachter 1994; 
Oldfield 1997). The neural mechanisms underlying hand dominance and its influence on 
dexterity have been studied for decades (for review see Perelle and Ehrman 2005; Corballis 
2012). Nevertheless, whether and how hand dominance affects learning and control of 
dexterous manipulation remains controversial. Some accounts have indicated that the 
dominant hand can perform tasks of manual dexterity quicker (Judge and Stirling, 2003) 
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and with less variability (Annett et al., 1979) than the non-dominant hand. These behavioral 
asymmetries between the dominant and non-dominant hand are consistent with reports of 
asymmetries in functional activation of cortical motor areas associated with finger 
movements (Kim et al. 1993; Dassonville et al. 1997). Similarly, asymmetries have been 
observed in, tasks that require subjects to match wrist position (Adamo and Martin 2009) 
or grasp effort perception with the contralateral hand, but only in right-handers (Adamo et 
al. 2012a). However, these observations on the influence of hand dominance on hand 
control have not been found in studies requiring subjects to perform individuated finger 
movements (Häger-Ross and Schieber, 2000) or sub-maximal forces (Reilly and 
Hammond, 2000, 2004).   
Studies that examined dexterous object manipulation in tasks requiring the use of 
two (Gordon et al. 1994; Salimi et al. 2000; Bursztyn and Flanagan 2008) or five digits 
(Rearick and Santello 2002) reported that subjects’ performance and the temporal 
coordination patterns amongst digits was similar regardless of the hand used to perform 
the task (Rearick and Santello 2002). However, there might be several potential 
confounding factors and limitations that require further examination to assess whether and 
the extent to which handedness may influence digit force control.  
One important unanswered question in the hand dominance literature is whether a 
link exists between the reaching component and digit force control. This gap is important 
because, to date, clearer dominance effects are found in how each upper limb is controlled 
during reaching movements (see below). The most common kinematic variable targeted by 
reach-to-grasp studies is maximum grip aperture (MGA). This kinematic landmark is 
sensitive to task parameters such as object size, shape, and weight (for review see Smeets 
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& Brenner, 1999). For example, object size and position affect the manipulation and 
transport components, i.e., hand position and wrist rotation, as well as finger position 
(Hesse and Deubel, 2009). Several studies have shown interlimb difference in control 
mechanism and kinematic profiles. One study (Sainburg and Kalakanis, 2000) examined 
the differences in limb dynamics control between dominant and non-dominant limb during 
rapid targeted reaching movements. Learning rate of final positional accuracy was similar 
across dominant and non-dominant arms. However, hand trajectories and joint 
coordination patterns during the reaching movements were different across upper limbs. 
The results of another study suggest that dominant arm control has become optimized for 
efficient intersegmental coordination, involving straight and smooth hand-paths. In 
contrast, non-dominant arm control would have become optimized for controlling steady-
state posture, involving greater final position accuracy without visual feedback (Przybyla 
et al, 2011). Other studies (Bagesteiro and Sainburg 2002, 2003; Sainburg 2002; Sainburg 
and Kalakanis 2000; Sainburg and Wang 2002) have also provided evidence for the 
dominance hypothesis which suggested that the dominant arm was good at dynamic task 
like limb trajectory control, while control of the non-dominant arm was specialized for 
static tasks. The advantage of the dominant arm in dynamic task came from the greater 
ability of this limb in preplanning, whereas the advantage of the non-dominant arm in static 
task would result from feedback mechanism accounting for greater positional accuracy. 
Nevertheless, the extent to which such an asymmetry in control mechanisms exists for digit 
force control remains to be established. One interlimb study (Wang and Sainburg, 2004) 
showed how training on one arm affected the performance (initial direction error) on the 
other. They defined direction error as the angular between the three points of the start point, 
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the point that corresponds to maximum arm velocity, and target point. Tasks performed 
with the dominant arm first showed transfer of directional movement to the non-dominant 
arm. However, there was no observed transfer of adaptation from the non-dominant arm to 
the dominant arm. Briefly, these studies indicated an arm dominance effect in how reaching 
movements are controlled.  
In sum, most studies of handedness have focused on tasks that require coordination 
of arm and hand. Furthermore, control of reaching movement differs across dominant and 
non-dominant arms. Because of these confounds, the extent to which hand dominance 
influences the performance and control strategies used for dexterous manipulation remains 
unclear. To address this gap, we examined the control of two-digit manipulation in a task 
that required right-handed subjects to reach, grasp, lift and replace an inverted T-shaped 
object with symmetrical mass distribution by his/her dominant or non-dominant hand 
(Mojtahedi et al., 2015, Salimi et al. 2000, 2003; Rearick and Santello 2002; Lukos et al. 
2007, 2008; Bursztyn and Flanagan 2008; Fu et al. 2010, 2011; Zhang et al. 2010). Each 
subject performed the experiment at one of two assigned distances to determine the 
contribution of interlimb differences in arm dynamics on digit force control. We tested two 
hypotheses: (1) the control of digit forces in the non-dominant and dominant hand would 
be dominated by feedback- and feedforward mechanisms, and (2) reaching distance would 
magnify differences in digit force control across the dominant and non-dominant hand, as 
interlimb differences in arm dynamics would affect how forces are controlled at the end of 
the reach.  
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Materials and Methods 
Subjects 
Thirty-two right-handed subjects (age: 23 ± 4 years; 16 males, 16 females) were 
tested. Hand dominance was evaluated with the Edinburg survey (Edinburg, 1971). 
Subjects had no history of neurological disorders, and were naïve to the purpose of the 
studies. Subjects provided informed written consent for experiment participation, which 
were approved by the Institutional Review Board at Arizona State University and were in 
accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. 
Experimental Apparatus 
Subjects were asked to grasp, lift, hold, and replace a physical object using the 
thumb and index fingertips. The same grip device was used in [5]. Briefly, the device was 
an inverted T-shaped object, i.e., a graspable vertical block attached to a horizontal base 
(Figure 3.1 (a)). The device could be grasped anywhere on its vertical graspable surfaces; 
we refer to this as “unconstrained” grasping. The material covering the graspable surface 
was sandpaper (Type 120- Medium). Graspable surfaces were mounted on a force/torque 
transducer. Without any additional mass, the unconstrained device’s weight was 436 g.  
Throughout the experiment, the grip device’s mass was randomly changed by adding 400 
g to the center slot (Figure 3.1 (a)). This yielded a “light” and “heavy” object with different 
masses of 436 and 836 g, respectively.  
At the beginning of each trial, the grip device was placed at one of two distances (5 
cm or 25 cm; Figure 3.1 (c,d)) from the index fingertip.  Shoulder, elbow and wrist joints 
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were aligned with the handle of the object. More specifically, hand configuration was 
pronated and placed on the table in such a way that: (1) the position of index fingertip was 
placed on the marked area on the table (a circle with 0.5 cm radius; Figure 3.1(d)); (2) wrist 
joints were placed on a hand switch (a rectangle with 12 mm width and 72 mm length; 
Figure 3.1(c)), which specified the timing of reach onset; and (3) elbow joints were flexed 
90° and placed on the support table (Figure 3.1(c,d)). Chair height was adjusted to ensure 
a 90° flexion at the elbow joint. Three motion tracking markers were placed at tip of the 
thumb, index, and on the wrist (Figure 3.1(b)). For object position tracking, two motion 
markers were placed at the right and left side of the object’s base (Figure 3.1(a)). 
 
Figure 3.1. Experimental setup. (a) Inverted-T shape grip device with two force/torque 
sensors, and two unconstrained grasping pads mounted on the F/T sensors. We randomly 
changed the mass of grip device by adding 400 g to the center slot. (b) Positions of motion 
tracking markers (green circles). Two markers placed on the base of grip device to track 
its position. Three markers placed on the thumb, index fingertip and wrist. Markers are not 
illustrated a, c, and d for simplicity. Force sensors were covered by two paper surfaces to 
prevent subjects predicting sensor positions. (c) Dominant arm in 5 cm configuration, 
displaying Hand switch under wrist joint. Elbow position was specified via a support 
behind the elbow. Index position is marked by a circle (radius 0.5 cm). (d) Non-dominant 
arm in 25 cm configuration.   
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Experimental Design and Procedure 
The between-subject component of the design included four experimental groups. 
Group designation was based on the hand used for the manipulation task (dominant or non-
dominant) and reach distance between the device and index fingertip (5 cm or 25 cm). The 
four groups included a Dominant hand- 5 cm distance (D-5 cm), Dominant hand- 25 cm 
distance (D-25 cm), Non-dominant hand- 5 cm distance (ND-5 cm), and Non-dominant 
hand- 25 cm distance (ND-25 cm). Subjects only participated in one of the four groups 
during an experimental session, to which they were randomly assigned. Eight subjects were 
assigned to each experimental group (Figure 3.2 (a,b)).  
Subjects were instructed to reach, grasp, lift, and replace the object at a natural 
speed. Trials were initiated by a verbal signal (“go”) provided by a speaker. It was 
explained that grasping should be performed with the thumb and index fingertips, only on 
the graspable surfaces, and the object’s vertical orientation should be maintained while 
lifting to a comfortable height (10–15 cm). They were asked to hold it for ~1s at the final 
height, place back on the table, and go back to the starting index finger and hand position. 
After replacing the object, they were asked to relax and wait for the next “go” signal. For 
both experiments and before starting data collection, an experimenter demonstrated the 
task to the subjects. 
 Before data collection, subjects were allowed to perform 4 consecutive trials with 
the heavy object followed by 4 trials with the light object to become familiar with the two 
object masses and frictional conditions. After practice, subjects were informed the first 
experimental trial would consist of lifting the light object and that all subsequent trials 
object would involve unpredictable changes in object mass (Figure 3.2 (a)). Subjects 
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performed 60 experimental trials. View of the object and changes in mass were prevented 
on each trial, thus minimizing the potential of anticipating changes in object mass. White 
noise was also played during the experiment. Additionally, the experimenter pretended to 
change mass when two consecutive trials were characterized by same mass. 
 
Figure 3.2. Experimental conditions: Hand, Distance, and Trial. a and b show we have four 
experimental groups: Dominant hand- 5 cm distance (D-5 cm), Dominant hand- 25 cm 
distance (D-25 cm), Non-dominant hand- 5 cm distance (ND-5 cm), and Non-dominant 
hand- 25 cm distance (ND-25 cm). 8 subjects performed each experimental group. Hand 
consisted of dominant and non-dominant hands. Distance between index fingertip and grip 
device was divided into 5 cm and 25 cm. Trial consisted of four conditions that differed 
depending on the object mass presented across two consecutive trials: light to light (LL), 
light to heavy (LH), heavy to heavy (HH), and heavy to light (HL). The bold letter denotes 
the trial preceding the trial used for analysis, whereas the underlined, italicized, and bold 
letter denotes the trial used for analysis). For simplicity, Trial is only shown for the 
experimental group of Dominant hand- 25 cm distance (D-25 cm).  
The pseudo-random changes in object mass were designed to analyze digit forces 
across the following pairs of trials: (1) a heavy to light object (HL) switch, when at least 
two consecutive lifts of a heavy object were followed by one lift of the light object; (2) 
light to heavy (LH) switch, when at least two consecutive lifts of a light object were 
followed by one lift of the heavy object; (3) light to light (LL) and (4) heavy to heavy (HH) 
consisting of two consecutive lifts of the light or heavy object, respectively (Figure 3.2(a); 
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[5]). We analyzed nine occurrences of each of the above pairs of trials. The order of trials, 
in which the object mass were changed, were randomized within and across subjects.  
Data Recording 
We used two 6-axis force/torque sensors (ATI Nano-25 SI-125–3; ATI Industrial 
Automation; Figure 3.1 (a)) to measure forces and torques exerted by the thumb and index 
finger. We recorded force and torque data through two analog-to-digital converter boards 
(PCI-6220 DAQ, National Instruments; sampling frequency: 1 kHz). Object and hand 
kinematics (Figure 3.1 (b)) were recorded using a motion tracking system (Phase Space, 
San Leandro, CA; sampling frequency: 480 Hz). The hand switch (Figure 3.1 (d)) provided 
a signal that marked the time when the hand left the starting point. We synchronized the 
collection of force, position, and hand switch data by using custom software (LabView, 
National Instruments). 
Data Analysis 
We resampled position data at the same sampling rate of the force data, after which 
both data were run though a fifth-order Butterworth low-pass filter (cutoff frequency, 30 
Hz). We processed the data as follows:  
1. Grip force was defined as the normal component of each digit force exerted at 
the digit center of pressure with respect to the graspable surfaces. 
2. Grip-force rate (GFR) was computed as the first derivative of grip force with 
respect to time, and it was smoothed by a fifth-order, zero-phase lag, low-pass 
Butterworth filter (cutoff frequency, 14.5 Hz) [6-7]. 
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3. Time onsets: The time point when subject released the hand switch was defined 
as reach onset (i.e. movement onset; Figure 3.3 (a)). The end of reach onset was 
determined as the frame when the wrist velocity first fell below 50 mm/s for 50 
ms (Figure 3.3 (a)). Contact onset was defined as the time when the sum of grip 
forces exerted by both digits crossed a threshold of 0.1 N and remained above 
it for 200 ms (Figure 3.3(c)). Object lift onset was defined as the time at which 
the vertical position of the grip device crossed a threshold of 5 mm and 
remained above it for 200 ms (Figure 3.3 (d)).  
4. Phases: Reaching phase defined as time between reach onset and end of reach 
onset (Figure 3.3 (a)). Loading phase was defined as the time between contact 
onset and object lift onset (Figure 3.3 (a)).  
5. Aperture is the distance between the two markers which were placed at the tip 
of the thumb and tip of the index. To examine the aperture profiles for each 
group at different distances, we calculated the peak grip aperture (PGA) time 
between reach onset and contact time. We normalized the PGA time by dividing 
it to reaching phase (time duration from reach onset to contact time). Therefore, 
we could calculate the time from reaching movement onset to PGA (tPGA; the 
time to peak grip aperture) in percentages of total reach time (Figure 3.3 (b)). 
6. Wrist velocity was defined as first derivative of wrist position with respect to 
time. In this study, wrist velocity refers to the magnitude of wrist velocity which 
is equal to the square root of the sum of the squares of its components (all axes: 
x, y, and z). The peak wrist velocity was considered as an index to measure how 
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fast the wrist approached the grip object. Therefore, we calculated the average 
peak wrist velocity for each subject. 
Ravg Feature 
An overarching goal of the current study was to identify hand dominance effects in 
dexterous manipulation. Our previous work in CHAPTER 2 [5] has implicated a larger role 
for feedback driven control when manipulating objects with unconstrained grasping points; 
unconstrained grasping elicited larger feedback corrections in the form of oscillations in 
the digit GFR. To identify the degree to which effector dominance supports differential 
force control mechanisms, feed-forward and feedback, we employed a feature/measure 
called Ravg that was introduced in [5]. The Ravg measure is intended to represent the relative 
contribution of force control mechanisms.  
The Ravg measure starts by taking the continuous wavelet transform (CWT) from 
the normalized GFR.  The amplitude-normalization of GFR during the loading phase was 
performed to remove the effect of weight on the magnitude of GFR [5, 8]. CWTs were 
performed over the loading phase time windows. The chosen mother wavelet was a 
Mexican Hat. A mother wavelet is a prototype for generating the daughter wavelets which 
are simply the translated and scaled versions of the mother wavelet. The daughter wavelets 
functions differ in terms of their dilation or compression (scale, s) and shifting in time 
(translation, τ) relative to the mother wavelet. The scale is inversely proportional to the 
pseudo-frequency in which a larger scale value gives a smaller pseudo-frequency and vice 
versa. Throughout the manuscript, we will use the term ‘frequency’ to refer to pseudo-
frequency. 
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Figure 3.3. A representative trial of non-dominant hand at 25 cm reach distance. Dash 
vertical bars represent the time onsets. The red circles on dash vertical bars represent the 
thresholds. The time to peak grip aperture (tPGA) is also calculated in (b) as (100*tPGA) 
divided by reaching phase time duration. 
Using different frequencies as in Table 2.1, we considered two types of the bell-
shape function (Mexican Hat waveform): “slow” and “fast”. The slow bell-shape function 
is equivalent to the lower frequency (or higher scale or longer period). Conversely, a fast 
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bell-shape, which means that the Mexican Hat is faster or has a shorter duration, is related 
to higher frequency (lower scale or shorter period). Table 2.1 shows the pseudo-frequencies 
associated with each scale. In general, the transformed signal (CWT) of the normalized 
GFR returns a function denoted as H(s,τ). The amplitude of H(s,τ) indicates the extent of 
the correlation between the GFR and daughter wavelet with the scale and translation of 
(s,τ). Therefore, we defined the slow bell-shape component (S(τ)) in (3.1) as the average 
of 5 scales of slow-bell shape functions. Similarly, the fast bell-shape component (F(τ)) is 
defined in (3.2). 
 (3.1): 𝑆𝑙𝑜𝑤: 𝑆(𝜏) =
1
5
∑ 𝐻(𝑠 = (70 + 𝑖 × 10) , 𝜏)5𝑖=1  
  (3.2): Fast: 𝐹(𝜏) =
1
5
∑ 𝐻(𝑠 = (15 + 𝑖 × 2.5) , 𝜏)5𝑖=1  




Combining slow and fast components allows defining the Ravg measure. We defined 
the component ratio (R(τ) in 3.3; percentage) as the slow component over the sum of slow 
(S(τ)) and fast (F(τ)). The average over the loading phase defines the final Ravg. Lower 
values of Ravg denotes that grip force modulations are characterized by more feedback-
driven corrections or less feedforward control mechanisms.  
As the GFR data is filtered with a cutoff frequency of 14.5 Hz (see Data 
Processing), the smallest scale (or highest frequency) of the fast bell-shaped component 
(see (5)) is 17.5 (14.28 Hz). The largest scale (or lowest frequency) in the fast bell-shaped 
component was defined based on the scale or frequency at which Favg of GFR from LH 
trials was statistically significantly larger than LL or HH trials (p < 0.05). Note that 
previous work has described feedback-driven force responses when lifting an object 
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heavier than expected (LH), and preprogrammed digit forces (bell-shaped GFR) for 
consecutive lifts with the same object mass (LL and HH) [13], [35], [38], [39]. 
Furthermore, the fast bell-shaped component of CWT is compatible with physiological 
delays (70– 110 ms; the delay associated with sensorimotor feedback loop of tactile 
afferents [1], [39], [40], [5]) of corrective force responses embedded in the GFR. The 
choice of scales for the slow bell-shaped component should take into account any scale 
within the range of the loading phase duration. Please refer to [5] for further details. 
Quantifying the Temporal Evolution of CWT Coefficients 
We were also interested in evaluating the extent to which the values of R(t) varied 
across the normalized loading phase time. We used the technique of windowing and 
calculated the Ravg, Favg, and Savg in each window to capture its temporal evolution during 
the normalized loading phase time.  
The Ravg temporal evolution and its interpretation might be sensitive to the choice 
of a particular window size and corresponding number of windows. For example, a low 
temporal resolution (i.e., a small number of relatively long windows) might miss sudden 
changes in Ravg. Therefore, we calculated Ravg as a function of window size and number to 
minimize the bias that an arbitrary choice of window size might have introduced to our 
interpretation of Ravg temporal evolution. Loading phase was divided into 1, 2, 3, 5, 10 or 
20 time windows to assess the difference between dominant and non-dominant groups. 
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Statistical Analysis 
We performed two-way ANOVA on peak wrist velocity and normalized PGA time 
with two between-subject factors Hand (Dominant and Non-dominant groups, 2 levels) 
and Distance (5 cm and 25 cm groups, 2 levels). We also performed analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) with repeated measures on Ravg with one within-subject factor Trial (pair of 
trials with the same or different mass: light-light (LL), light-heavy (LH), heavy-heavy 
(HH), and heavy-light (HL); 4 levels) and two between-subject factors Hand and Distance. 
For all trial pairs, we analyzed the second trial of the pair. For LH and HL, the second trial 
is the trial on which the object mass was unexpectedly changed (Figure 3.2 (a)). 
Comparisons of interest for statistically significant differences (p= 0.05) were further 
analyzed using post hoc tests with Bonferroni corrections.  
We performed ANOVA with repeated measures on Ravg with one within-subject 
factor (Window, n levels: n was 1, 2, 3, 5, 10 or 20) and one between-subject factor (Hand) 
for each experiment separately. We also performed one-way ANOVA with one between-
subject factor (Hand) for each experiment on each window separately. 
RESULTS 
Peak Wrist Velocity  
The average peak wrist velocity across hands and distances is shown in Figure 3.4 
(a). We found a significant effect of Distance (F(1,28)=107.01, p<0.05). Longer distance 
reaches elicited a larger peak velocity, whereas there was no significant effect of Hand or 
interaction between Hand and Distance. These results denoted increasing the reach distance 
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could affect the peak wrist velocity, but not hand dominance. At the same distance, both 
dominant and non-dominant showed similar peak wrist velocities. 
Time to Peak Grip Aperture  
A major landmark in the digit aperture profile is the time of peak grip aperture 
(PGA) [8]. We evaluated the tPGA with respect to total time duration of reaching phase, 
and calculated it in terms of reach phase percentage. The tPGA results showed an effect of 
Distance (F(1,28)=9.91, p<0.05), whereas there was no effect of Hand or interaction 
between Hand and Distance Figure 3.4 (b).  We found a larger tPGA for the larger distance.  
 
Figure 3.4. Kinematic analysis. Effect of hands and reaching distances on (a) peak wrist 
velocity, (b) normalized PGA time. The values are averaged (±SE) across all subjects. 
Asterisk represents a statistical difference (*: p <0.05). Note that kinematic analysis 
indicated distance differences, but not hand differences.  
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Ravg Analysis 
A graphical representation of the GFRs and related CWT coefficients are shown in 
Figure 3.5. The examples are 4 representative LL trials (a light object trial preceded by a 
light object trial), for both dominant and non-dominant hands at reach distances of 25 cm 
and 5 cm (Figure 3.5 (a-d)). In this example, CWT coefficients are larger at larger scales 
(lower frequencies) of dominant hand trials than non-dominant hand trials, i.e., the red 
color of coefficients within the scale 80-120 for dominant hand trials (Figure 3.5 (e,g)) 
extend over a larger area than coefficients computed on the non-dominant hand trials 
(Figure 3.5 (f,h)). This result implies dominant hand trials are more correlated with 
frequency activity at a larger scale. Furthermore, the CWT coefficients of non-dominant 
hand exhibit stronger correlations with lower scales than the dominant hand, i.e., the light 
blue of coefficients within the scale 20-30 for non-dominant hand trials (Figure 3.5 (f,h)) 
extend over a larger area than coefficients computed on the dominant hand trials (Figure 
3.5 (e,g)).  
The fast and slow types of the bell-shape function can be interpreted using Table 
2.1. The slow bell-shape function is equivalent to the lower frequency (or higher scale) or 
longer period. Conversely, a fast bell-shape, which means that the Mexican Hat is faster or 
has a shorter duration, is related to higher frequency (lower scale) or shorter period. In sum, 
the time-to-time corrections of grip force from contact to object lift onset lead to 
oscillations in GFR which can be projected on the fast-bell shape profile captured by CWT. 
Therefore, a larger number of grip force corrections as they occur in non-dominant hand 
trials (Figure 3.5 (f,h)), GFR will be characterized by more oscillations, hence stronger 
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correlations with fast bell-shape. In contrast, the general bell-shape profile of GFR could 
be captured by slow-bell-shape components.  
The above difference in GFR from four LL trials of different experimental groups 
can be quantified by (D1)-(D3). Hence, we can use the ratio (R(t)) of slow bell-shape 
component to the sum of slow and fast bell-shape components, i.e., S(t) over S(t)+F(t), to 
quantify differences among experimental trials. In sum, a larger R(t) would denote that 
there are less oscillations or corrections in the GFR signal and thus that it is more bell 
shaped. For the example shown in Figure 3.5 (e-h), S(t) of the dominant hand trials are 
larger than S(t) of the non-dominant hand trials (compare the intensity at higher scales, i.e. 
100, of the absolute values of CWT coefficients from Figure 3.5 (e,g) vs. Figure 3.5 (f,h); 
also see Figure 3.8). Furthermore, the F(t) of the dominant hand trials are smaller than F(t) 
of the non-dominant hand trials (compare the intensity at lower scales, i.e. 20, of Figure 
3.5 (e,g) vs. Figure 3.5 (f,h)). Therefore, R(t) of the dominant hand trials would be larger 
than R(t) of the non-dominant hand trials. 
The Ravg results are shown for all the subjects in Figure 3.6 (a) across hands and 
reach distances. In Figure 3.6 (b), Ravg is displayed across hands and trials. Analyses 
revealed a significant effect of Trial (F(3,84)=67.46, p<0.05) and Hand (F(1,28)=10.07, 
p<0.05), but not Distance. Furthermore, none of the interactions (Trial*Hand, 
Trial*Distance, Hand*Distance, and Trial*Hand*Distance) were significant. Examination 
of the means in Figure 3.6 (a) reveals a larger Ravg value for the dominant compared to 
non-dominant hand.  Using pairwise comparisons in Figure 3.6 (b), the Ravg value for LH 
trials was significantly smaller than all other trials (LL, HH, and HL; p <0.05). There was 
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no significant difference in Ravg values between pairwise comparison of LL, HH, and HL 
trials (p >0.05; Figure 3.7).  
These results indicate that the amount of force corrections differed between 
dominant and non-dominant hands. However, reach distance did not affect force generation 
profile (Figure 3.6 (a)). The non-dominant hand showed an increased reliance on force 
corrections, i.e. feedback control, across all trials (Figure 3.6 (b)). As we expected in the 
trials where object weight was the same as that experience in the previous trial (LL and 
HH trials), participants relied more on feedforward control mechanisms. In contrast, the 
amount of force corrections significantly increased in the trial which the weight of object 
changed from light to heavy (LH trial) without knowledge of participants (Figure 3.7).  
Temporal Evolution of Coefficients: Dominant versus Non-dominant Hand 
When comparing dominant and non-dominant groups, we found that the transition 
point at which Ravg significantly changed was 40% of the normalized load phase regardless 
of object weight or distance. This result indicates that this transition time point is 
independent of object properties/experimental condition and mainly reflects whether the 
object is grasped at dominant versus non-dominant hands. Therefore, we used the average 
of Ravg across all conditions in each experiment to perform statistical analysis.  
For all the number of windows (n: 1, 2, 3, 5, 10 and 20) analyzed in Experiment 1 
and 2, we found the same statistical results:  
1. Ravg in the dominant hand is significantly larger than non-dominant hand 
(p<0.05).  
2. There is significant main effect of Window on Ravg (p<0.05).  
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3. There is no significant statistical interaction between Hand and Window 
(p>0.05). 
  
Figure 3.5. Ravg results of representative trials for each experimental group. (a-d) Grip force 
rate profiles of 4 representative trials in LL trial for dominant and non-dominant hands 
with reach distances of 25 and 5 cm. (e-h) The CWT plots of grip force rate signals in (a-
d), respectively. Top and Bottom row figures were related to the reach distance of 25 cm 
and 5 cm, respectively. The transformed signal of normalized grip force rate (GFR) is a 
function of the scale and translation parameters (s and τ, respectively) of the Mexican Hat 
waveform. Larger values of continuous wavelet transform (CWT) coefficients indicate that 
a signal has a spectral component at those particular values of s and τ. The absolute values 
of CWT coefficients of normalized GFR were obtained and are plotted in two dimensions. 
The CWT coefficients computed on the dominant hand are larger at the higher scale (e.g. 
scale of 100) than the non-dominant hand, but CWT coefficients from the non-dominant 
hand are larger at lower scales (e.g. scale of 20) than the dominant hand. In other words, 
the larger area in higher scales becomes red in dominant hand than non-dominant hand 
while the larger are in lower scale becomes light blue in non-dominant hand than dominant 
hand. Note that the duration of the loading phase was time normalized in order to plot the 
CWT coefficients. 
These results indicate that feedback and feedforward force controls as characterized 
by Ravg are significantly different across the two groups. This finding is independent of the 
temporal resolution at which Ravg is computed. To identify the transition time point at 
which Ravg differed significantly between the two groups, we performed one-way ANOVA 
for each window separately. Figure 3.8 shows the Ravg, Favg, and Savg values for different 
number of windows in dominant and non-dominant groups. We found a tendency for Ravg 
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(or Savg) from the dominant group to be significantly larger than Ravg (or Savg) from the non-
dominant group after 40% of the normalized load phase (mostly at 40%-75% of normalized 
loading phase). Note that Ravg (or Savg) is never different between the two groups at 0-40% 
of normalized loading phase for all window sizes.  
 
Figure 3.6. Force analysis. (a) Effect of hands and reaching distances on Ravg. (b) Effect of 
hands and trials on Ravg. The values are averaged (±SE) across all subjects. Asterisk 
represents a statistical difference (*: p <0.05). Note that force analysis indicated hand 
differences, but not distance differences. 
These results indicate that the combination of fast and slow bell-shape components 
of grip force is different within 40 to 75% of loading phase time. Specifically, the slow 
bell-shape (Savg) showed that it has larger role than the fast bell-shape (Favg) in the 
discrepancy between Ravg values of dominant and non-dominant groups. Furthermore, the 
profile of significant difference in Savg values is better matched with Ravg ones, rather than 
Favg ones. 
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Figure 3.7. Means of the Ravg values of trials across hands and reach distances. The values 
are averaged (±SE) across all subjects. Asterisks represent a statistical difference (*: p 
<0.05). 
These results imply different control mechanisms are involved for force generation 
in the dominant and non-dominant groups, but only in the middle phase of the loading 
phase. Furthermore, it suggests that the weight of the slow bell-shape component is greater 
which denotes this notion that the feedforward control mechanisms are mainly different in 
dominant and non-dominant groups rather than feedback driven control mechanisms.  
Discussion 
Influence of Handedness on Kinematic Variables 
We found that reaching distance affected the wrist velocity and this effect was 
similar for both hands. Both results are consistent with previous work (Jeannerod 1984; 
Jakobson et al. 1991; Paulignan et al. 1997; Sainburg et al. 2003; Sainburg et al. 2004). 
Similarly, maximum grip aperture (MGA) and time to MGA were affected in a similar way 
by reach distance (Paulignan et al. 1997), and this effect was not affected by hand 
dominance. It is worth mentioning that other studies (Sainburg 2000, Bagesterio 2005) 
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showed an interlimb difference in ballistic reaching movement task, i.e., right hand paths 
showed medial to lateral curvatures, whereas the left hand paths had lateral to medial 
curvatures. Dynamic analysis also indicated to a difference between the coordination of 
muscle and intersegmental torques for the left and right arms. However, both hands showed 
similar final position accuracy, even though hand trajectories and joint coordination 
patterns during the movements were different. The lack of interlimb difference in our task 
might be due to the fact that subjects chose a normal/self-pace speed rather than ballistic 
reaching movement.  
Hand Dominance vs. Arm Dominance: Two Different Phenomena? 
The question arises as to why and in which ways object manipulation may differ 
from other functional tasks, in which clear performance differences are displayed between 
the right and left hand. One possibility is that most other tasks used to identify differences 
in performance and controls strategies between hands involve accurate control of arm 
movements during object positioning tasks (Annett et al. 1979; Cavil and Bryden 2003; 
Judge and Stirling 2003). This interpretation is also consistent with evidence from studies 
of aiming movements that point to an advantage for the right arm for utilizing feedforward 
mechanisms to produce efficient limb dynamics, and an advantage for the left arm to utilize 
feedback mechanisms for accurate positional control (Sainburg and Kalakanis 2000; 
Sainburg 2002; for a recent review see Sainburg 2010; Yadav and Sainburg, 2014; Schaffer 
and Sainburg, 2017; Sainburg et al., 2017). Upper limb asymmetries also appear to result 
in a specialization in the use of proprioceptive versus visual feedback, such that the non-
dominant arm is more accurate than the dominant arm in position-matching tasks (Goble 
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et al. 2006; Goble and Brown 2007), but less accurate for visual matching tasks (Goble and 
Brown 2008). A recent report further suggests matching performance asymmetries to be 
dependent on gender and handedness (Adamo et al. 2012b). However, differences between 
the present task and aiming tasks prevent a direct comparison.   
 
Figure 3.8. P-values of comparison between CWT from dominant and non-dominant 
groups as a function of window number or window size (all subjects). P-value was 
computed on the comparison of Ravg (left column), Favg (middle column), and Savg (right 
column) from dominant and non-dominant groups for variable number of temporal 
windows (e.g. window sizes). Loading phase was divided into 1, 2, 3, 5, 10 or 20 time 
windows. Data from both groups indicate that the difference between dominant and non-
dominant occurs at mostly at 40%-75% of normalized loading phase. The values are 
averaged (±SE) across all subjects. Asterisks represent a statistical difference (*: p <0.05). 
Unlike the above aiming task, in which performance is typically defined as the 
ability of the end effector to reach a defined position, the object manipulation task used in 
this study does not require accurate digit positioning at predetermined object locations. 
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Furthermore, in the current task arm movements following object contact were relatively 
minimal and did not involve accurate object positioning. Most importantly, however, 
aiming tasks revealing different advantages and roles for the dominant and non-dominant 
limb are devoid of a manipulation component. Therefore, one may speculate that “arm 
dominance”, favoring specific aspects of upper limb control, can co-exist with lack of 
“hand dominance” for fine manipulation. Our Ravg results indicate that the dominant hand 
was characterized by larger Ravg than the non-dominant hand regardless of reach distance. 
This could reflect two alternative scenarios: (1) the non-dominant hand relied more on grip 
force correction than dominant hand, or (2) the dominant hand relied more on feedforward 
control than the non-dominant hand. The temporal analysis favored the latter scenario in 
which the slow bell-shape components (feedforward mechanism) allowed to discriminate 
force control by the dominant and non-dominant hands. This hand dominance effect is 
consistent with the dynamic hypothesis in arm dominance positing that the feedforward 
control mechanism dominates the control of the dominant arm to a greater extent than the 
non-dominant hand (Bagesteiro et al., 2006; Sainburg 2004). However, fast bell-shape 
components (feedback mechanism) did not discriminate force control between the two 
hands. This finding is not consistent with the proposed asymmetries in neural control of 
proximal arm muscles for reaching movements, proposing that control of the non-dominant 
arm would be characterized by feedback mechanisms to a greater extent than the dominant 
arm (Bagesteiro et al., 2006; Sainburg 2004).  
We designed four different experimental conditions for each subject in order to 
capture the dominance effect between hands. For instance, LL and HH trials relied more 
on feedforward control mechanism. However, LH trials were characterized by more 
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feedback-driven corrections. In HL condition, subjects had jerky movement (they exerted 
more grip force than they actually needed) so it is imprecise to interpret control mechanism 
in this condition because the object was already lifted off the table and there was no time 
for grip force correction before lift-off. One of the advantage of using Ravg was that we 
could still discriminate the dominant hand and non-dominant hand in any type of trial, i.e. 
LL trials (Fig 4.b). Although dominant and non-dominant hand had feedforward force 
control mechanism in LL trials, the Ravg of the dominant was larger than non-dominant 
which showed that dominant hand was significantly characterized by bell-shape profile 
better than non-dominant hand which denoted the feedforward mechanism in DH is 
superior to NDH. In other words, the results suggested that digit force control is 
significantly different across dominant and non-dominant hand.  
Neural Mechanisms of Dominant and Non-Dominant Grasping 
Planning and coordination of digit placement and forces for manipulation involve 
a large parieto-frontal cortical network including the anterior and caudal intraparietal 
cortex, the inferior posterior parietal, and ventral premotor cortex (F5) (Martin et al. 2011; 
Davare et al. 2006; Rushworth et al. 2006; Murata et al. 1997 and 2000). It appears that 
asymmetries in the cortical activity of these regions correlate with hand dominance effects.  
Specifically, Martin et al. (2011) observed that activity of the anterior intraparietal cortex 
was greater in the left hemisphere when right-handed subjects planned a dominant hand 
grasp than in the right hemisphere for grasp plans involving the non-dominant hand. No 
such hemispheric differences were observed for the ventral premotor cortex activity in right 
handers, but a similar asymmetry was observed for left-handed subjects (Martin et al. 
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2011). The results of the current study may suggest that these asymmetries in cortical 
activation may correlate with the behavioral asymmetries we observed for the control of 
fine manipulation. Further work is needed to quantify the neural bases of arm and hand 
dominance effects using tasks that require the coordination of arm and manipulation 
components. Particularly, future studies could verify via neuroimaging that dominant and 
non-dominant hemispheres generate motor commands of feedforward and feedback 
control mechanisms differently in digit force control. 
Conclusions 
The results of this study indicate that the hand dominance effects described in the 
literature could be partially extended to the dexterous control of digit forces required for 
object manipulation. By using feature extraction from grip force rate profiles, a hand 
dominance effect could be captured: digit force control by the dominant hand is 
characterized by feedforward mechanisms to a greater extent than the non-dominant hand 
in right-handed subjects. This finding supports the notion that control of proximal and 
distal limb reflects both arm and hand dominance effects.  
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CHAPTER 4 
ON THE ROLE OF DYADIC INTERACTIONS ON PERFORMANCE OF OBJECT 
MANIPULATION 
Abstract 
Human physical interactions can be intrapersonal, e.g., manipulating an object 
bimanually, or interpersonal, e.g., transporting an object with another person. In both cases, 
one or two agents are required to coordinate their limbs to attain the task goal. We 
investigated the physical coordination of two hands during an object-balancing task 
performed either bimanually by one agent or jointly by two agents. The task consisted of a 
series of static (holding) and dynamic (moving) phases, initiated by auditory cues. We 
found that task performance of dyads was not affected by different pairings of dominant 
and non-dominant hands. However, the spatial configuration of the two agents (side-by-
side vs face-to-face) appears to play an important role, such that dyads performed better 
side-by-side than face-to-face. Furthermore, we demonstrated that only individuals with 
worse solo performance can benefit from interpersonal coordination through physical 
couplings, whereas the better individuals do not. The present work extends ongoing 
investigations on human-human physical interactions by providing new insights about 
factors that influence dyadic performance. Our findings could potentially impact several 
areas, including robotic-assisted therapies, sensorimotor learning, and human performance 
augmentation. 
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Introduction 
An important component of social behavior is the ability to coordinate actions with 
another person without verbal communication. Such coordination has been investigated 
extensively using tasks that impose visual or auditory coupling between two agents, such 
as finger tapping and pendulum swing, to characterize social coordination and underlying 
neural mechanisms (Schmidt et al. 1998; Konvalinka et al. 2010; Masumoto and Inui 2013 
and 2015; Sebanz et al. 2006; Solnik et al. 2015 and 2016; Yun et al. 2012; Fine and 
Amazeen 2011; Richardson et al. 2008). This type of tasks has no physical contact or 
physical interaction between the two coordinating agents. However, physical interaction is 
one of the most important and common features of human motor behaviors, such as 
handing over objects, hand-shaking, dancing with a partner, moving heavy objects, or 
assisting movement of a patient undergoing physical rehabilitation. Despite the prevalence 
of physical interactions in our daily lives, the effect of physical coupling on motor 
coordination between two agents remains largely unknown.  
Only a few studies have examined the difference in performance when executing 
the same task by comparing single-agent with physically connected dual-agent 
configurations. Reed and Peshkin (2008) demonstrated that, when two subjects are asked 
to rotate a crank together to reach a target, they perform the task faster than when acting 
alone. Similarly, when two subjects were asked to track the same moving target while 
holding linked robot handles, performance was better than when each subject performed 
the task alone (Ganesh et al. 2014). However, a potential confound of these studies is that 
the subjects in single-agent configuration performed the task unimanually, whereas the 
dual-agent configuration consists of two hand/arms that both physically contributed to the 
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task. Therefore, the improvement in performance (e.g., speed or accuracy) associated with 
dual-agent configuration may be, at least partially, due to the addition of an end-effector, 
instead of the existence of physical coupling or interpersonal coordination. Indeed, Van 
der wel and colleagues (2011) compared motor performance of dual-agent with bimanual 
single-agent configurations using a pole swing task and showed that dyads performed at 
the same level as individuals. However, this study assumed no inter-personal difference 
between two paired agents when performing the task individually, and quantified 
individual performance of only one of the paired agents.  
Another study (Eils et al., 2017) investigated a whole-body joint balance task as 
dyads (leader and follower) stood on a board/surface and had to guide a virtual ball through 
a maze and towards a virtual hole as fast as they could by jointly shifting their weight on 
the board. This study consisted of three visual conditions whereby visual access of follower 
to both leader and maze was manipulated. The completion time of the maze task was 
measured across these three conditions: 1. No visual access to the leader nor to the maze 
2. Visual access to the leader but not the maze. 3. Full visual access to both the leader and 
the maze. The completion time correlated with the amount of visual feedback such that it 
was longest when follower relied only on haptic information (no visual access to the leader 
nor to the maze). Conversely, performance was better when visual access to the leader was 
provided, with the best performance being when the follower had full visual access to both 
leader and maze. Other studies (Candidi et al., 2017; Pezzulo et al., 2017; Knoblich et al., 
2011) of physical interactions have also shown that online sensorimotor communication 
and adaptation help individuals in aligning their task representations and improving joint 
action performance. This ‘co-representation’ entails the sharing of internal representations 
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of both the task and mental state of others (Sebanz et al., 2006; Buneo et al., 2014; Knoblich 
et al., 2011). It is worth mentioning that, to date, the mental and neural representation in 
physical interaction has not been systematically explored. However, there are non-physical 
interaction studies that have investigated the interdependencies of neural processes with 
regard to the performances and adaptations via hyperscanning technique - recording brain 
activity simultaneously from two people - while two participants interact with each other. 
These studies have provided insight into both intrapersonal and interpersonal neural 
processes through dual EEG (Babiloni and Astolfi, 2012, Dumas et al., 2011), dual fMRI 
(Saito et al., 2010), and dual fNIRS (Jiang et al., 2012). 
Another overlooked factor in studies that involve physical interaction is 
handedness. There is extensive evidence that dominant and non-dominant hands are 
specialized in different aspects of motor control (Sainburg, 2014). However, most previous 
work has examined only one handedness configuration in dual-agent conditions, i.e., which 
hand was used by each agent in the joint actions. For instance, Van der wel and colleagues 
(2011) examined pairing of dominant and non-dominant hands, whereas other studies 
focused only on pairing of two dominant hands (Reed and Peshkin, 2008; Ganesh et al., 
2014). Therefore, the extent to which handedness may play a role in performance by 
physically-coupled dyads remains unknown. 
To address these gaps and improve our understanding of the role of joint actions 
with physical couplings on motor performance, we designed a novel object manipulation 
task that required the coordination of two end-effectors, i.e., hands from one or two agents. 
Object manipulation is commonly used to study unimanual sensorimotor control 
(Johansson, and Flanagan, 2009). Extensive evidence suggests that unimanual object 
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lifting is mediated by predictive control based on internal models of the object properties 
(Flanagan and Wing 1997; Salimi et al. 2000), whereas unimanual object holding (i.e., to 
maintain balance) may rely on reactive control using on-line sensory feedback to control 
multi-digit forces (Johansson and Birznieks, 2004; Johansson, and Flanagan, 2009). In the 
current study, two end-effectors are physically required to lift and hold the object 
horizontally. Nevertheless, the above sensorimotor control framework could also be 
applied to the bimanual configuration (Fairhurst et al. 2014; Swinnen and Wenderoth, 
2004) since the central nervous system (CNS) has full knowledge of the object and 
involved end-effectors, similar to unimanual scenarios. In contrast, sensorimotor processes 
underlying object manipulation by two agents could be considered as more challenging or 
complex, as the sensorimotor system of each agent may not be able to accurately predict 
the sensory consequences arising from joint motor action. Therefore, we quantified the 
inter-personal coordination during physically-coupled joint actions by comparing task 
performance in dyadic configuration with individual performances in bimanual (i.e., 
intrapersonal) configuration. Furthermore, our experimental conditions were designed to 
include different combinations of handedness in dyadic configurations. It has been 
proposed that dominant and non-dominant limbs are specialized in predictive and 
impedance control, respectively, due to hemispheric lateralization (for review, see 
Sainburg, 2014; Serrien et al., 2006).  
Although both predictive and impedance control are likely to be involved in the 
control of each limb, the extent to which these two control mechanisms contribute to the 
final motor output appears to be asymmetrical (Sainburg, 2014). Therefore, when right-
handed subjects are tested, it is expected that the dominant (i.e., right) limb has advantages 
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in predictive control, whereas the non-dominant (i.e., left) limb has advantages in 
impedance control. Indeed, in unimanual rapid reaching tasks, the dominant arm is superior 
in stabilizing movement trajectory, whereas the non-dominant arm is better at reducing 
error at the final position (Sainburg and Kalakanis, 2000; Bagesteiro and Sainburg, 2002; 
Duff and Sainburg, 2007; Wang and Sainburg, 2007; Shabbott and Sainburg, 2008; 
Tomlinson and Sainburg, 2012; Mutha et al., 2013). When reaching with a robotic 
manipulandum, the dominant arm has been shown to perform better in a predictable novel 
force field, whereas the non-dominant arm performs better in an unpredictable force field 
(Yadav and Sainburg, 2014). In object manipulation, the notion of lateralization of control 
mechanisms is supported by analyzing grip forces in object lifting tasks, which 
demonstrated that the non-dominant hand relies more on the feedback-driven force 
corrections than the dominant hand (Rezvanian et al., 2014). Lastly, the effect of 
handedness emerges also during bimanual tasks. When two hands are used together, the 
dominant hand takes on the manipulative role while the non-dominant hand is used for 
posture stabilization, e.g., unscrewing the lid of a jar (Guiard et al., 1983; Swinnen and 
Wenderoth, 2004; Wiesendanger and Serrien, 2001; Swinnen et al., 1991). Based on above 
considerations, we expected different hand pairings may also influence dyadic performance 
in this study, and that this influence would be sensitive to the task phase, i.e., static versus 
dynamic. 
We tested the following hypotheses: (1) performance of the manipulation task by 
dyads and single agents (bimanual manipulation) would be comparable, (2a) dyadic 
performance in paired dominant hand configuration would be better than paired non-
dominant hand configuration when moving an object, and (2b) dyadic performance in 
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paired non-dominant hand configuration would be better than paired dominant hand 
configuration when holding an object.   
Materials and Methods 
Subjects 
Seventy-two right-handed subjects (age: 19-31 years, 43 males) participated in the 
experiment. We assessed hand dominance using the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory 
(Oldfield, 1971). Subjects had no history or record of neurological disorders and were naïve 
to the purpose of the studies. Subjects gave informed written consent to participate in the 
experiments, which were approved by the Institutional Review Board at Arizona State 
University and were in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.  
Experimental Apparatus 
We asked subjects to grasp a rigid U-shape object with all digits. The object 
consisted of two grip devices mounted on a horizontal base (Figure 4.1). The object was 
designed to have a symmetrical mass distribution with the center of mass located at the 
mid-point of the horizontal base. The object’s weight was 1088 g. The object’s height, 
length, and width were 185, 390, and 45 mm, respectively. A bubble level was placed in 
the middle of device. Two infrared markers (green circles, Figure 4.1) were glued on the 
sides of the bubble to record the height and tilt of device. Object kinematics was recorded 
using a motion tracking system (Phase Space; sampling frequency: 480 Hz). Forces and 
torques exerted by the thumb and all fingers on each handle were measured by two 6-axis 
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force/torques sensors (ATI Nano-25 SI-125–3; sampling frequency: 1 kHz). As this paper 
focuses on manipulation performance, and for the sake of brevity, force and torque data 
analyses will be presented as part of a follow-up study. 
 
Figure 4.1. Grip device. The grip device consisted of two identical handles mounted on 
horizontal base. Subjects could choose digit placement on two long graspable surfaces. 
Force/torque (F/T) sensors were mounted under the graspable surfaces to measure the x-, 
y-, and z-components of forces and torques of the thumb and other fingers (Fu et al. 2010). 
Thumb and fingers grasped the inner and outer sides of each handle. The tilt (error) of the 
device was shown to the subjects by the bubble level placed in the mid-point of the 
horizontal base. Object height and error were measured by a motion tracking system using 
infrared markers (green circles) on each side of the bubble level. The parameters “L” plus 
“d/2” denote the horizontal moment arm, and “H” denotes the vertical moment arm. These 
parameters were used to formulate the mechanical model of the U-shaped grip device (see 
APPENDIX B). We used the output of each F/T sensor to measure digit(s) center of 
pressure (CoP; red dot), tangential and normal forces (Ftan and Fnor) on each side of the 
handle (inset shows these variables measured on the thumb side of handle 1). Clockwise 
and counter clockwise object rotations are defined as positive and negative directions, 
respectively, and the same convention is used for the performance error (object tilt relative 
to horizontal). 
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Experimental Protocol 
Each subject was asked to use a whole-hand grasp and vertically lift the object using 
either both hands (one on each handle, Bimanual; Figure 4.2), or perform the same task by 
cooperating with another subject by grasping one handle with the right or left hand 
(Human-Human; Figure 4.2). Auditory cues delivered through headphones signaled the 
onset and offset of dynamic and static phases, i.e., moving the object upward or downward, 
and holding the object still, respectively (Figure 4.3). We used two parallel rectangular 
bands as visual cues denoting the minimum and maximum height (target height bands) 
within which the object had to be positioned and held.  
 
Figure 4.2. Experimental protocol. There are six conditions: Bimanual (Bi1 and Bi2), 
dominant hand and non-dominant hand (D1-ND2 and D2-ND1), both dominant hand (D1-
D2), and both non-dominant hand (ND2-ND1). Subjects in all conditions received auditory 
cues to initiate movement of the grip device. We defined ‘Handle 1’ as the handle used by 
the participant’s dominant hand in all conditions with the exception of the condition where 
both subjects used their non-dominant hand (ND2-ND1) as ‘Handle 1’ used by ND2. 
We asked subjects to reach and keep their hand(s) close to handle(s) before the 
beginning of each trial. Subjects waited for the first auditory cue (“lift up”), after which 
they closed their hand(s) on the object and lifted the object. We instructed subjects to grasp 
the object with the thumb and all fingertips on the graspable surfaces, lift the object at a 
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natural speed while keeping it horizontal until they reached the first target height band (45-
55 mm), hold it there until hearing the next auditory cue (“up”), lift the object to the second 
target height band (145-155 mm) and hold it there until hearing the next auditory cue 
(“down”), bring down the object to the first target height band and hold it there. Until 
hearing the last auditory cue (“put down”) that signaled the replacement of the object on 
the table (Figure 4.3). The interval between auditory cues was 10 s. The experimental task 
goal was to keep the U-shaped object as horizontal as possible across all task phases while 
staying within the height bands. We instructed subjects to visually monitor the bubble level 
as feedback for controlling the orientation of the object throughout the task. Each trial 
lasted 31-33 s and subjects were given 30-60 s rest between trials to prevent fatigue.   
 
Figure 4.3. Representative trial for height and error (tilt). The object vertical position and 
error (e) are shown in (a) and (b), respectively. The timeline of auditory cues is denoted by 
vertical dashed lines. The boundaries of the target height subjects had to position the object 
at (height band) are shown by horizontal dashed lines. Dynamic and static phases are 
denoted by yellow and blue boxes, respectively. Data are from one individual in Bi group.  
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Participants (n = 72) were randomly selected to create 36 subject pairs (dyads). All 
the subjects were randomly paired based on their available times. None of the participants 
of each dyad had met before. The gender distributions across dyads consisted of 16, 9, and 
11 pairs for male-male, female-female, and female-male pairs, respectively. For each pair 
of subjects, there were a total of 6 experimental conditions (Figure 4.2). Each participant 
performed a bimanual condition (Bi1 and Bi2; respectively) to measure baseline 
manipulation performance. Additionally, we tested two experimental conditions where the 
two partners sat side by side, with one partner using his/her dominant (right) hand and the 
other using his/her non-dominant (left) hand (D1-ND2 and D2-ND1, respectively). Lastly, 
we tested two conditions in which partners sat in front of each other so that both participants 
could use their dominant or non-dominant hand (D1-D2 and ND2-ND1, respectively). Note 
that in all dyadic conditions, the thumb of either right or left hand was located inside the 
U-shape device to match the hand configuration tested in the bimanual condition. This was 
an important consideration of our design as we used the bimanual condition (where both 
thumbs are located inside the U-shape device) as baseline for comparing performance with 
all dyadic conditions (see Statistical Analysis for details). 
Figure 4.4a shows the distribution of experimental conditions within and across 
subject pairs. Each pair of participants performed one block of 8 consecutive trials per 
experimental condition, for a total of 48 trials (6 blocks  8 trials). The order of presentation 
of experimental conditions was counterbalanced across pairs of participants (Figure 4.4a). 
During data collection of the bimanual condition (one participant), we asked the other 
participant to leave the room and wait outside.   
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All subjects were instructed to minimize object tilt throughout all task phases. Thus, 
for the Bi condition, subjects were asked to coordinate their hand movements and torques 
as accurately as possible. Subjects in the dyad conditions were asked to cooperate with 
each other to control object orientation. All subjects were reminded of the task goal before 
starting the first trial in each condition. 
 
Figure 4.4. The order of experimental conditions within and across subject pairs. (a) 
Experimental conditions are color coded. Each pair of participants performed one block of 
8 consecutive trials per experimental condition, for a total of 48 trials (6 blocks  8 trials). 
The order of presentation of experimental conditions was counterbalanced across pairs of 
participants. (b) The order of D1-D2 experimental condition within and across subject 
pairs.  
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Data Processing and Experimental Variables 
Figure 4.3 shows data from a representative trial (H-H group) and performance 
variables. 
1. Task phases. We defined a dynamic and static phase for each target height 
(Figure 4.3a). The onset of the dynamic phase was defined as the first time point at which 
the vertical position of the object center changed ±5% relative to the previous vertical 
position averaged across 800 ms and stayed above that threshold for 600 ms. Similarly, the 
onset of the static phase was defined as the first time point after which the object vertical 
position computed over the past 600 ms remained within ±5% relative to the vertical 
position averaged across the following 800 ms.   
2. Performance error. For each trial, we quantified performance error (e) as the 
mean absolute value (MAV) of object tilt relative to the horizontal (MAV(e)) to capture 
the average quality of performance across all static and dynamic phases of each trial (Figure 
4.3b). 
Statistical Analysis 
All the statistical analyses were performed in the software of Statistical Package for 
the Social Sciences (SPSS). The results of each statistical analysis described below are 
reported in specific sections in the Results. We analyzed dynamic and static performances 
separately.  
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Learning Effect in Performance within Block for All Conditions  
To assess learning within each block of trials (i.e., experimental condition; Figure 
4.5(a-b)), we divided the 8 trials into “Early trials” (trials 1-4” and “Late trials” (trials 5-
8). We performed analysis of variance (ANOVA) with repeated measures on MAV(e) 
using one between-subject factor, Group (2 levels: Bi1 and Bi2), and two within-subject 
factors: Trial (2 levels: trials 1-4 and trials 5-8), and Condition (5 levels: Bi, D1-ND2, D2-
ND1, D1-D2, ND2-ND1).  
Performance within Block across Dyadic Conditions  
All dyadic conditions were designed to quantify the effect of handedness and 
configuration of each participant (Figure 4.2). We note here that the choice of our dyadic 
conditions was constrained by the criterion of having the thumb of the hand grasping the 
handle inside the U-shaped device to allow comparison with the bimanual condition. 
Therefore, we did not test ‘D1-D2’ and ND2-ND1 in the ‘side by side configuration’ or 
‘D1-ND2 and D2-ND1 in the ‘face-to-face configuration’ conditions as these would not 
have been comparable with neither the bimanual condition nor other dyadic interactions. 
However, elimination of these four configuration conditions create a confounding factor. 
Specifically, moving from side-by-side to face-to-face configurations affects the 
dominance factor, as there is no equivalent of neither the D-D nor ND-ND of the face-to-
face configuration that can meet the above-mentioned grasp type criterion in the side-by-
side configuration – and vice versa for the D1-ND2 and D2-ND1. To address this 
confounding factor, we performed these two analyses: 
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1. Repeated measure ANOVA analysis: We performed repeated measures ANOVA 
using two within-subject factors: Trial (2 levels: trials 1-4 and trials 5-8), and Handedness 
(2 levels: D1-D2 and ND2-ND1). Note that these two dyadic conditions consist of face-to-
face configurations and there was no confounding factor in this analysis. 
2. Linear mixed model analysis: We had the nested or ill-posed problem between 
the factors of configuration and handedness when we tested the existence of configuration 
effect no matter how we approached it due to the confounding factor.  
To account for the hierarchical structure in our design – subjects nested within 
dyads (Kenny et al., 2006) – we used a repeated-measures analysis in a mixed-effects 
model framework to analyze the effect of categorical effects of Configuration, 
Handedness, Trial and interaction on dyadic behavioral performance. To this end, we 
included random intercepts for the levels of individual subjects and dyads, as well as 
accounting for dyad membership of each subject. Mixed model covariance structures were 
specified as first-order autoregressive. This choice of structure was employed based on the 
assumption that any correlation in residuals between levels of our factors was identical 
across factor levels. We specified Configuration (4 levels: D1-ND2, D2-ND1, D1-D2, 
ND2-ND1), Handedness (2 levels: dominant and non-dominant), and Trial (2 levels: trials 
1-4 and trials 5-8) as Repeated variables. We chose dyadic performance as the dependent 
variable. Fixed effects were Configuration, Handedness, and Trial. Random intercepts 
were specified for each dyad. This approach allows us to account for the fact that statistical 
model residuals in our design occur within dyad, which emerges from individual subject 
membership to a group. We used Maximum Likelihood (ML) for mixed model estimation 
and Bonferroni for pairwise comparisons. Normality of mixed-effect model residuals were 
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assessed using scatter and quantile-quantile plots of the models’ residuals as compared to 
the fitted values. When designing and testing each mixed model, we always started with 
the model containing both Configuration and Handedness factors, and their interaction. 
The model was subsequently reduced until only significant terms were remaining (West et 
al., 2015). 
Performance across Blocks for Each Experimental Condition (Practice Effect).  
Our experimental design (Figure 4.4a) was also motivated by the goal of assessing 
learning that might have occurred as a function of amount of practice of the manipulation 
task. As an example, Figure 4.4b shows condition D1-D2 being presented at different 
points in the presentation sequence of experimental conditions across subject pairs, e.g., 
six pairs of subjects were tested on block 1, six different pairs on block 2, and so forth up 
to block 6.1 Therefore, this design allowed us to quantify whether subjects tested on a given 
experimental condition later in the experiment might have performed differently than those 
exposed to the same condition at earlier points, i.e., whether participants might have 
benefited from having practiced the manipulation task in other experimental conditions. 
To assess learning effect across blocks for each condition, we performed linear regression 
analysis on MAV(e) across 48 trials (6 blocks  8 trials; Figure 4.6(a-d) and 7(a-d)). These 
analyses were performed separately for the task dynamic and static phases.  
                                                 
1 A similar presentation pattern was implemented for the other experimental condition, such as 
to have 6 subject pairs being tested on each condition across 6 blocks presented at different points 
during the experiment (Figure 4.4b). 
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Effect of Gender on Performance 
First, we performed one-way ANOVA on MAV(e) of bimanual condition with one 
between subject factor, Gender (2 levels: male, female). Second, we performed ANOVA 
with repeated measures on MAV(e) only for dyadic conditions using one between-subject 
factor, Gender-combination (3 levels: male-male, female-female, and male-female), and 
two within-subject factors, Trial (2 levels: trials 1-4 and trials 5-8) and Condition (4 levels: 
D1-ND2, D2-ND1, D1-D2, ND2-ND1).  
Influence of Physical Interaction on Performance of Individual Agents  
To quantify whether individuals manipulating an object with two hands (bimanual 
conditions) perform better than when interacting with another partner, we processed the 
performance data as follows: (1) we subtracted MAV(e) in the bimanual condition of 
subject 1 from MAV(e) in the bimanual condition of subject 2 to define the better bimanual 
performer, and assigned positive or negative values to the “better” and “worse” subject, 
respectively. For example, first and second partners have MAV(e) values of 0.3 and 0.7 in 
their bimanual condition. The performance difference between the two is ±0.4, so we 
assigned +0.4 to first partner (better partner) and –0.4 to second partner (worse partner). 
(2) for each participant, we subtracted MAV(e) of the dyadic condition from MAV(e) of 
his/her bimanual condition to define the extent to which a given subject performing the 
bimanual task improved his/her performance when partnering with another participant. 
Figures 8 and 9 show plots of data obtained from steps (1) and (2) (x- and y-axis 
respectively). To address the question of whether dyadic interaction may be beneficial or 
detrimental to the solo performance of each participant, we performed two separate linear 
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regression analyses, one on the data from the “better partner” and the other on the data 
from the “worse partner” (see green and blue shaded data, respectively; Figures 8a and 9a).  
Results 
Learning Effect in Performance within Block for All Conditions  
During the static phases of our manipulation task, analysis of object tilt revealed 
that individual agents (solos) performed the manipulation task better, i.e., generated less 
error, than dyads (main effect of Condition: p = 0.001). Specifically, the mean absolute 
value of object tilt (MAV(e)) was significantly smaller for the Bi group than D1-D2 and 
ND2-ND1. We also found that participants improved their performance with practice, as 
performance error was significantly smaller in late than early trials (main effect of Trial: p 
= 0.001). There was no difference between bimanual groups (no main effect of Group: p 
= 0.902) and no significant interactions were observed in any combination of between and 
within-subject factors (all p > 0.05). The results of the analysis of object tilt during the 
dynamic phases were similar to those presented for the static phases (main effects of 
Condition and Trial: both p = 0.001; no Group effect: p = 0.953; no interactions for any 
factor combination: p > 0.05), except for pairwise comparisons revealing significantly 
smaller MAV(e)) for the Bi group than all the dyadic conditions (p < 0.05). 
Performance within Block across Dyadic Conditions 
The first statistical analysis using a repeated-measures ANOVA between two 
dyadic conditions consisting of both face-to-face configurations (D1-D2 versus ND2-ND1) 
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showed that there was no effect of Handedness in either dynamic (Handedness: p = 0.146; 
Trial: p = 0.007; Handedness*Trial: p = 0.936) or static phases (Handedness: p = 0.635; 
Trial: p = 0.006; Handedness*Trial: p = 0.862). 
Mixed model analysis of the static phase revealed significant effects of 
Configuration (p = 0.002) and Trial (p = 0.001), but not Handedness (p = 0.985). 
Furthermore, pairwise comparisons showed that D1-D2 performance was significantly 
worse than both side-by-side conditions (D1-ND2: p = 0.015; D2-ND1: p = 0.037). 
Similarly, ND2-ND1 performance was significantly worse than side-by-side performances 
(D1-ND2: p = 0.018; D2-ND1: p = 0.049).  
Mixed model analysis of the dynamic phase revealed significant effects of 
Configuration (p = 0.027) and Trial (p = 0.005), but not Handedness (p = 0.958). 
Furthermore, pairwise comparisons showed no significant difference between any pairwise 
comparison (all p > 0.05) with the exception of D1-D2 performance being significantly 
worse than D1-ND2 (p = 0.020).  
To summarize, during static phases, subjects in both side-by-side participant 
configurations generated less error than both face-to-face configurations (main effect of 
Configuration; Figure 4.5a). Interestingly, this effect was not as consistent for dynamic 
phases, as better performance was found only for one face-to-face configuration relative to 
only one side-by-side configuration (Figure 4.5b). We should note that these significant 
effects of Configuration during both static and dynamic phases are nested with the 
handedness since the biomechanical grasp criterion (thumb inside the U-shape device) 
prevents us from making conclusive inferences about a ‘pure’ effect of configuration. Most 
importantly, however, there was no effect of Handedness in face-to-face configurations 
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when there was no confounding factor of nesting handedness and participant configuration 
in the analysis. Furthermore, supplementary analysis revealed that the superior 
performance of dyads in side-by-side configuration was associated with a smaller error 
(Figure 4.5a) and more zero line crossings in object orientation (APPENDIX B; 
Supplementary Figure B.4a) than face-to-face configuration, and this was particularly 
evident in static but not dynamic phases. 
 
 
Figure 4.5. Performance error of static and dynamic phases across trials and experimental 
conditions. (a-b) are mean absolute values of error (MAV(e)) measured on early and late 
trials in static and dynamic phases, respectively. Data are means averaged across all 
subjects. Vertical bars denote standard errors of the mean. The symbol “+” indicates a 
statistically significant Trial effect. The asterisk denotes statistically significant differences 
(p < 0.05). 
Performance across Blocks for Each Experimental Condition (Practice Effect) 
During static phases, participants from the bimanual, (Bi1, Bi2), D1-D2, and ND2-
ND1 conditions (Figure 4.6a, c, and d, respectively) did not exhibit learning across blocks 
of trials (all p > 0.05). However, D1-ND2 and D2-ND1 conditions were characterized by  
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Figure 4.6. Performance error of static phase. (a-d) MAV(e) across trials and blocks for 
bimanual conditions, dominant and non-dominant hand conditions, both dominant hand 
condition, and both non-dominant hand condition; respectively. There is 6 blocks and each 
block has 8 trials. We tested 12 subjects and 12 pairs for each block in (a) and (b), 
respectively. We tested 6 dyads for each block in (c) and (d). Data are means averaged 
across all subjects or pairs. The shaded area around the main plot denote standard errors of 
the mean. The dash line plotted is the best fitted regression to test whether there is a 
significant trend for MAV(e) across trials and blocks. 
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Figure 4.7. Performance error of dynamic phase. (a-d) MAV(e) across trials and blocks for 
bimanual conditions, dominant and non-dominant hand conditions, both dominant hand 
condition, and both non-dominant hand condition; respectively. There are 6 blocks, and 
each block consists of 8 trials. We tested 12 subjects and 12 pairs for each block in (a) and 
(b), respectively. We tested 6 dyads for each block in (c) and (d). Data are means averaged 
across all subjects or pairs. The shaded area around the main plot denote standard errors of 
the mean. The dash line plotted is the best fitted regression to test whether there is a 
significant trend for MAV(e) across trials and blocks. 
smaller performance error for later than earlier blocks (R= 0.13; p = 0.002). Therefore, 
the above-described main effect of practice on performance error underscores the 
sensitivity of the side-by-side configuration to practice. In contrast, during dynamic phases 
(Figure 4.7), there was no effect of practice in any experimental conditions even side by 
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side condition (Figure 4.6b) did not show any significant trend. P-values of Bi, D1-ND2 
and D2-ND1, D1-D2, and ND2-ND1 conditions were all > 0.05). This indicates that the 
performance in dynamic phases of these condition does not differ if it is collected at the 
early or late blocks.  
Effect of Gender on Performance.  
We found no Gender effect or interactions with Condition or Trial in bimanual 
performance between male and female participants (dynamic phase: p = 0.113; static phase: 
p = 0.245). Furthermore, we found no difference in performance across dyads with mixed 
genders (Gender combination; dynamic phase: p = 0.089; static phase: p = 0.191; no 
interactions).  
Influence of Physical Interaction on Performance of Individual Agents  
The improvement in task performance in each subject for each dyadic trial was 
plotted against the relative performance of their partner (Figures 8 and 9). The performance 
improvement in the dyadic conditions relative to bimanual conditions was calculated as the 
difference in object tilt during dual and individual trials (see Methods). In all dyadic 
conditions and regardless of task phase, on average performance of the ‘worse’ partners 
improved linearly with respect to his/her baseline activity in the bimanual condition (blue 
shaded box, Figures 8 and 9). For the ‘better’ partner, the correlation between improvement 
in dual trial relative to solo baseline versus relative performance of the partner in solo trials 
was not strong (green shaded box, Figure 4.8a). However; for the ‘worse’ partner this 
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correlation was significant for all the conditions (negative slope and p = 0.001; blue shaded 
box in Figure 4.8a).   
Further examination of data distributions (plots b-e, Figures 8 and 9) revealed that 
dyadic conditions elicited a better performance of the ‘worse’ partner only in ~50.8% 
(±2.5) and 36.0% (±1.8) of the trials in static and dynamic phases, respectively. In contrast 
to the ‘worse’ partners, performance of all ‘better’ partners tended to deteriorate when 
performing the task with a partner (green shaded box, Figures 8 and 9) in most trials (80.9 
±2.9% and 89.7 ±2.7% in static and dynamic phases, respectively; plots b-e, Figures 8 and 
9).  
Examination of the percentages of trials in each plot quadrant (see inset in each plot 
of Figures 8 and 9), the dynamic phase performance appears to be more detrimental to 
solos compared to static phase, such that (1) the occurrence of being ‘better’ partner and 
performing better in solos is increased (compare forth quadrants in Figures 8 and 9), and 
(2) the occurrence of being worse partner and performing better in dyadic conditions is 
decreased (compare second quadrants in Figures 8 and 9). In other words, when going from 
static to dynamic task phases, the percentages of trials in the first and second quadrants 
decrease by shifting to the third and fourth quadrants. 
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Figure 4.8. Performance during dual interaction versus during bimanual interaction in static 
phase. Influence of all dual interaction with respect to bimanual interaction is shown in (a). 
The improvement in task performance in each subject for each dual trial was plotted against 
the relative performance of their partner. The dual trial improvement was measured by the 
change in tilt error by a subject during a single trial compared to his individual tilt error in 
the correspondent dual trial. The positive and negative abscissas in x-axis corresponds to a 
better (superior) performing partner and a worse (inferior) performing partner; 
respectively. The positive and negative abscissas in y-axis corresponds to an agent who is 
performing better in dual trial and performing better in solo trial; respectively. The green 
and blue shaded boxes are for better and worse partner; respectively. Average 
performances and all the data points are shown for each dual condition in (b-e). 
Furthermore, the frequency of occurrence of data points in each quadrant is also shown in 
top right of each plot in (b-e). Data are means averaged across all subjects. Vertical bars 
denote standard errors of the mean. The asterisk denotes statistically significant differences 
(p < 0.05). 
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Figure 4.9. Performance during dual interaction versus during bimanual interaction in 
dynamic phase. Data are means averaged across all subjects. Vertical bars denote standard 
errors of the mean. The asterisk denotes statistically significant differences (p < 0.05). 
Discussion 
We examined the effects of interpersonal motor coordination of two agents through 
a physically-coupled object on performance of manipulation. Contrary to our hypotheses, 
handedness – tested by pairing of dominant hands and paring of non-dominant hands – did 
not have a significant influence on dyadic task performance. However, we did find effect 
of configuration when holding the object: subjects performed better when sitting side-by-
side (D-ND and ND-D) than face-to-face (D-D and ND-ND). Most importantly, we 
demonstrated that the role of interpersonal coordination during physically-coupled joint 
actions is complex. Specifically, when two individuals are paired to manipulate an object, 
their joint performance is better than the bimanual performance of the worse partner, but 
worse than the bimanual performance of the better one. We also found that dyad 
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configuration has an effect on manipulation performance. We discuss these results in the 
context of sensorimotor mechanisms and open questions for future research. 
Handedness Does Not Influence Motor Performance in Joint Actions 
Handedness, as evaluated in terms of performance differences in dominant and non-
dominant limbs, is thought to emerge from hemispheric lateralization (Serrien et al., 2006). 
It has been proposed that the left-hemisphere is specialized for controlling motor behaviors 
in familiar environments, i.e., predictive control, whereas the right-hemisphere is 
specialized for responding to unforeseen environmental events and signal dependent motor 
noise, i.e., impedance control (Sainburg, 2014). Specifically, predictive control is based on 
building accurate internal representations of the environment, which allows optimization 
of motor behavior (Haruno et al., 2001; Todorov, 2005) and produce consistent motion in 
a consistent environment. In contrast, impedance control could be accomplished by muscle 
co-activation (Burdet et al., 2001; Osu et al., 2009) and modulation of proprioceptive reflex 
gains (Mutha et al., 2008). Impedance of the arm/hand can be modulated to improve the 
end-point stability when errors in internal representations and motor noise arise during 
execution (Mitrovic et al., 2010; Selen et al, 2009). We hypothesized that hemispheric 
lateralization would influence the performance of joint actions of two individuals similarly. 
However, this hypothesis was not supported as we found no performance difference when 
comparing D-D and ND-ND conditions. We think that this result may point to important 
task differences that could account for the discrepancy between the limb dominance effects 
in previous studies and the present results. Specifically, typical reaching and unimanual 
object lifting tasks are often end-goal directed that involve rapid movements (typically 
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~500 ms). Additionally, these movements are usually performed in environmental 
conditions that may be mostly either predictable or unpredictable. Therefore, the hand that 
is specialized to perform best in one of these environmental conditions would have a 
performance advantage. However, both the dynamic and static phase of our task performed 
with two hands last much longer than previously used unimanual tasks (> 2 s). This is 
because our task emphasized precision and required continuous monitoring of the 
behavioral outcome. Specifically, subjects were tracking a visual target (i.e., bubble level) 
throughout the entire trial to comply with the task requirement of keeping the base of the 
object horizontal. During this process, both agents cannot fully predict the consequence of 
the joint motor output as this is also a function of the other agent’s actions. Therefore, it is 
likely that our task might have engaged the interaction of predictive and impedance control 
mechanisms to a similar extent, thus overshadowing the hands’ role specialization. This 
interpretation is consistent with the finding by Kurrilo and colleagues (2004) that 
handedness does not influence performance when subjects generated isometric finger force 
to track moving visual targets. However, it remains unclear how these two mechanisms 
interact throughout a trial as we only examined the average net motor outcome. One 
possibility is that they are engaged simultaneously to the same degree. That is, one can up-
regulate impedance throughout the trial to compensate for the inaccurate prediction of the 
other agent’s actions, but not as much as the impedance used to stabilize the limb in 
response to completely unpredictable environment (Burdet et al., 2001). Alternatively, 
predictive and impedance control may occur intermittently. Such intermittency can be 
found in many tasks that requires continuous tracking of visual targets (Bye and Neilson, 
2010; Miall et al., 1993). It has been argued that intermittency could arise from the 
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visuomotor feedback loop delays (i.e., ~150 ms; Slifkin et al., 2000), or refractory period 
after motor corrections (Miall et al., 1993). In our tasks, subjects could choose to respond 
to an error either by predictive control or impedance control. However, our data cannot be 
used to conclusively distinguish between these two control mechanisms with high temporal 
resolution. Future studies have been planned to address this issue. 
Agents’ Configuration Influences Motor Performance during Static but Not Dynamic 
Task Phases  
We found that the configuration of physically-interacting agents influenced motor 
performance in our manipulation task. Specifically, subjects performed better in side-by-
side than in face-to-face configuration (Figure 4.5a). Additionally, side-by-side 
configuration exhibited a block order effect (Figure 4.6b), which suggests that performance 
in the later stage of the experiment benefited from having performed other task conditions, 
i.e., generalization. In contrast, no agents’ configuration effect was found in the dynamic 
phase.  
We should note that, although the joint object manipulation task is similar across 
these two agents’ configurations in personal motor space, i.e., from the perspective of an 
individual agent, the visual space is drastically different. Specifically, side-by-side 
configuration closely resembles the bimanual configuration for both agents, as they see 
their own hand collaborating with a contralateral hand within each of their personal space. 
In contrast, face-to-face configuration involves visual image of another agent using the 
same hand. It has been proposed that the CNS of each individual predicts the action 
outcome of the partner through ‘simulation’ with their own internal representations 
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(Wolpert et al., 2003). Studies in magnetic stimulation, human and animal neuroimaging 
could support these ideas. For example, mirror neurons - a system for matching observation 
and execution of motor actions – are thought to engage in both self-generated actions and 
actions of others (Newman-Norlund et al., 2008; Ferrari et al., 2017; Gallese et al. 1996; 
Rizzolatti & Arbib 1998). Furthermore, neural structures that are associated with action 
production also respond to imitation and observation of the same action generated by others 
(Fadiga et al. 2002; Grezes et al. 2001). Interestingly, BOLD signal measured from areas 
in the human mirror system was stronger in joint-action conditions than when performing 
the task alone. Particularly, this activity is highly correlated with inter-dependence (level 
of complementary actions) of movements that cooperating individuals had to generate to 
fulfill a virtual balancing task. The demand on participants to simulate the actions of others 
might be reflected in the BOLD activity in mirror neuron system to generate appropriate 
responses by adapting their own actions with those of their partners (Newman-Norlund et 
al., 2008). This simulation or prediction process may involve the same feed-forward 
mechanisms supporting self-executed actions (Sacheli et al, 2012). Based on this 
consideration, we speculate that the observation of the partner using same hand may share 
the same neural resources used for controlling their own action, leading to interference in 
motor control during face-to-face coordination. This effect could be minimized during 
side-by-side coordination, as different hands are used. Interestingly, we found a weaker 
physical coupling in the face-to-face configuration, as this was characterized by a lower 
internal force than side-by-side configurations (see APPENDIX B and Supplementary 
Figure B.2). Such internal force has been interpreted as a potential communication channel 
between two interacting agents (Reed and Peshkin, 2008; Van der wel et al., 2011). It is 
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possible that the aforementioned interference weakens dyad’s ability to enforce haptic 
channel in the face-to-face configuration. However, the exact link between spatial 
configuration and dyadic motor coordination patterns requires further investigation.   
Factors Affecting Performance Differences of Two Cooperating Agents versus A 
Single Agent   
Previous work on physical interactions has shown that dyads perform better than 
solo in some cases (Ganesh et al. 2014; Reed and Peshkin 2008), or that they are performed 
equally well (Van der wel et al. 2011). As pointed out in the Introduction, the number of 
end-effectors may play significant role in performance differences across solos and dyads. 
This is because the stiffness of each of the two end-effectors could add up to increase the 
stiffness of the whole (two-limb) system, thus reducing performance error. Therefore, a 
better performance in dyadic than unimanual action may not be entirely due to the fact that 
physical coupling or joint action adds an advantage to motor performance relative to 
manipulation performed by a single agent. By directly comparing inter- and intra- personal 
coordination, the result of our study demonstrated that performance of dyads is almost 
always worse than the performance of the better partner (Figures 8 and 9, 4th quadrants), 
and is only sometimes better than the performance of the worse partner (Figures 8 and 9, 
2nd quadrants). This indicates that the ability of two brains to coordinate two end-effectors 
through physical coupling is mostly limited by the ability of the better partner. We discuss 
potential factors that could influence performance of coordination below. 
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Increased Uncertainty.  
Joint actions from two randomly-paired individuals could potentially induce 
environmental uncertainty. Specifically, when two brains are controlling effectors (one 
upper limb each), it is expected that either brain cannot fully predict the action of the other 
(Mojtahedi et al., 2017). Therefore, each individual may treat the motor output on the other 
handle as partially environmental noise or uncertainty. To assess how sensorimotor system 
estimate uncertainty, we used grip force as an indicator of increased uncertainty as it 
increases the safety margin (Hadjiosif and Smith, 2015). Indeed, subjects used higher grip 
force in dyadic conditions than bimanual conditions (see APPENDIX B; Supplementary 
Figure B.3). This could explain why the dyadic performance was almost always worse than 
the better partner within our experiment. The effect of increased uncertainty may 
eventually reduce, but it would take many more trials to adapt to the partners for accurately 
predicting partner’s action. The elevated grip force reported here for interpersonal 
manipulation is also consistent with a recent study reporting larger grip forces for inter- 
than intrapersonal manipulation (Solnik et al. 2016).   
Social Facilitation.  
Social facilitation, a factor that is specific to cooperative actions, has been defined 
as a tendency for individuals to perform differently when in the mere presence of others 
(Sawers and Ting 2014; Schmitt et al. 1986; Wenger and Zeaman 1956). Specifically, when 
individuals are aware of another agent being present during motor performance, they 
perform better than when others are not present (Schmitt et al. 1986; Wenger and Zeaman 
1956; Zajonc 1965). For example, it has been reported that kinematics of reaching to grasp 
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an object for placing it in an end target position is affected by whether the action is 
monitored or not by other agents (Fantoni et al. 2016). Social facilitation appears to play a 
role in performance differences between dyads and solos also when physical interactions 
are involved (Wenger and Zeaman 1956), e.g., when subjects are aware that the agent they 
are cooperating with is a human agent (Sawers and Ting 2014; Schmitt et al. 1986; Wenger 
and Zeaman 1956). Thus, social facilitation might have played a role in enhancing the 
performance of the dyads relative to the worse partner in the current study. However, more 
work is needed to understand the physiological mechanisms elicited by social facilitation 
and the extent to which it contributes to better motor performance. 
Sharing of Responsibility for Attainment of Common Motor Goals  
Another reason why dyads in our study performed better than the worse partner is 
that two agents can share responsibility for attaining a common goal, while being in charge 
of controlling one effector instead of two as it happens in the bimanual task (Knoblich and 
Jordan 2003; Sawers and Ting 2014; Wenger and Zeaman 1956). For example, dyads could 
perform better because each agent engages in one or more specific components of the task, 
e.g., one agent accelerates the crank during a movement phase while the other decelerates 
it on the subsequent phase (Reed and Peshkin 2008). A similar interpretation was provided 
by another study on non-physical interaction tasks (Masumoto and Inui 2013; Schmidt et 
al. 1998), suggesting that groups should be able to perform better than individuals since 
each person in a group can focus on a subset of the actions and have less individual 
responsibility during interactions. In our study, the worse partner may take a more 
‘follower’ type of role to focus on a subset of actions, therefore attain a greater degree of 
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coordination. However, as pointed out above, the extent to which role asymmetry occurred 
in our task remains unclear and needs to be addressed by future experiments. 
Conclusions 
The present work extends ongoing investigations aimed at evaluating performance 
during joint actions through physical coupling. Our findings reveal that agents’ 
configuration plays an important role in performance of joint actions, whereas handedness 
does not. Furthermore, we showed that the extent to which dyadic interactions may benefit 
performance is not a general rule as it is limited by the ability of the better partner. Ongoing 
neural imaging studies in our laboratory using the same experimental design is addressing 
mechanisms underlying physical joint interactions, which could potentially impact several 
areas, including robotic-assisted therapies, sensorimotor learning, and human performance 
augmentation.  
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CHAPTER 5 
ROLE ASYMMETRY DURING PHYSICALLY COUPLED JOINT OBJECT 
MANIPULATION 
Abstract 
Most studies of social cognition have focused on individual agents. Recently, the 
focus has shifted toward human-human interaction or interacting agents. A major gap exists 
regarding how each agent in dyadic physical coordination contributes differently to task 
execution. The extent to which handedness may influence coordination of physical 
interactions remains unclear. To address these questions, we performed a series of studies 
(72 right-handed subjects) using a task that required lifting and balancing a U-shaped 
object. Subjects were randomly paired to perform the task in 4 dyadic conditions using one 
hand each, or solo conditions where each subject performed the task individually using 
both hands. To assess the role asymmetry in dyadic conditions, we first defined and 
validated an approach that uses the moment rate to define each agent’s role during physical 
interactions. This was achieved with an additional experiment on 10 dyads where each 
participant was explicitly assigned with either a leader or follower role (L-F group). We 
found that the leader exhibited significant greater moment rate than the follower. 
Interestingly, similar asymmetry was found in the first experiment in which no explicit role 
was given, but not to the same extent of the L-F group. The results support the notion that 
role assignment would emerge spontaneously during physical interaction. Handedness had 
no effect on role emergence. Furthermore, the naturally-emerged role asymmetry was 
consistent across all dyadic conditions, suggesting the leader tended to remain as leader 
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regardless of which hand is used. The leader showed robustness to handedness, 
configuration, and task phases (dynamic or static). 
Keywords: Social interaction, physical interaction, object manipulation, role 
asymmetry, role emergence, and leader and follower. 
Introduction 
Physically-coupled social interaction plays an important role in our daily activities, 
including hand-shaking, dancing with a partner, moving heavy objects, or assisting patients 
during physical rehabilitation. Such interactions often involve coordination of actions with 
minimal verbal communication. However, despite the prevalence of physical coupling, 
joint actions have been mostly examined using tasks with only visual and/or auditory 
couplings (Konvalinka et al. 2010; Masumoto and Inui 2013 and 2015; Sebanz et al. 2006; 
Solnik et al. 2015 and 2016; Yun et al. 2012).  
Role Asymmetry in Social (Non-Physical) Interactions  
It has been proposed (Sebanz et al., 2003) that a person will internally represent the 
actions of his/her partner during dyadic interaction, i.e. involving two agents. Partners are 
aware of each other and are mutually regulating and co-adapting their own behavior. This 
mutual co-adaptation could be interpreted as mutual coordination or complementary 
actions in dyadic interaction to attain a specific performance goal, e.g., finger tapping 
requires that dyads adapt their actions to each other to stay in phase and tap in a 
synchronized fashion. To understand the phenomena of co-adaptation in dyadic 
coordination, one important concept is role specialization, since each agent in a dyad can 
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focus on a subset of the actions and have less individual responsibility during interactions 
(Schmidt et al. 1998; Reed and Peshkin 2008; Masumoto and Inui 2013). There are two 
distinct scenarios in which cooperating agents could take asymmetrical roles when 
performing the task together: a-priori role assignment or spontaneous role emergence. For 
the first scenario, participating agents are given roles explicitly (usually through verbal 
instructions). Many joint action tasks such as musical performance prove to be more 
successful when different roles are defined and established (Fairhurst et al., 2014). The 
leader of orchestra dictates the tempo of the piece being played while other players will 
attempt to follow. Similarly, the first violinist is a sub-leader in the string section while 
other violinists follow him/her. In contrast, when there are no explicit leader or follower 
roles, leader–follower relationships may naturally emerge during the interaction and co-
adaptation (Babiloni and Astolfi, 2012; Dumas et al., 2011; Konvalinka and Roepstorff, 
2012). For example, when musicians play in small ensembles, they show different levels 
of mutual adjustments in tempo to synchronize tone onsets or musical note onsets (Badino 
et al., 2014; Wing et al., 2014). Such corrections are based on auditory feedback but also 
on monitoring the movements of the other players (Coey et al., 2012; Richardson et al., 
2007).  
In non-physical interaction tasks, many studies have revealed role asymmetry 
within dyads such as finger tapping (Kovalinka et al. 2014; Yun et al. 2012), moving a 
rocking board (Bosga et al., 2010), playing guitar (Sanger et al. 2012 and 2013). The 
literature attributes different factors to role asymmetry (e.g. leader-follower roles) by using 
different criteria in order to capture this asymmetric behavior. For example, by using finger 
tapping tasks, Kovalinka and colleagues (Kovalinka et al. 2014) assessed the cross 
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correlation of inter-tap interval and found that, within each dyad, one partner was 
consistently better at adapting his beat to the partner, thus leading to the authors defining 
the former and latter agent as ‘leader’ and ‘follower’, respectively. Importantly, this role 
specialization appears to emerge spontaneously during social interactions, and it has been 
suggested that role asymmetry may reflect potential inter-individual differences in brain 
dynamics of interacting agents (Kovalinka et al. 2014; Yun et al. 2012). In regard to music 
performance, leadership is often attributed to the first violin (Violin I) who provides a 
primary reference for temporal coordination. Tempo variation, i.e., the variation in average 
interbeat interval, could be captured by the proportion of synchronous tones. So, the 
asynchrony variances per beat could indicate who adapts to the others in a greater extent. 
For instance, cross-correlations between interbeat intervals of performances at different 
lags showed Viola depends on Violin I unidirectionally, while there was bidirectional 
dependence between Viola and Violin II (Timmers et al, 2014). They concluded that a 
more complex and differentiated pattern of leader-follower relationship emerged among 
Viola, Violin I, Violin II, and Cello.  
Based on the literature, we could infer two definitions for leader and follower roles: 
1. Leader could be defined as the agent or partner who leads the actions while the follower 
lags behind (Amazeen et al., 1995; Schmidt et al., 1998; Schmidt & Richardson, 2008; 
Varlet et al., 2014). 2. Leader could be defined as the agent who adapts his/her own actions 
to the other’s actions in a greater extent. In these studies, leader’s attributes are more 
corrective behavior and more variability (Konvalinka et al., 2014; Fairhurst, Janata, & 
Keller, 2014; Sacheli et al., 2013; Vesper et al., 2011; Schmidt & Richardson, 2008). The 
both definitions determine the leadership role by using spatiotemporal analysis.   
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Role Asymmetry in Physical Interactions  
Only a few studies have investigated how two agents coordinate through haptic 
channels, which exists exclusively in physical couplings (Bosga and Meulenbroek 2007; 
Ganesh et al. 2014; Reed and Peshkin 2008; Schmidt et al. 1998; Van der wel et al. 2011; 
Melendez-Calderon et al., 2015; Mojtahedi et al., 2017a). The sensorimotor control 
principles of each cooperating individual during such physically coupled joint actions 
remains largely unknown. With regard to role specialization in physical interactions, one 
study reported that there could be a potential role asymmetry when two agents to move a 
crank together (Reed and Peshkin 2008). Although role specialization has been quantified 
with different behavioral variables (usually task dependent), no study has examined how 
such asymmetry arises across trials when two agents are physically coupled to perform a 
given task. To address this gap, we systematically investigated the emergence of role 
specialization during joint object manipulation tasks in the present study. Specifically, each 
agent was allowed to use one of their hands to move and hold an object and balance it while 
coordinating with the other agent. Within each pair of agents, we tested a range of dyadic 
configurations were tested, in which two agents would use either their dominant or non-
dominant hand. It has been proposed that dominant limb tends to perform better in tasks 
that require predictive control, whereas non-dominant limb has advantage in tasks that rely 
on impedance control (Sainburg, 2014; Serrien et al., 2006; Sainburg and Kalakanis, 2000; 
Bagesteiro and Sainburg, 2002; Duff and Sainburg, 2007; Wang and Sainburg, 2007; 
Shabbott and Sainburg, 2008; Tomlinson and Sainburg, 2012; Mutha et al., 2013). In object 
manipulation, the notion of lateralization of control mechanisms is supported by analyzing 
grip forces in object lifting tasks, which demonstrated that the non-dominant hand relies 
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more on the feedback-driven force corrections than the dominant hand (Rezvanian et al., 
2014). Lastly, the effect of handedness emerges also during bimanual tasks. When two 
hands are used together, the dominant hand takes on the manipulative role while the non-
dominant hand is used for posture stabilization, e.g., unscrewing the lid of a jar (Guiard et 
al., 1983; Swinnen and Wenderoth, 2004; Wiesendanger and Serrien, 2001; Swinnen et al., 
1991). Furthremore, leadership role could be related to handedness in non-physical 
interaction, i.e. rhythmic coordination, studies (Amazeen et al., 1997; Treffner & Turvey, 
1995). Therefore, we expected that handedness may play a role in the role specialization, 
and that influence would be sensitive to the task phase, i.e., static versus dynamic. Most 
importantly, each agent also performed the same task individually. This allowed us to 
examine the extent to which the inter-personal difference in motor control might influence 
the role specialization during physically-coupled joint actions. 
We first aimed to find a feature that could be an effective behavioral variable to 
capture role specialization (leader-follower) in our task. We tested the following 
hypotheses: (1) role asymmetry emerges spontaneously in physical interactions, and (2) 
the agent with the dominant arm would be more likely to be the leader in joint actions. 
Materials and Methods 
Subjects 
Twenty right-handed subjects (age: 21-26 years, 12 males) participated in the 
Experiment 2. Seventy-two right-handed subjects participated in the Experiment 1. This is 
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the same data set as in CHAPTER 4. Participants in Experiment 2 did not participate in 
Experiment 1. Please refer to CHAPTER 4 for further details. 
Experimental Apparatus 
The same description is applied here as in CHAPTER 4. This chapter focuses on 
force and torque data analysis; and the manipulation performance was already published 
in (Mojtahedi et al., 2017b) as a separate study and described in CHAPTER 4.  
Experimental Protocol 
For the details of Experiment 1, please refer to CHAPTER 4. Figure 5.3 is the same 
as Figure 4.4 in CHAPTER 4 which shows the distribution of experimental conditions 
within and across subject pairs. An additional experiment (Experiment 2 or validation 
group for role identification) is shown in Figure 5.1c. The task in Experiment 2 is similar 
to Experiment 1 except that leader (handle 1) could hear the auditory cues via headphone 
while follower (handle 2) did not hear them and follower must follow the leader to perform 
the task because he was not aware of when to start and lift-up, go up, go down, and put 
down. The movement initiation analysis (please see APPENDIX C) on the beginning of 
dynamic phase right after auditory cue showed that leader initiated the movement with 
97.5% of all dynamic phases (APPENDIX C; Supplementary TABLE C.2).  
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Figure 5.1. Grip device and experimental protocol. (a) The grip device consisted of two 
identical handles mounted on horizontal base. Subjects could choose digit placement on 
two long graspable surfaces. Force/torque (F/T) sensors were mounted under the graspable 
surfaces to measure the x-, y-, and z-components of forces and torques of the thumb and 
other fingers (Fu et al. 2010). Thumb and fingers grasped the inner and outer sides of each 
handle. The tilt (error) of the device was shown to the subjects by the bubble level placed 
in the mid-point of the horizontal base. Object height and error were measured by a motion 
tracking system using infrared markers (green circles) on each side of the bubble level. The 
parameters “L” plus “d/2” denote the horizontal moment arm, and “H” denotes the vertical 
moment arm. These parameters were used to formulate the mechanical model of the U-
shaped grip device (see Appendix). We measured digit(s) center of pressure (CoP; red dot), 
tangential and normal forces (Ftan and Fnor) on each side of the handle (inset shows these 
variables measured on the thumb side of handle 1). Clockwise and counter clockwise object 
rotations are defined as positive and negative directions, respectively, for the moment and 
error. (b) There are six conditions in Experiment 1: Bimanual (Bi1 and Bi2), dominant 
hand and non-dominant hand (D1-ND2 and D2-ND1), both dominant hand (D1-D2), and 
both non-dominant hand (ND2-ND1). Subjects in all conditions received auditory cues to 
initiate movement of the grip device. We defined ‘Handle 1’ as the handle used by the 
dominant hand of subjects in the Bi group. (c) Leader-follower group (validation group): 
leader who uses ‘Handle 1’ can only hear the auditory cues.  
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Figure 5.2. Representative trial for height, error (tilt), total moments, and total moment 
rates. The object vertical position and error (e) are shown in (a) and (b), respectively. The 
timeline of auditory cues is denoted by vertical dashed lines. The boundaries of the target 
height subjects had to position the object at (height band) are shown by horizontal dashed 
lines. Dynamic and static phases are denoted by yellow and blue boxes, respectively. Total 
moment of both handles are shown in (c). Total moment rates of both handle are also shown 
in (d) with the mean absolute values of total moment rate at each phase. Data are from one 
individual in Bi group.  
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Data Processing and Experimental Variables  
Figure 5.2 shows data from a representative trial (D1-D2 condition) and 
performance variables. 
1. Task phases. We defined a dynamic and static phase for each target height 
(Figure 5.3). The onset of the dynamic phase was defined as the first time point at which 
the vertical position of the object center changed ±5% relative to the previous vertical 
position averaged across 800 ms and stayed above that threshold for 600 ms. Similarly, the 
onset of the static phase was defined as the first time point after which the object vertical 
position computed over the past 600 ms remained within ±5% relative to the vertical 
position averaged across the following 800 ms.   
2. Digit forces and center of pressure. We measured grip and load force exerted by 
thumb and all fingers on both sides of each handle. We also computed the center of pressure 
(CoP) of the fingers (CoPF) and thumb (CoPT) on each handle, and measured their vertical 
distance (∆CoP = CoPF - CoPT; equations A1-A3) to calculate the moments of force. 
3. Moments of force. The mechanical model of the U-shaped object is described in 
Supplementary Table C.1 and equations (A1)-(A13). We computed the normal (Mnor) and 
tangential (Mtan) components of angular moments for each handle by using normal and 
tangential forces exerted by each hand combined with center of pressure on each side of 
the handle (see (Fu et al. 2010) for details). We denote Mnor and Mtan as 1 and 2 to denote 
handle/hand 1 and 2. It is convenient to transform angular moments exerted on each handle 
to total moments, e.g., for one hand grasping handle 1, this is equivalent to Mtot1= Mtan1 + 
Mnor1, defined as the sum of tangential and normal moments. Figure 5.2c show the time 
course of total moments exerted on each handle across all task phases.  
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To capture the dynamics of moments, we calculated the mean absolute value 
(MAV) of the first time derivative of Mtot (MAV(?̇?𝑡𝑜𝑡); Figure 5.2d) during each phase. 
?̇?𝑡𝑜𝑡 provides information about moment modulation in each handle. The moment rate 
analysis allows the identification of which hand/handle was characterized by more 
changes/variations in total moment which we speculate that reflects corrective responses. 
Statistical Analysis 
To assess learning within each block of trials (i.e., experimental condition; Figure 
5.3a), we divided the 8 trials into “Early trials” (trials 1-4) and “Late trials” (trials 5-8):  
1. We performed analysis of variance with repeated measures (RM-ANOVA) on 
MAV(?̇?𝑡𝑜𝑡) in L-F group using one between-subject factor, Handle (2 levels: 
1 (leader) and 2 (follower)), and one within-subject factors: Trial (2 levels: trials 
1-4 and trials 5-8; Figure 5.4a).  
2. We performed RM-ANOVA on MAV(?̇?𝑡𝑜𝑡) in Bi condition using two within-
subject factors: Handle (2 levels: 1 (dominant) and 2 (non-dominant)) and Trial 
(2 levels: trials 1-4 and trials 5-8; Figure 5.4b).  
3. We performed RM-ANOVA on MAV(?̇?𝑡𝑜𝑡) in D-ND condition (D1-ND2 and 
D2-ND1) using one between-subject factor, Handle (2 levels: 1 (dominant) and 
2 (non-dominant)), and one within-subject factors: Trial (2 levels: trials 1-4 and 
trials 5-8; Figure 5.4c).  
4. We performed RM-ANOVA on MAV(?̇?𝑡𝑜𝑡) of leaders using one between-
subject factor, Group (2 levels: leader in D1-D2 group and leader in L-F group), 
and one within-subject factors: Trial (2 levels: trials 1-4 and trials 5-8; Figure 
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5.4e). Similarly, we did the same analysis for followers to test whether the 
followers would differ between both groups (Figure 5.4e).  
5. We performed RM-ANOVA on |MAV(?̇?𝑡𝑜𝑡1)- MAV(?̇?𝑡𝑜𝑡2)| using one 
between-subject factor, Group (2 levels: leader in D1-D2 group and leader in 
L-F group), and one within-subject factors: Trial (2 levels: trials 1-4 and trials 
5-8; Figure 5.4f).  
To examine how leader and follower roles would change across trials for D1-ND2 
and D2-ND1 conditions in static phase (Figure 5.6c), we calculated the relative total 
moment rates between handle 1 and 2 for each condition as following steps: A) In condition 
D1-ND2, we have three static phases in each trial. So, we calculated the relative total 
moment rate between handles (𝑀𝐴𝑉(?̇?𝑡𝑜𝑡1) −  MAV(?̇?𝑡𝑜𝑡2)) for each static phase. Then, 
we computed the average of relative total moment rate across these three static phases. So, 
it yielded 288 values (36 (pairs) * 8 (trials)). For example, first (D1) and second (ND2) 
partners have 𝑀𝐴𝑉(?̇?𝑡𝑜𝑡) values of 200 and 150 in D1-ND2 condition. The difference 
between the two is +50 which indicate that D1 is a leader because D1 has larger total 
moment rate than ND2. B) In condition D2-ND1, we could similarly obtain 288 values by 
calculating the relative total moment rate of (𝑀𝐴𝑉(?̇?𝑡𝑜𝑡2) −  MAV(?̇?𝑡𝑜𝑡1)). Following 
the same example, the second (D2) and first (ND1) partners have 𝑀𝐴𝑉(?̇?𝑡𝑜𝑡) values of 
110 and 170 in D2-ND1 condition. The difference between the two is +60 which indicate 
that ND1 is a leader. C) We plotted the relative total moment values of D1-ND2 condition 
(x-axis) versus D2-ND1 condition (y-axis) in Figure 5.6c. Following the same example, 
we have the data point of (+50, +60) which indicates that first partner in both conditions is 
a leader and has larger total moment rate than second partners. D) We performed one linear 
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regression analyses to test whether there was a significant trend or not. Accordingly, the 
similar plots in Figure 5.6b (Bi1 vs Bi2) and Figure 5.6d (D1-D2 vs ND2-ND1) were 
generated for the relative total moment rates. All the steps were the same for dynamic phase 
in Figure 5.7 except there were four dynamic phases and we averaged the relative total 
moment rate across four dynamic phases.  
Results 
Total Moment Rate Could Identify Leader and Follower Roles  
Experiment-2 is a validation group in which we assigned a priori role to each 
participant. The participant who grasped the handle 1 had leader role while the other 
participant (handle 2) had follower role. By examining Figure 5.4a, total moment rate 
analysis showed that leaders generated larger total moment rate (MAV(?̇?𝑡𝑜𝑡)) than 
followers (main effect of Handle: p = 0.001; no effect of Trial: p = 0.853 and Trial*Handle: 
p = 0.105). Furthermore, in each pair the leader (handle 1) was always characterized by 
larger total moment rate than follower (handle 2). Therefore, a priori role assignment did 
affect the dyadic behavior and created an asymmetric behavior between dyads since leader 
generated more moment variation than follower consistently. 
There Is No Relation Between Leader-follower Roles and Handedness 
We calculated MAV values of each handle for each condition to assess whether 
role emergence depends on handedness or not. Handle 1 is related to the dominant hand in 
both Bi and D-ND conditions (D1-ND2 and D2-ND1 conditions): 
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Figure 5.4. Total moment rate analysis. Mean absolute values of total moment rate 
(MAV(?̇?𝑡𝑜𝑡)) measured on early and late trials: (a) For leader and follower handles in L-F 
group (b-c) For dominant and nondominant handles in bimanual and dominant-
nondominant groups, respectively. (d,e) Total moment rates of two handles across pairs in 
D1-D2 and L-F groups, respectively. (f) Comparison of MAV(?̇?𝑡𝑜𝑡) in leaders or followers 
between D1-D2 and L-F groups. (g) The absolute difference between total moment rates 
of handles were calculated and compared between D1-D2 and L-F groups. Data are means 
averaged across all subjects. Vertical bars denote standard errors of the mean. The asterisk 
denotes statistically significant differences (p < 0.05). 
1. Identifying roles in Bi group: Total moment rate analysis in Figure 5.4b indicated 
that there was no effect (no effect of Handle: p = 0.602, Trial: p = 0.902, and Trial*Handle: 
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p = 0.930) in MAV(?̇?𝑡𝑜𝑡) between dominant arm (handle 1) and non-dominant arm (handle 
2) in Bi group. 
2. Identifying roles in D-ND group: Total moment rate analysis in Figure 5.4c 
indicated that there was no effect (no effect of Handle: p = 0.474, Trial: p = 0.420, and 
Trial*Handle: p = 0.523) in MAV(?̇?𝑡𝑜𝑡) between dominant arm (handle 1) and non-
dominant arm (handle 2) in D-ND group.   
In conclusion, the results show no difference between dominant and non-dominant 
hands in within individual (Bi condition) and between individuals (D-ND condition). 
Therefore, these findings support this hypothesis that role emergence is not related to the 
dominant hand during joint interaction. Interestingly, Bi group shows no asymmetry and 
dominant hand is not characterized by the leading behavior.  
 
Figure 5.5. Control scheme of the two proposed scenarios (models) for the formation of 
relative total moment rate between handles. The illustrated computational framework could 
test whether handedness is the predictor of leader-follower relationship or the partner 
himself/herself. This control scheme is valid for the interactions of ‘D1-ND1 versus D2-
ND1’ (Figures 6c and 7c) and ‘D1-D2 versus ND2-ND1’ (Figures 6d and 7d). 
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Natural Role Emergence (D1-D2 Condition) versus A Priori Role Assignment (L-F 
Group) 
Figure 5.4d illustrates that even though there is no-priori role assignment in joint 
manipulation (D1-D2 condition), there is a natural role emergence between the two 
individuals in such a way that one agent generated larger total moment rate than the other 
agent. Figure 5.4a and 5.4e shows that larger total moment rate always corresponds to 
leader in L-F group.  
Next, we compared the leaders and followers in D1-D2 condition vs leaders and 
followers in L-F group. Figure 5.4f showed that there was no difference between the 
followers (No main effect of Group: p = 0.083; no trial or interaction effect: p > 0.05) while 
there was a significant difference between leaders since the leaders in L-F group was 
significantly larger than leaders in D1-D2 condition (main effect of Group: p = 0.009; no 
trial or interaction effect: p > 0.05). Figure 5.4g showed that the difference of MAV(?̇?𝑡𝑜𝑡) 
between leader and follower handles was significantly larger in L-F group than D1-D2 
condition (No main effect of Group: p = 0.195; no trial or interaction effect: p > 0.05). 
These findings (compare Figure 5.4d and 5.4e) suggest that the roles would emerge 
spontaneously during joint interaction similar to priori role assignment group. In other 
words, the extent of asymmetric roles in the total moment rates between natural role 
emergence group and priori role assignment group were not significantly different (Figure 
5.4g). Furthermore, the followers between the two groups revealed no difference (Figure 
5.4f) while there was a difference between total moment rates of leaders since leaders in 
L-F group exhibited larger total moment rate than D1-D2 group (Figure 5.4f). 
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Influence of Physical Interaction on Role Emergence of Individual Agents   
We aimed to examine how leader and follower roles would change across trials for 
different conditions in static or dynamic phase. Figure 5.6b showed that there was no 
specific relationship between handedness and leader-follower role since the data points of 
relative total moment rate were distributed evenly across 4 quadrants (examination of data 
distributions: ~25% in all quadrants, R = -0.08, p = 0.181). So, dominant and non-dominant 
hands were not different within individual (Bi condition).  
We created Figure 5.5 to interpret the results in Figure 5.6c and 6d. If data points 
formed a linear relationship in quadrant 2 and 4 (negative slope), the data would suggest 
that handedness is the predictor of leader-follower relationship. However, the results in 
Figure 5.6c and 5.6d formed a linear relationship in quadrant 1 and 3 (positive slope; p = 
0.001). This indicated that the partner himself/herself is the predictor of leader-follower 
relationship rather than handedness. Interestingly, Figure 5.7 for dynamic phase showed 
the same results which implies that the phase nature could not change the role emergence.  
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Figure 5.6. Formation of relative total moment rate between handles in static phase (from 
experimental data). (a) Average plots of relative total moment rate between handles in 
bimanual and dual interactions are shown. (b) The relative total moment rate in bimanual 
condition of partner 1 (Bi1) was plotted against partner 2 (Bi2) in all subjects across trials 
in static phases. (c) The relative total moment rate in D1-ND2 condition was plotted against 
D2-ND1 condition with respect to first partner (D1 and ND1). (d) The relative total 
moment rate in D1-D2 condition was plotted against ND2-ND1 condition with respect to 
first partner (D1 and ND1). The positive abscissa in x-axis corresponds to a leader who 
uses handle 1 because total moment rate of handle 1 is larger than handle 2 which leads to 
positive abscissa. Similarly, negative abscissa in x-axis corresponds to a follower who uses 
handle 1 because total moment rate of handle 1 is smaller than handle 2 which leads to 
negative abscissa. The positive and negative abscissas in y-axis corresponds to a leader and 
follower who uses handle 1, respectively. Note that x- and y- axes correspond to two 
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different conditions in each subplot. Average relative total moment rates (solid lines) and 
all the data points are shown for each subplot in (b-d). Furthermore, the frequency of 
occurrence of data points in each quadrant is also shown in top left of each plot in (b-d). 
Data are means averaged across all subjects. Vertical bars denote standard errors of the 
mean. The asterisk denotes statistically significant differences (p < 0.05). 
 
 
Figure 5.7. Formation of relative total moment rate between handles in dynamic phase 
(from experimental data). (a) Average plots of relative total moment rate between handles 
in bimanual and dual interactions are shown. (b) The relative total moment rate in bimanual 
condition of partner 1 (Bi1) was plotted against partner 2 (Bi2) in all subjects across trials 
in dynamic phases. (c) The relative total moment rate in D1-ND2 condition was plotted 
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against D2-ND1 condition with respect to first partner (D1 and ND1). (d) The relative total 
moment rate in D1-D2 condition was plotted against ND2-ND1 condition with respect to 
first partner (D1 and ND1). The positive abscissa in x-axis corresponds to a leader who 
uses handle 1 because total moment rate of handle 1 is larger than handle 2 which leads to 
positive abscissa. Similarly, negative abscissa in x-axis corresponds to a follower who uses 
handle 1 because total moment rate of handle 1 is smaller than handle 2 which leads to 
negative abscissa. The positive and negative abscissas in y-axis corresponds to a leader and 
follower who uses handle 1, respectively. Note that x- and y- axes correspond to two 
different conditions in each subplot. Average relative total moment rates (solid lines) and 
all the data points are shown for each subplot in (b-d). Furthermore, the frequency of 
occurrence of data points in each quadrant is also shown in top left of each plot in (b-d). 
Data are means averaged across all subjects. Vertical bars denote standard errors of the 
mean. The asterisk denotes statistically significant differences (p < 0.05). 
Role emergence might be not black and white relationship and we aimed to assess 
how many times dyads switched within trials. Bi condition showed that dominant and non-
dominant arm switched roles very often in compare to all dyadic conditions. For example, 
dyads approximately half of trials (~20%; Figure 5.8a) did not switch at all that meant that 
the leader stayed as a leader throughout the whole trial. However, role switching did 
happen for ~80% of trials in Bi condition. Interestingly, the role switching is very minimal 
in L-F group when the roles assigned to each participant since they did not switch role for 
almost ~75% trials (Figure 5.8b). This suggest that the role switches in natural role 
emergence conditions in greater extent than role assignment. 
There is a supplementary analysis (APPENDIX C) that showed the handle which 
initiated the movement after receiving the auditory cues did not have a relation with the 
leader handle (larger total moment rate) or handedness. This supplementary results 
suggested that movement initiator – the handle whose leading or initiating movement at 
the beginning of dynamic phase – was not predictor of leader in physical interaction or 
handedness.  
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Figure 5.8. Frequency of switching roles within trial. The histogram of number of times 
that roles were switched across conditions in Experiment 1 and L-F group in Experiment 
2 are shown in (a-b). 
Discussion 
Using Total Moment Rate as A Feature for Identifying Leader and Follower Roles 
Our results in Experiment 2 suggested that total moment rate could be an effective 
behavioral variable to identify leader in physical interaction for this particular task. We 
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could associated leaders with larger total moment rates in Experiment 2. This variable 
could measure the changes in total moment to assess how much each agent changes his/her 
total moment to control the object orientation. By validating the total moment rate variable 
in Experiment 2 in our task, we could later capture role specialization (leader-follower or 
asymmetric roles between two agents in a dyad) in other conditions. It should be noted that 
studies of non-physical interactions use different metrics to classify the roles taken by each 
agent, and often these metrics cannot be compared across different tasks, e.g., cross 
correlation of inter tap interval in finger tapping (Kovalinka et al. 2014) and index of 
performance (index of difficulty divided by movement time) of swinging a pendulum to 
measure processing speed as a function of index of difficulty (Fine and Amazeen 2011). 
For instance, a finger tapping study assessed the cross correlation of inter-tap interval and 
found that, within each dyad, one partner was consistently better at adapting his/her beat 
to the partner, thus leading to the authors defining the former and latter agent as ‘leader’ 
and ‘follower’, respectively (Kovalinka et al. 2014). Human movement coordination such 
as synchronizing their arm movements in a goal-directed action task showed also different 
roles in dyads. Leadership among the dyad was defined as the sign of the phase difference 
in rhythmic action tasks, i.e. person 1’s phase larger than person 2’s phase means that 
person 1 is leading the task by preceding person 2’s action or follower (person 2) is lagging 
behind leader (person 1). Role identification by using phase has well established in 
sinusoidal-like motions of varying amplitude and frequency (Noy et al., 2011; Słowin ́ski 
et al., 2017; Mörtl et al., 2012; Avitabile et al., 2016).  
Melendez-Calderon and colleagues (Melendez-Calderon et al, 2015) studied how 
dyads collaborate physically to attenuate external mechanical perturbations during a target 
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tracking task; and used muscular activities of flexor and extensor muscles to classify the 
emergent activity pattern across dyads and identify the roles of individuals based on that 
classification. Specifically, the classification results yielded 6 different strategies (e.g. 
pulling, pushing, driving, driving and staying flexed, driving and staying extended, and 
both try) rather than sufficing to identify only leader or follower. Moreover, this studied 
implied that the number of degree of freedom or task complexity could play a key role in 
eliciting different strategies across dyads. Interestingly, they concluded that the baseline 
strategy during unperturbed interactions was not the same in all dyads, suggesting that the 
solution to the task was not global but specific to each particular dyad. In our study, we 
believe that total moment rate could be a viable feature to address questions such as testing 
the existence of asymmetric roles in physical interaction or effect of handedness on this 
asymmetric role emergence. However, adding neurophysiological data such as EMG or 
EEG in future work could potentially facilitate the identification of asymmetric roles in 
object manipulation task. 
An interesting question is raised in this study how to interpret the total moment rate 
or what mechanisms of physical interaction this variable may refer to. Bimanual interaction 
did not reveal this asymmetry. However, the asymmetric nature of dyadic interaction is 
present for all the conditions and groups. It may imply that this could be a strategy to 
compensate for weaker coupling or dyad’s ability to enforce haptic channel. As we know 
from previous chapter, ‘increased uncertainty’ in joint actions from two randomly-paired 
individuals could potentially induce environmental uncertainty. Specifically, when two 
brains are controlling effectors (one upper limb each), it is expected that either brain cannot 
fully predict the action of the other. Therefore, each individual may treat the motor output 
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on the other handle as partially environmental noise or uncertainty. Several studies in 
visuomotor feedback gain could support this speculation (Franklin et al., 2012; Franklin et 
al., 2017; de Brouwer et al., 2017; Dimitriou et al., 2013) that the sensorimotor control 
system increases the gain of the visuomotor feedback pathways to deal with the unexpected 
disturbances until the feedforward controller learns the appropriate dynamics. These 
feedback gains are upregulated with increased uncertainty in the knowledge of the 
dynamics to counteract any errors or disturbances and ensure accurate and skillful 
movements. So, if the corrections of partner are assumed as continuous disturbances 
because of not having full control on the task, the uncertainty would be increased and 
feedback gains should be higher in dyadic interaction than bimanual interaction in 
continuous fashion.  
Asymmetric Roles Emerge Naturally in Physical Joint Manipulation 
Several studies of dyadic non-physical interactions, such as finger tapping, have 
shown that interacting agents take asymmetrical roles while co-adapting and working 
toward a common goal (Fairhurst et al. 2014; Kovalinka et al. 2014; Sanger et al. 2012 and 
2013). Specifically, one agent emerges naturally as the ‘leader’, whereas the other takes 
the ‘follower’ role. For example, inter tap interval analysis of finger tapping by two agents 
has shown that one of the two subjects employed less error correction, and focused more 
on tapping at his or her own pace (prioritizing the instruction to maintain the given tempo, 
hence defined as ‘leaders’) than on the stability of the interaction (prioritizing the 
instruction to synchronize with the partner; Fantoni et al. 2016). Interestingly, this 
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asymmetry in the contribution of each agent to the joint action remained invariant across 
trials (Kovalinka et al. 2014; Fine and Amazeen 2011). 
Role asymmetry appears to occur also during physical interactions (Melendez-
Calderon 2015; Reed and Peshkin 2008). One study (Reed and Peshkin 2008) examined 
how two agents coordinated their forces to move a crank, and found – as described above 
– that most dyads developed a new strategy to reach specific targets by specializing their 
force production. However, in a few dyads one agent was active while the other took a 
passive role. Thus, role asymmetry could emerge as either an “active/passive” or a 
“specialized” dyad. Another study (Melendez-Calderon 2015) used interaction torques and 
muscular activities to classify specific strategies for disturbance attenuation during a 
rhythmic joint motor action while the dyads’ wrists were mechanically connected by 
handles held by each subject. This study reported that coordination strategies evolved 
across trials but found idiosyncratic strategies for each dyad. However, following repeated 
perturbations dyads adopted a common strategy similar to the above-described role 
specialization (Melendez-Calderon 2015).  
Based on the above literature on non-physical and physical interaction, our analysis 
was designed to quantify the extent to which role asymmetry occurs in physical interactions 
in object manipulation. Analysis of moment rate revealed role asymmetry in the D1-D2 
condition (Figure 5.4d) or other condition (Figures 5.6c and 5.6d, 5.7c and 5.7d), consisting 
of one subject being characterized by greater moment rate variability (defined as ‘leader’), 
such role asymmetry emerging from the very first trial. These findings support our second 
hypothesis that role assignment would emerge spontaneously during joint action. 
Interestingly, a greater moment variability was also found in the subject from the L-F group 
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who was given movement onset cues – i.e., a leading role, thus forcing the other subject to 
react to his or her partner’s action. This finding suggests that the artificially-assigned leader 
in the L-F group shared movement control characteristics with the naturally-emerged 
‘leader’ in the D1-D2 group. With regard to the functional role of greater moment rate 
variability, one may speculate that the ‘leader’ has to make moment rate corrections to fine 
tune his or her planned movement following haptic and visual feedback about the 
‘follower’ response. Specifically, the ‘follower’ may lag temporally or spatially in 
adjusting his or her actions relative to the ‘leader’. This, in turn, would force the ‘leader’ 
to adjust his or her original movement plan, thus causing greater moment rate variability 
throughout the task. This interpretation implies that the artificial or natural ‘follower’ 
maintains a relatively passive role, and lets the control of movement corrections necessary 
to accurately complete the task to the ‘leader’. These speculations may justify why we have 
significant differences in leaders between D1-D2 and L-F groups, but not followers (Figure 
5.4f). Even if leaders in L-F group had larger total moment rate than leaders in D1-D2 
group, the difference between total moment rates of handles were not significant.  
Why Is A Certain Person Characterized by Leadership Role? 
We found interesting and important features about role asymmetry: First, it emerges 
very early during joint action. Second, it remains robust and constant in many various 
aspects such as across trials for dyadic conditions (Figure 5.7), handedness (dominant or 
non-dominant hand; Figure 5.4b and 5.4c), configuration (side-by-side (Figure 5.6c and 
5.7c) or face-to-face (Figure 5.6d and 5.7d)), task phases (dynamic or static), and 
movement initiations (leadership is not related to the person who initiates the movement 
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after auditory cues in our task, refer to APPENDIX C). All of these factors could not change 
the leader or follower behavior except receiving auditory cues may have key role to make 
one person leader. Instead, the partner or person himself is a predictor of leader or follower 
role. This robust behavior of leadership might be justifiable from different aspects. 
In regard to handedness and phases, we found no role asymmetry in bimanual 
interactions. These data suggest that the role assignment between limbs of the same agent 
may not reflect limb dominance. Specifically, the dominant and non-dominant hands did 
not differ in terms of total moment rate (Bimanual: Figure 6b and 5.7b; other dyadic 
conditions: Figures 5.6c, 5.6d, 5.7c, and 5.7d). This finding might be in contrast with 
previous studies that the non-dominant hand (‘follower’) appears to play a stabilizing role, 
whereas the dominant hand (‘leader’) would play a more corrective role. This interpretation 
is consistent with the dynamic dominance model that states that each hemisphere-limb 
system is specialized for controlling different features of upper limb control (see (Yadav 
and Sainburg, 2014) for review). This model, which is based on studies of intersegmental 
limb dynamics associated with rapid aiming movements, proposes that the right cerebral 
hemisphere (non-dominant hand) is specialized for the control of static posture during the 
final phase of aiming movements and for regulating limb impedance to achieve stable 
postures. In contrast, the left hemisphere (dominant hand) would be specialized for the 
control of dynamic aspects of movement, such as the coordination of muscle actions during 
multi-joint movements and adaptation to novel inertial dynamics (Sainburg and Scahaefer, 
2004; Yadav and Sainburg, 2014). Similarly, control asymmetry between the two limbs 
has also been described for static bimanual manipulation tasks, where the non-dominant 
hand exhibits a higher directional accuracy in load force control and greater accuracy in 
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grip force modulation than the dominant hand (Ferrand and Jaric 2006; Freitas et al. 
2007). Lateralization of motor function is a multifaceted process that may emerge at 
particular timescales and is contingent on task- related determinants (Serrien et al., 2006). 
The lack of handedness effect in both bimanual and dyadic condition might be due to the 
fact that our task was not performed as fast as possible and this might be a key factor in 
discriminating the difference between the dominant and nondominant limbs. 
In conclusion, the hypothesis of ‘role asymmetry emerges spontaneously in 
physical interactions’ was supported. However, the role asymmetry could be predicted 
neither by individual execution of the same task (his/her bimanual performance or baseline) 
nor the handedness, i.e. the agent who used the dominant arm was not necessarily the leader 
in joint actions. In other words, the agent himself/herself – rather than handedness – was a 
predictor of leader and follower. Moreover, the person who initiated the movement was 
not necessarily the leader during subsequent task phases.   
Open Questions about Joint Physical Interactions  
Despite the ubiquitous nature of physical interactions between humans and humans 
and machines, to date the scientific literature has not addressed how to define a standard 
methodology to identify or characterize the agents’ roles in physical interactions. The 
present findings on role asymmetry during physical cooperation provide insight into 
potential applications in several fields, including human-robot interactions and tasks where 
a human agent assist another towards learning or re-learning task, i.e., expert-patient 
cooperation during the acquisition of complex motor skills or physical therapy. Examples 
of these applications include using robots to improve motor control in patients affected by 
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Parkinson’s disease (Chen et al. 2015), where the robot follows the participants’ 
movements after a short time delay. We further propose that a better understanding of how 
role emergence occurs could be used to implement ‘role switching’ in human-robot 
interactions, whereby a robot’s role could be switched from leader to follower, and vice 
versa, depending on the actions of the human agent.  
Although a growing number of studies has been investigating the control of 
physical and non-physical interactions (Dumas et al. 2011; Jarrasse et al. 2012), the 
underlying neural mechanisms have been mostly studied in non-physical interactions. For 
example, dual-EEG has been used in social interaction tasks to identify possible 
symmetries in sensorimotor processes and control mechanisms in dyads. Finger tapping 
tasks have revealed asymmetries in frontal alpha oscillations between two cooperating 
agents who also exhibit asymmetrical roles, i.e., leader-follower as described above 
(Kovalinka et al. 2014). Other dual-EEG studies of non-physical interactions have also 
reported asymmetric brain-coupling patterns between leader–follower participants such as 
spontaneous imitation in hand gestures/movements (Dumas et al. 2010, 2011 and 2012) 
and guitar duets (Sanger et al. 2012 and 2013). Therefore, we propose that dual-EEG could 
be a promising experimental approach to also investigate neural mechanisms of leader-
follower role emergence in physical interactions.  
Another open question is whether neural mechanisms underlying natural role 
emergence and role assignment (Human-human and L-F, respectively) may differ despite 
similarities in behavioral outcomes. Lastly, our task did not address scenarios that differed 
in terms of task difficulty. We believe that the systematic investigation of tasks requiring a 
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greater amount of practice might provide further insight into the neural mechanisms 
responsible for co-adaptation of two collaborating agents. 
Conclusions 
The present work extends ongoing investigations aimed at evaluating the role 
asymmetry in physical human-human interactions. Our analytical approach of quantifying 
interaction forces and moments revealed important insights about the emergence of 
asymmetrical roles between collaborating agents. Nevertheless, several open questions 
remain about neural mechanisms behind the role asymmetry in physical interaction. A 
better understanding of the mechanisms underlying physical joint interactions can 
potentially impact several areas, including robotic-assisted therapies, sensorimotor 
learning, and human performance augmentation.  
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CHAPTER 6 
NEURAL MECHANISMS UNDERLYING CONTROL OF JOINT MANIPULATION 
Introduction 
Physical interaction (or haptic interaction) is defined as actions arising from 
physical coupling between effectors (one agent) or effectors of two or more agents. 
Physical interactions can be intrapersonal, e.g., manipulating an object using two hands, or 
interpersonal, e.g., transporting an object with another person. In both cases, 
spatiotemporal coordination among the effectors is necessary to attain a specific 
performance goal, e.g., preventing the object from slipping or tilting. In intrapersonal 
actions, the subject can use an internal model to predict the consequences of his/her motor 
commands, so there is generally a one-to-one correspondence between motor commands 
and behavioral outcomes. However, in physical joint interactions such a correspondence is 
attenuated due to the fact that behavioral outcomes result from motor commands of both 
agents. In other words, the internal model of his/her own motor commands is not sufficient 
to predict the consequences of his/her motor actions as movement outcomes also depend 
on motor commands of his/her partner.  
Role Asymmetry in Social and Physical Interactions 
Role asymmetry in social interactions has been reported in a wide variety of tasks, 
such as finger tapping (Konvalinka et al. 2014; Yun et al. 2012), tracking periodic isometric 
force (Masumoto and Inui 2013), moving a rocking board (Bosga et al., 2010), playing 
guitar duets (Sanger et al. 2012 and 2013), string quartet performance (Timmers et al, 
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2014), and spontaneous imitation in hand gestures/movements (Dumas et al. 2010, 2011 
and 2012). Role asymmetry or role specialization (leader and follower roles) is an 
important phenomenon in dyadic interactions. This asymmetric sharing in performing a 
joint task is thought to arise from the fact that each agent in a dyad can focus on a subset 
of the actions, and therefore he/she can have less individual responsibility during the 
physical interaction (Schmidt et al. 1998; Reed and Peshkin 2008; Masumoto and Inui 
2013). It has been shown when there are no explicit leader or follower roles, leader–
follower relations may naturally emerge during the interaction and co-adaptation (Babiloni 
and Astolfi, 2012; Dumas et al., 2011; Konvalinka and Roepstorff, 2012). Some studies 
have shown that the leader leads the actions, while the follower lags behind (Amazeen et 
al., 1995; Schmidt et al., 1998; Schmidt & Richardson, 2008; Varlet et al., 2014). Other 
studies have shown the leader could be characterized by more corrective behavior and more 
variability (Konvalinka et al., 2014; Fairhurst, Janata, & Keller, 2014; Sacheli et al., 2013; 
Vesper et al., 2011; Schmidt & Richardson, 2008). Note that both definitions define the 
leadership role by using spatiotemporal analysis.   
Whereas a few studies have examined joint motor actions through physical 
interactions (Bosga and Meulenbroek 2007; Ganesh et al. 2014; Reed and Peshkin 2008; 
Schmidt et al. 1998; Van der wel et al. 2011; Melendez-Calderon et al., 2015; Mojtahedi 
et al., 2015, 2017a, 2017b; Eils et al., 2017; Candidi et al., 2017; Pezzulo et al., 2017; 
Knoblich et al., 2011), the mechanisms underlying adaptation of force coordination 
between two interacting agents is not well understood. Most importantly, the role 
asymmetry described above for social interaction has been reported in only few studies of 
physical interaction. One study (Reed and Peshkin 2008) examined how two agents 
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coordinated their forces to move a crank, and found that most dyads developed a new 
strategy to reach specific targets by specializing their force production. However, in a few 
dyads one agent was active while the other took a passive role. Thus, role asymmetry could 
emerge as either an “active/passive” or a “specialized” dyad (Reed and Peshkin 2008). 
Another study (Melendez-Calderon 2015) used interaction torques and muscular activities 
to classify specific strategies for disturbance attenuation during a rhythmic joint motor 
action while the dyads’ wrists were mechanically connected by handles held by each 
subject. This study reported that coordination strategies evolved across trials, but found 
idiosyncratic strategies for each dyad. However, following repeated perturbations dyads 
adopted a common strategy similar to the role specialization since the classification results 
yielded 6 different strategies (e.g. pulling, pushing, driving, driving and staying flexed, 
driving and staying extended, and both try). Another study of object manipulation used a 
task that required lifting and balancing a U-shaped object (Mojtahedi et al., 2015). This 
study showed that role asymmetry spontaneously emerged and was consistent across 
several dyadic experimental conditions. Furthermore, these results suggest that the 
emerged tended to remain as leader even if certain factors such as handedness (using 
dominant or non-dominant hand), configuration (face-to-face or side-by-side interactions), 
and task phases (dynamic or static) changed (Mojtahedi et al., 2017b). Nevertheless, 
several open questions remain about neural mechanisms behind the role asymmetry in 
physical interaction.  
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Neural Mechanisms in Role Asymmetry Studies 
Most studies of social cognition have focused on studying brain activity in 
individual subjects (Konvalina et al., 2014). However, more recently the focus has shifted 
toward interacting brains (Sebanz et al., 2006). Several recent studies have investigated the 
interdependencies of neural processes using functional magnetic resonance imaging 
(fMRI) (King-Casas et al., 2005; Montague et al., 2002; Saito et al., 2010), EEG (Astolfi 
et al., 2010, De Vico et al., 2010, Dodel et al., 2011, Dumas et al., 2010, Lindenberger et 
al., 2009 and Yun et al., 2012), or fNIRS (Cui et al., 2012, Holper et al., 2012 and Jiang et 
al., 2012) or  hyperscanning electroencephalography (EEG) – i.e., recording brain 
simultaneously from two people - while two participants interact with each other (Babiloni 
and Astolfi, 2012, Dumas et al., 2011 and Konvalinka and Roepstorff, 2012). Other studies 
scanned one person at a time in pseudo-interactive scenarios (Anders et al., 2011, Kuhlen 
et al., 2012, Schippers et al., 2010 and Stephens et al., 2010). These studies have provided 
insight into both intrapersonal and interpersonal neural processes of two interacting brains 
during ongoing interactions.  
One of the aims of two-brain studies where EEG was recorded simultaneously was 
to quantify symmetric brain-coupling or temporal synchronization between brains during 
social interactions to show the extent to which the brains of two participants become 
coupled at certain frequency bands (Dumas et al., 2010; Hasson et al., 2012). For instance, 
one dual EEG study performed inter-brain phase synchronization during a continuous 
mutual hand imitation task (Dumas et al., 2010). They computed the phase locking value 
for each pair of electrodes between the two brains and phase synchronization between 
brains in alpha-mu, beta, and gamma frequency bands. The results showed inter-brain 
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synchronization between synchronized versus non-synchronized performance episodes for 
various areas (e.g., the right centro-parietal at alpha-mu band, central and right parieto-
occipital at beta band, and centro-parietal and parieto-occipital at gamma band). However, 
no differences were found between the imitative versus non-imitative conditions. 
Lindenberger et al. (2009) recorded dual EEG to examine interbrain coupling while pairs 
of guitarists played a short melody together. Phase synchronization was found for theta and 
delta oscillations both within and between brains prior to and while playing the melody 
together.  
In contrast, some dual-EEG studies of social interactions found asymmetric brain-
coupling patterns between two brains of an interacting dyad and defined leader–follower 
roles based on this asymmetry (Astolfi et al., 2010, Babiloni et al., 2007, Dumas et al., 
2012, Sanger et al., 2012 and Sanger et al., 2013). This asymmetry has been shown and 
defined in different ways. In a card game, Astolfi et al. (2010) used the functional 
connectivity (i.e. partial directed coherence) between different brain areas to define the 
leader (prefrontal areas) and follower (anterior cingulate cortex/parietal areas). In guitar 
duets, Sanger et al. (2013) found directed phase coupling in the alpha frequency band from 
frontal electrodes of leaders' brains and those of the followers. These inter-personal 
(alignment in neural rhythms) symmetric or asymmetric couplings might be due to an 
alignment of behavior, and hence build bonds to facilitate successful interactions between 
two individuals (Konvalinka and Roepstorff, 2012; Dumas et al., 2010, 2011; Hasson et 
al., 2012). Role characterization or identification has been proposed to be reflected in 
neuronal activation at different frequency bands such as alpha frequency band (Konvalinka 
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et al., 2014; Tognoli et al., 2007; Lachat et al., 2012; Yun et al., 2012), beta (Yun et al., 
2012; Dumas et al., 2010), and gamma (Dumas et al., 2010, 2012). 
As reviewed above, dual EEG analysis of social interactions has provided 
significant insights into brain areas and sensorimotor processes associated with 
coordination between two agents. Surprisingly, however, to date no study of physical 
interaction has utilized brain imaging to identify the neural mechanisms underlying the 
coordination of motor actions and role asymmetry. The present study was designed to 
address this gap by using a joint manipulation task while simultaneously recording EEG 
from both agents and performing biomechanical analysis of the physical interaction 
(Mojtahedi et al., 2015, 2017b, see previous chapter). Specifically, we sought to determine 
whether brain activities of a dyad reflect role asymmetries between the agents. To address 
this question, we used two experimental conditions: “Human-human” (H-H group) with no 
a priori role assignment, or a priori assigned role, i.e., a leader and a follower (“Leader-
Follower”, L-F group). We tested the hypothesis that the amplitude of frontal and 
contralateral alpha oscillation frequency (10 Hz) would discriminate the role taken by each 
participant. Specifically, we predicted that alpha suppression would be found to a greater 
extent in the participant leading the interaction. This hypothesis is based on previous work 
on social interaction (finger tapping) (Konvalinka et al., 2014; Dumas et al., 2010), and 
therefore assumes a commonality between physical and non-physical interactions about 
the asymmetrical frontal 10 Hz amplitude modulation underlying action execution.  
Another goal of our study was to identify brain areas that are associated with 
symmetric or complementary actions in the H-H and L-F groups that would reflect 
naturally emerging versus a-priori defined role assignment, respectively. We tested the 
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hypothesis that brain activity in these two groups would be discriminated by EEG power 
at higher frequency bands (e.g. beta, gamma), but not at lower frequencies (i.e., alpha 
band). Beta and gamma oscillation frequencies have been implicated in attentional 
processes, perceptual awareness, and cognitive control, and therefore we reasoned that they 
would be also important in discriminating how role assignment is established between two 
agents (Konvalinka et al., 2014; Dumas et al., 2010).  
Materials and Methods 
Subjects 
Fifty-two right-handed subjects (handedness: self-reported, age: 19-27 years, 48 
males) were randomly assigned to one of three experiments. Subjects had no history or 
record of neurological disorders and were naïve to the purpose of the studies. Subjects gave 
informed written consent to participate in the experiments, which were approved by the 
Institutional Review Board at Arizona State University and were in accordance with the 
Declaration of Helsinki. All the subjects were randomly paired based on their available 
times. None of the participants of each dyad had met before. The gender distributions for 
male-male, female-female, female-male pairs across dyads was [7, 0, 1], [8,0,1], and [8, 1, 
0] for the H-H group in Experiment 1, the L-F group in Experiment 1, and in the H-H group 
of Experiment 2, respectively. 
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Experimental Apparatus 
We asked subjects to grasp a rigid U-shape object with all digits. The object 
consisted of two grip devices mounted on a horizontal base (Figure 6.1a). The object was 
designed to have a symmetrical mass distribution with the center of mass located at the 
mid-point of the horizontal base. The object’s weight was 1088 g. The object’s height, 
length, and width were 185, 390, and 45 mm, respectively. A bubble level was placed in 
the middle of device. Two infrared markers (green circles, Figure 6.1) were glued on the 
sides of the bubble to record the height and tilt of device. Object kinematics was recorded 
using a motion tracking system (Phase Space; sampling frequency: 480 Hz). Forces and 
torques exerted by the thumb and all fingers on each handle were measured by two 6-axis 
force/torques sensors (ATI Nano-25 SI-125–3; sampling frequency: 1 kHz). We utilized 
dual-EEG data collection to collect EEG data of two participants at the same time. We used 
two EEG set-ups (BRAINVISION: 1. actiCHamp model 2. BRAINAMP model; sampling 
frequency: 1 kHz; two identical caps and two identical sets of 64 electrodes from actiCap- 
Ag/AgCl sensors). 
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Figure 6.1. Grip device and experimental protocol. (a) The grip device consisted of two 
identical handles mounted on horizontal base. Subjects could choose digit placement on 
two long graspable surfaces. Force/torque (F/T) sensors were mounted under the graspable 
surfaces to measure the x-, y-, and z-components of forces and torques of the thumb and 
other fingers (Fu et al. 2010; Mojtahedi et al., 2017b). Thumb and fingers grasped the inner 
and outer sides of each handle. The tilt (error) of the device was shown to the subjects by 
the bubble level placed in the mid-point of the horizontal base. Object height and error 
were measured by a motion tracking system using infrared markers (green circles) on each 
side of the bubble level. Clockwise and counter clockwise object rotations are defined as 
positive and negative directions, respectively, and the same convention is used for the 
performance error (object tilt relative to horizontal). (b) Experiment 1 has one block of 60 
trials for two groups: Human-Human (H-H) and Leader-Follower (L-F). For the L-F group, 
only one subject in the dyad (leader, Handle 1) was given auditory cues. We defined 
‘Handle 1’ as the handle used by the leader in the L-F group. Handle 1 in H-H group is 
mere labeling. (c) Experiment 2 has 7 blocks and in total 144 trials. The design order of 
blocks and its number of trials are shown. One sample trial order in Blocked and Random 
is shown. The order of presentation of experimental conditions in Blocked is shown for 
Pair 1 to 9. 
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Experimental Protocol 
Experiment 1 
Each subject was asked to grasp and vertically lift the object using his/her right 
hand by cooperating with another subject (Fig. 1b,c). Auditory cue delivered through 
headphones signaled the onset to lift-off and put down the grip object. We asked subjects 
to keep their palm of right hand on the table (close to the grip device) at resting position 
before the beginning of each trial. Subjects waited for the first auditory cue (“lift up”), after 
which they closed their hand on the object and lifted it. We instructed subjects to grasp the 
object with the thumb and all fingertips on the graspable surfaces, lift the object at a natural 
speed while keeping it horizontal until they reached the target height band (45-55 mm), 
hold it there until hearing the next and last auditory cue (“put down”) that signaled the 
replacement of the object on the table. The interval between auditory cues was 15 s. The 
timings of first and second auditory cues always were at 1 s and 16 s. We used one 
rectangular band as visual cue denoting the minimum and maximum height (target height 
band; 45-55 mm) within which the object had to be positioned and held. 
The experimental task goal was to keep the U-shaped object as horizontal as 
possible throughout physical interaction. We instructed subjects to visually monitor the 
bubble level as feedback for controlling the orientation of the object throughout the task. 
Subjects performed 60 experimental trials. Each trial lasted 25 s. We gave subjects 1-2 
minutes rest between every 10 trials to prevent fatigue. 
The above-described task was presented to two groups of subjects that differed 
depending on whether auditory cues were given to one or both subjects cooperating with 
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each other. The only difference between these two groups was that for the first group, both 
subjects received the same auditory cues about each task phase via headphones (human-
human, “H-H group”), whereas for the second group one of the two subjects’ headphones 
was muted. This subject was defined as ‘Follower’ as he/she was asked to follow the onset 
and termination of object movement initiated by the other subject, here defined as ‘Leader’ 
(leader-follower, “L-F group”). All subject groups were instructed to minimize object tilt 
throughout physical interaction. 
Experiment 2 
The purpose of Experiment 2 was to assess how the brain activities might change 
across different conditions such as H-H, L-F, and F-L (follower- leader). So, we made three 
changes in the protocol of Experiment 1. First, the timing of auditory cues was 
unpredictable by dyads because it was a uniformly distributed random variable that could 
fall within an interval of fixed length (e.g. 3 s). This modification allowed us to attenuate 
the prediction factor of timing “lift-up” or “put-down” movement onsets when a participant 
was assigned a follower role. Second, we made it unpredictable for the follower which 
target height the leader planned and had to hold the object at by adding another target height 
band (75-85 mm). So, there were two target height bands in Experiment 2: one at 45-55 
mm (Low) and the other at 75-85 mm (High). So, we changed the “lift-up” cue to “high” 
or “low” auditory cue and this cue changed randomly across trials. Third, to avoid 
asynchrony in reaching phase, we also added “grasp” cue to assure that both subjects were 
ready to lift-up the object. We used a random number generator to choose among a uniform 
distribution of delays between 2 and 5 s to give the “high” or “low’ cue, and between 13 
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and 17 s to give the “put-down” cues. To avoid asynchrony in reaching phase, the “grasp” 
cue was always played at 1 s.  
Experiment 2 consisted of 144 trials. A pair performed a similar task across 7 blocks 
in which they might performed as H-H, L-F, or F-L. The experimental design of 
Experiment 2 is shown in Figure 6.1c in details. We designed a separate block of Blocked 
trials for each of H-H, L-F, and F-L. We also designed blocks of Random trials in which 
the trials could be randomly changed between H-H, L-F, and F-L. The blocks of Random 
trials were performed before and after of each Blocked trials. Therefore, there were 4 and 
3 blocks as “Random” and “Blocked”, respectively. For example, Pair 1 performed first 18 
trials in Random (block 1), then 24 trials as Blocked (block 2). Similarly, this sequence 
was repeated two more times, with the experiment ending with 18 Random trials (block 7).  
Figure 6.1c shows the distribution of experimental conditions within and across 
blocks. Each pair of participants performed one Blocked of 24 consecutive trials per 
experimental condition for H-H, L-F, and F-L (see trial order in Blocked in Figure 6.1c). 
Each block in the Random condition performed 6 trials for H-H, L-F, and F-L (see trial 
order for the Random condition, Figure 6.1c). Therefore, four blocks of the Random 
condition yielded 24 trials per experimental condition for H-H, L-F, and F-L. The number 
of “high” or “low” trials in blocks of Blocked and Random condition were 12 and 9, 
respectively. The order of presentation of experimental conditions in Blocked was 
counterbalanced across pairs of participants (see the table of Pair 1 to 9 in Figure 6.1c).  
At the beginning of each block, the experimenter told both subjects who would 
receive the auditory cues. For example, in Pair 1 at block 6, the experimenter told the 
subject who used handle 1 that he/she would not hear auditory cues and must follow the 
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other person because he/she would not know when to lift-up and put-down the object, or 
which height he/she should move the object to. In contrast, the subject who used handle 2 
was instructed that he/she would always receive the auditory cues and had to lead the other 
person. In Pair 1 at block 5, the experimenter instructed the subjects for the next couple 
trials, one of you or both might receive the auditory cues and their headphone could be on 
or off in random fashion. For instance, the headphone of partner 1 (who used Handle 1) 
was on while the other partner’s headphone was off because trial 7 in block 5 (Random) 
corresponded to L-F trial. All subjects were instructed to minimize object tilt throughout 
all task phases. Subjects were asked to cooperate with each other to control object 
orientation. All subjects were reminded of the task goal before starting the first trial in each 
block. Verbal communication was not allowed between the two partners. They were not 
informed about the number of trials. The participant practiced the task 6-9 trials before 
performing the experiment to get familiar with the protocol and auditory cues.  
Behavioral Data Processing and Experimental Variables 
1. Task phases. We defined a dynamic and static phase for each target height. The 
onset of the dynamic phase was defined as the first time point at which the vertical position 
of the object center changed ±5% relative to the previous vertical position averaged across 
800 ms and stayed above that threshold for 600 ms. Similarly, the onset of the static phase 
was defined as the first time point after which the object vertical position computed over 
the past 600 ms remained within ±5% relative to the vertical position averaged across the 
following 800 ms.   
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2. Performance error. For each trial, we quantified performance error (e) as the 
mean absolute value (MAV) of object tilt relative to the horizontal (MAV(e)) to capture 
the average quality of performance across all static and dynamic phases of each trial. 
3. Moments of force. The mechanical model of the U-shaped object is described in 
(Mojtahedi et al., 2017b). We computed the normal (Mnor) and tangential (Mtan) 
components of angular moments for each handle by using normal and tangential forces 
exerted by each hand combined with center of pressure on each side of the handle (see (Fu 
et al. 2010) for details). We denote Mnor and Mtan as 1 and 2 to denote handle/hand 1 and 
2. It is convenient to transform angular moments exerted on each handle to total moments, 
e.g., for one hand grasping handle 1, this is equivalent to Mtot1= Mtan1 + Mnor1, defined as 
the sum of tangential and normal moments.  
To capture the dynamics of moments, we calculated the mean absolute value 
(MAV) of the first time derivative of Mtot (MAV(?̇?𝑡𝑜𝑡)) during each phase. ?̇?𝑡𝑜𝑡 provides 
information about moment modulation in each handle. The moment rate analysis allows 
the identification of which hand/handle was characterized by more changes/variations in 
total moment which we speculate that reflects corrective responses. 
EEG Data Processing 
EEG data were acquired at 1 kHz using 64-channel. Four EEG electrodes were 
selected to record EOG activities. Two EEG electrodes were placed on the outer eye canthi 
(lateral cantus) to record horizontal eye movements. Two EEG electrodes were placed on 
upper and lower sides of pupil of right eye to record vertical eye movements. 
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For all EEG datasets, a standard preprocessing procedure was performed using 
EEGLAB: (1) We visually inspected the raw signal to exclude bad portions of data (<5% 
of all trials). (2) EEG data were epoched to [-5s, 20s] which is sufficiently long to prevent 
potential edge artifacts from contaminating the analysis windows. The time 0 s is the start 
time of data collection. (3) The data was first filtered with high pass filter (1 HZ), then with 
mid-band pass filter (1 Hz, 50 Hz). (4) We performed baseline removal or baseline-
corrected with respect to the time window of [0 s, 1 s]. (5) We performed re-referencing to 
the average of all scalp electrodes. (6) We ran Independent Components Analysis in 
EEGLAB (ICA; Delorme and Makeig, 2004) using the extended infomax algorithm.  
One pair (Pair 4) in Experiment 2 was excluded from EEG analyses due to 
recording issues (>25 kΩ across channels). Independent components (ICs) that are driven 
by EOG, EMG, or noise were easily identified and removed (following criteria provided 
by Chaumon et al., 2015). On average, 6 (±2) and 9 (±3) components were removed per 
participant in Experiment 1 and 2, respectively. We performed a current-source density 
spatial filter (Kayser and Tenke, 2006) after artifact removal to sharpen field potential 
topographies and reduce the spatial spread of activity due to volume-conduction.  
We applied Laplacian-transformed convolution with the complex Morlet wavelets 
on single-trial data from all electrodes to calculate time-frequency power (Gulbinaite et al., 
2017). Complex Morlet wavelets could be written as (exp(i2πfit)* exp(-t2/2σ2); where t is 
time, fi is frequency which ranged from 1 to 50 Hz in 50 linearly spaced steps, and σ is the 
width of each frequency band defined as n/(2πfi), where n is a number of wavelet cycles 
that varied from 4 to 10 in linearly spaced steps (Gulbinaite et al., 2017). Note that the 
frequency resolution and temporal precision were fine-tuned by adjusting the number of 
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cycles in the Morlet mother wavelet since using lower number of cycles for lower 
frequency would increase frequency resolution, and using higher number of cycles for 
higher frequency would increase temporal resolution. At last, instantaneous power could 
be computed by taking the square of the complex convolution result. We chose resting 
period ([0 1s]) as a baseline power. We normalized power values to the average baseline 
power from all trials, then converted to decibel scale relative to the baseline time window.  
EEG Data Analysis 
To assess the extent to which EEG frequency bands could be used to discriminate 
leader from follower roles in physical interaction, we computed EEG power for time period 
of [8s to 13s from movement onset] in four frequency bands: θ (4–7 Hz), α (9–13 Hz), β 
(14–30), and γ (31-50). We chose these frequencies based on previous literature in social 
interaction (Konvalinka et al. 2014; Yun et al. 2012; Dumas et al., 2012; Sanger et al., 
2012; Cao et al., 2015; Ahirwal and Iondhe, 2012) (see Introduction). Our analysis focused 
on the time period of 8 to 13 s due to no movement and steady state of holding phase (static 
phase) at specific height for both Experiment 1 and 2. 
Statistical Analysis 
Behavioral Variables  
To assess whether performance (MAV(e), mean absolute value of error) would 
differ between groups or blocks. We performed three analyses on MAV(e). First, we 
performed repeated measured analysis of variance (ANOVA) on average of MAV(e) over 
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10 trials using one between-subject factor (Group, 2 levels: H-H and L-F; Figure 6.2c) and 
one within-subject factor (Trial, 6 levels: 1-10, 11-20, 21-30, 31-40, 41-50, 51-60). Second, 
we performed repeated measured ANOVA on average of MAV(e) (across 18 or 24 trials) 
using one within-subject factors: Block (7 levels: Blk1 to Blk7; Figure 6.2d) to test the 
effect of practice. Third, we performed repeated measured ANOVA on average of MAV(e) 
across 24 trials using one within-subject factors: Condition (6 levels: three levels of H-H, 
L-F, F-L in Blocked, three levels of H-H, L-F, F-L in Random; Figure 6.2e) to test the 
effect of condition. To assess the difference of the mean absolute value of total moment 
rate (MAV(?̇?𝑡𝑜𝑡)) between handles of each pair, we performed unpaired t-test or 
independent t-test (p < 0.05) to test the asymmetric role within a dyad.  
EEG Analysis 
W computed the average power for time period of [8s, 13s] in four frequency bands 
for all the electrodes for each participant. For between-head comparison of each pair at a 
specific frequency band, we applied permutation t-test (p < 0.0001) on identical electrodes 
between the two partners of each pair in Experiment 1 and 2. This allows us to test whether 
the average power of two partners would be different at a certain electrode and a frequency 
band or not. For within-head comparison of each pair across two conditions in Experiment 
2, we similarly applied permutation t-test (p < 0.0001) on identical electrodes within the 
head of each partner. This approach tests whether the average power of one partner would 
change across conditions at a certain electrode and a frequency band. We selected a large 
number (30,000) of permutations to create a t-distribution, and a very conservative 
statistical threshold of 0.0001 to compensate for multiple comparisons. 
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We selected the leaders in H-H group in Experiment 1 based on participant who 
showed larger total moment rate. We then computed the average power for time period of 
[8s, 13s] in α, θ, β, and γ frequency bands (for the latter three frequencies please see 
APPENDIX D) for each electrode of leader and follower in each pair. We ran permutation 
t-test on average power of each electrode between leader and follower of each pair across 
60 trials. If permutation t-test was significant at specific electrode, we assigned value of 1 
(p < 0.0001), otherwise 0 (p > 0.0001). Then, we summed all the statistical results across 
pairs to visualize which electrodes were frequently shown significant difference in average 
power between leader and follower. The same analysis could be performed for L-F group 
in Experiment 1 and each experimental condition in Experiment 2. Note that these analyses 
were interpersonal due to comparison between two persons (leader and follower). We also 
performed the intrapersonal analysis to test whether the average power in α frequency band 
would change across conditions within the same person. For participants designated as 
leader, we calculated the average power of each electrode across 24 trials for H-H 
(Blocked), L-F (Blocked), F-L (Blocked), H-H (Random), L-F (Random), and F-L 
(Random). Then, we ran permutation t-test on average power of each electrode between H-
H (Blocked) and other conditions of the same person (leader) across 24 trials and computed 
statistical results as described above. We also repeated the intrapersonal analysis on 
followers in Experiment 2.  
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RESULTS 
Behavioral Results  
Repeated measured ANOVA analysis on average MAV(e) over block of 10 trials 
in Experiment 1 showed that the performance in both groups did not change by practice 
(no Trial and no Trial*Group effects: all p > 0.05). MAV(e) is plotted across trials in 
Figure 6.2a and 6.2b. However, the performance in the H-H group was significantly better 
than L-F group in Experiment 1. There was a Group effect in both performance in static 
and dynamic phases and performance in only static phase (Group effect: p = 0.001; Figure 
6.2c). 
Repeated measured ANOVA analysis on average MAV(e) over blocks in 
Experiment 2 showed that the performance across blocks did not change by practice (No 
Trial: p > 0.05). MAV(e) is plotted across trials for 7 blocks in Figure 6.2d. The 
performance between conditions did not reveal any difference (No Condition effect: p > 
0.05; Figure 6.2f). MAV(e) is plotted across trials for 6 conditions in Figure 6.2e. 
Independent t-test between MAV(?̇?𝑡𝑜𝑡1) and MAV(?̇?𝑡𝑜𝑡2) of each pair revealed 
that there was significant difference between the values of two handles in all pairs of 
Experiment 1 (all pairs, p < 0.005; Figure 6.3b and 6.3d) with the exception of Pair 6 in H-
H group (marginally significant with p = 0.044). Similarly, independent t-test between 
MAV(?̇?𝑡𝑜𝑡1) and MAV(?̇?𝑡𝑜𝑡2) of each pair revealed that there was significant difference 
between the values of two handles in all pairs of Experiment 2 (all pairs, p < 0.005; Figure 
6.4c). These results indicated that there was significant role asymmetry within a dyad in 
both experiments. In conclusion, we measured the MAV of total moment rate to measure 
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which handle had more variation/changes in the total moment, which we interpret as a 
measure of corrective responses (please refer to Chapter 6 for details). The results indicated 
that there was asymmetry in the extent to which each subject made corrective adjustments 
across all subject pairs, such that one subject in each pair could be classified as a “leader” 
(more variation in total moment) and the other as “follower” (less variation in total 
moment). 
 
Figure 6.2 Performance results in Experiment 1 and 2. (a-b) are mean absolute values of 
error (MAV(e)) measured in static and dynamic phases or only static phase in H-H and L-
F groups, respectively. (c) is average of MAV(e) over all trials and subject across groups. 
The asterisk denotes statistically significant differences (p < 0.05) between H-H and L-F 
groups. (d-e) are MAV(e) measured in static and dynamic phases or only static phase across 
7 blocks and 6 conditions in Experiment 2, respectively. (f) is average of MAV(e) over all 
trials and subject across conditions. Data are means averaged across all subjects. Vertical 
bars denote standard errors of the mean. 
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Figure 6.3. Total moment rate in Experiment 1. (a) and (c) are mean absolute values of 
total moment rate (MAV(?̇?𝑡𝑜𝑡)) measured on Handle 1 and 2 across trials in H-H and L-F 
groups, respectively. (b) and (d) are the average of MAV(?̇?𝑡𝑜𝑡) over trials in H-H and L-F 
groups, respectively. Data are means averaged across all subjects. Vertical bars denote 
standard errors of the mean. The symbol “+” indicates that Pair 6 in H-H group was 
marginally significant while the asterisk denotes statistically significant differences (p < 
0.05). 
 
Figure 6.4. Total moment rate in Experiment 2.  (a-b) are mean absolute values of total 
moment rate (𝑀𝐴𝑉(?̇?𝑡𝑜𝑡)) measured on Handle 1 and 2 across trials in 7 blocks and 6 
conditions, respectively. (c) is the average of MAV(?̇?𝑡𝑜𝑡) over trials for each pair. Data 
are means averaged across all subjects. Vertical bars denote standard errors of the mean. 
The asterisk denotes statistically significant differences (p < 0.05). 
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EEG Results  
The scalp-maps of the averaged power in all the leaders and followers for each 
electrode is shown Figure 6.5 (a,b) to visualize the topographic distribution of average 
power in the α frequency bands. The average power difference for each electrode between 
leader and follower of each pair is shown in Figure 6.5c across all pairs. EEG power from 
left centro-parietal (electrodes: C1, C3, CP3, and CP5: 7/8 pairs, reading as 7 out of 8 pairs) 
and right centro-parietal areas (CP2: 8/8 pairs; CP4: 7/8 pairs) was significantly different 
between leader and follower in the H-H group (Figure 6.5d; p < 0.0001). The average 
power of leader and followers in L-F group are shown in Figure 6.5e and 6.5f, respectively. 
The average difference between the two is shown in Figure 6.5g. Statistical analysis (p < 
0.0001) revealed that the EEG power in the centro-parietal region (CP1 and CPz: 8/9 pairs; 
CP2: 9/9 pairs) was significantly differences between leader and follower of L-F group 
(Figure 6.5h). There were also significant differences in right parietal (P2, P4: 7/9 pairs) 
and fronto-central lobes (FC3: 7/9 and F3: 8/9). Followers exhibited more EEG power 
suppression than leaders in both H-H and L-F groups in the neural sites that were 
significant.  
Using similar analyses for data collected in Experiment 2, we plotted the average 
difference between leader and follower in Figure 6.6a. Note that this is interpersonal 
analysis due to comparison between two persons (leader and follower). Statistical results 
revealed that EEG power in the centro-parietal region (CP3 in all conditions except F-L 
(Blocked)) showed significant difference (Figure 6.6b). There was not significant 
difference in EEG power when comparing the right hemisphere from leaders and followers. 
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Followers exhibited more EEG power suppression than leaders in Experiment 2 in those 
electrodes that were significant.  
 
Figure 6.5. Average power analysis for α frequency bands in Experiment 1. (a-b) and (e-
f) are the scalp map of average power across all leaders and followers in H-H and L-F 
groups, respectively. The scalp map of average difference between leader and follower in 
H-H and L-F groups, respectively. (d) and (h) are the scalp map of statistical results across 
all pairs in H-H and L-F groups, respectively. The color value in (d) and (h) indicated to 
how many pairs yielded significant difference between leader and follower at each 
electrode in H-H and L-F groups, respectively. Note that we had 8 and 9 pairs in H-H and 
L-F groups, respectively. 
Leader’s intrapersonal analysis is shown in Figure 6.7a for the average power in α 
frequency band across conditions within the same person (leader). Neither leader’s nor 
follower’s EEG power in α frequency band was significantly different across experimental 
conditions (Fig. 7b and Fig. 8a-b, respectively).  
We provide the results of average power of θ, β, and γ frequency bands for both 
Experiment 1 and 2 in APPENDIX D. We also performed regression analysis between 
(MAV(?̇?𝑡𝑜𝑡1)-MAV(?̇?𝑡𝑜𝑡2)) and average power difference for each pair in Experiment 2 
as a supplementary analysis (refer to APPENDIX D). We also fitted dipoles for ICs of 
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leader and follower, then performed cluster analysis to show graphically the power average 
of dipoles (ICs) which are located in centro-parietal area between leader and follower are 
different (refer to APPENDIX D).  
 
 
Figure 6.6. Average power analysis for α frequency bands in Experiment 2. (a) is the scalp 
map of average difference between leader and follower in all pairs of each experimental 
condition in Experiment 2. (b) is the scalp map of statistical results across all pairs for each 
experimental condition. The color value in (b) indicated to how many pairs yielded 
significant difference between leader and follower at each electrode. Note that we had 8 
pairs in Experiment 2. 
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Figure 6.7. Leader’s average power analysis between H-H (Blocked) and other conditions 
for α frequency bands in Experiment 2.(a) is leader’s scalp map of average difference 
between H-H (Blocked) and other conditions in all pairs in Experiment 2. (b) is leader’s 
scalp map of statistical results across all pairs. The color value in (b) indicated to how many 
leaders yielded significant difference between H-H (Blocked) and other conditions at each 
electrode. Note that we had 8 pairs in Experiment 2. 
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Figure 6.8. Follower’s average power analysis between H-H (Blocked) and other 
conditions for α frequency bands in Experiment 2.(a) is follower’s scalp map of average 
difference between H-H (Blocked) and other conditions in all pairs in Experiment 2. (b) is 
follower’s scalp map of statistical results across all pairs. The color value in (b) indicated 
to how many followers yielded significant difference between H-H (Blocked) and other 
conditions at each electrode. Note that we had 8 pairs in Experiment 2. 
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Discussion 
The simultaneous recording of neural activity from two brains is a relatively 
unexplored approach in the context of physical interaction tasks. Therefore, we had to refer 
to studies of individual brain activities to look for evidence for interpreting mechanisms 
underlying coordination or cooperating. We found that the involvement of each individual 
in changing the total moment during static phases of the joint manipulation task could be 
related to the level of EEG power suppression in left centro-parietal region at alpha 
frequency band in Experiment 1 and 2 (Figure 6.5 and 6.6; see APPENDIX D; 
Supplementary Figure D.11-D.13). In contrast, EEG power from followers exhibiting 
smaller total moment rate was characterized by greater suppression in left centro-parietal 
area. The magnitude of the difference between the total moment rates of leader versus 
follower was associated with greater average difference in power amplitude between the 
two participants over centro-parietal areas (please refer to correlation analysis in 
APPENDIX D; Supplementary Figure D.7-D.9).  
Centro-parietal electrodes (CP1, CP3, and CP5) are located over Brodmann’s areas 
(BA) 5, 2, and 40/39 which are related to somatosensory association cortex, primary 
somatosensory cortex, and inferior parietal lobe (IPL; BA39: temporal parietal junction 
(TPJ), posterior superior temporal sulcus (STSp), anterior intraparietal sulcus (AIPs)), 
respectively. In context of object manipulation, functional imaging in human studies 
showed that a wide network of fronto-parietal (e.g. ventral (PMv) and dorsal (PMd) 
premotor cortex) engaged in precision grasping (Binkofski et al., 1999; Ehrsson et al., 
2000, 2001). It has been suggested by monkey studies that posterior parietal cortex (PPC) 
could control and drive PMd and PMv as part of two independent circuits that are 
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responsible for reaching and grasping components of goal-directed hand movements 
(Jeannerod et al., 1995; Tanne-Gariepy et al., 2002). Therefore, a successful transformation 
of an object's physical properties into a suitable motor command for grasp is relied on the 
cortical visuomotor grasping circuit (AIP, PMv, and primary motor cortex (M1); Davare 
et al., 2010; Jeannerod et al., 1995). AIP appears to provide information about object 
properties (e.g. size, shape, weight) to drive PMv and M1 and subsequently grasp-related 
muscle activities since disrupting AIP with theta-burst TMS led to a relative loss of the 
grasp-specific pattern of digit muscle activity (Davare et al., 2010). Another study also 
provided an evidence for the role of AIP in precision grasping parameters (e.g. grip force 
scaling; Davare et al., 2007). There were other studies that showed: inferior parietal lobule 
(Chao and Martin, 2000; Johnson-Frey et al., 2005; Culham and Valyear, 2006) engaged 
in using tools or manufactured objects; various parietal and frontal areas contribute to the 
visuomotor transformations underlying grasping movements; damage to brain areas of 
occipital and parietal lobes alter the ability to anticipate the grip forces correctly (Nowak 
et al., 2003) and suggested that these areas played a vital role in the implementation and 
the storage of the object internal models (Olivier et al., 2007). In conclusion, the 
aforementioned neural sites are involved in planning and adjusting the dynamics of 
precision grasping. These factors could have contributed to differences in brain activation 
as captured by our EEG power analyses between leaders and followers.  
With regard to role difference in social interactions, two-brain analyses of 
oscillatory power – reflecting neuronal activation states at different frequency bands – also 
revealed complementary or asymmetric patterns of individual brain activity in dyads in all 
experiments (e.g. interactions with both human and computer; Konvalinka et al., 2014), 
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where all pairs took on asymmetric or complementary roles at both behavioral and neural 
levels. Furthermore, the role effect in our task could be captured by alpha frequency band 
since it seemed to be a good candidate to characterize the differences between the 
participants’ roles, rather than theta or beta frequency bands (refer to APPENDIX D; 
Supplementary Figure D.1-D.3; e.g. the asymmetric role was not present in theta band for 
H-H group while in other frequency bands there were some differences, but the electrodes 
which showed significant difference were not similar between the two groups). However, 
the alpha frequency band in centro-parietal area could discriminate the groups in neither 
Experiment 1 (H-H and L-F; Figure 6.5) nor Experiment 2 (H-H, L-F, and F-L; Figure 6.7 
and 6.8). One study (Konvalinka et al., 2014) showed that leader and follower in finger 
tapping could be discriminated by alpha band. We found frontal and contralateral alpha 
suppression (when engaging in motor activity as opposed to rest) is found in the participant 
leading the interaction to a greater extent (8/9 pairs) than in the follower. Thus, this result 
is consistent with the notion that neural oscillations at alpha frequency might represent a 
common coding mechanism of perception and action in leaders. Note that there was a 
fundamental difference in definition of leadership and task per se between the current study 
and the study by Konvalinka et al. (2014). In the latter study, the leader was identified as a 
member who adapts more and exhibits more changes in his/her inter tap interval during 
finger tapping. Other studies also investigated leader–follower dynamics (Noy et al., 2011; 
Sacheli et al., 2013). In reciprocal paradigms, imitators and initiators were defined as 
followers and leaders (Dumas et al., 2012; Guionnet et al., 2012; Decety et al., 2002); e.g. 
using a mutual hand imitation task (only visually coupled through video system; Dumes et 
al, 2010) when one participant imitated (i.e. follow) the other’s hand gesture who initiated 
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(i.e. lead) and generated own hand gestures. These studies have provided evidence for the 
involvement of inferior parietal cortex during initiation and imitation of stimuli, in the 
absence of interaction (Decety et al., 2002) and interactive imitation (Guionnet et al., 
2012).  
In regard to centro-parietal activation in social interaction, our results is in 
agreement with previous works since dual-EEG studies have consistently identified 
amplitude-modulation of oscillations around 10 Hz (alpha-band) over centro-parietal 
electrodes during joint attention and social coordination (Dumas et al., 2012; Lachat et al., 
2012; Tognoli et al., 2007), which has also been reported in non-interactive experiments, 
during execution and observation of motor tasks (Caetano et al., 2007; Cochin et al., 1999). 
Note that this study differs from those studies in one particular aspect which there is a 
haptic channel between dyads. We speculated that centro-parietal should play a crucial role 
because haptic feedback (e.g. applying/removing force-feedback of the partner on one’s 
own joystick) in a visuomotor tracking task could be attributed to intensification of the 
stimulation of somatosensory receptors which led to activation of the somatosensory 
cortex, parietal region and cingulate cortices (Lin et al., 2012); while self-generated 
stimulation (intrinsic and not external haptic stimuli) reduced the intensity perception of 
stimulation; and hence the activation of those areas (Blakemore et al., 1998; Frith et al., 
2000). From isolated brain EEG studies, it has been proposed that suppression at alpha 
band is associated with motor performance and an increase in attentional demand in 
visuomotor tasks (Sterman et al., 1994; Okuhata et al., 2013). Several studies have shown 
that the attenuation of EEG power (alpha suppression) while executing or observing a 
motor action at central and parietal scalp sites (Frenkel-Toledo et al., 2013). Another study 
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showed centro-parietal functional coupling in EEG coherence analysis increased with 
anticipation of somatosensory and motor events in visuomotor task (Babiloni et al., 2006).  
In regard to group difference in Experiment 1, the symmetric network of H-H group 
was greater than L-F group. Particularly, we observe that EEG power in parieto-occipital 
areas of follower was suppressed in greater extent than leader in L-F group, while this 
difference was not significant between leader and follower in H-H group. We speculated 
that follower in L-F group relied more on visual feedback, such that the observed decrease 
of α-activity in follower could be due to endogenous attention (Muller et al., 1998; Sauseng 
et al., 2005a; Thut et al., 2006; Wyart and Tallon-Baudry, 2008; Trenner et al., 2008; 
Yamagishi et al., 2005; 2008). The greater α-suppresion in parieto-occipital areas of 
follower might reflect endogenously driven changes that enhance future target detection 
because α-suppresion over parieto-occipital areas could associate with the directing and 
maintenance of visual attention (Fox et al., 1998; Rihs et al., 2009). Interestingly, some 
studies showed that α-suppression of parieto-occipital areas could be seen regardless of the 
modality of the attention-directing cue (auditory cue: Thut et al., 2006; tactile: Trenner et 
al., 2008). This could be most probably associated with forthcoming perception at attended 
positions (Thut et al., 2006; van Dijk et al., 2008; Trenner et al., 2008; Yamagishi et al., 
2008). Briefly, the only difference between H-H and L-F was that leader was prompted by 
the auditory cues via headphone to start the movement, whereas follower had to follow the 
movement of leader. We designed an (explicit) asymmetry between participants, both at 
the level of the information available to them and their assigned roles. Therefore, we 
speculated that the greater suppression over parieto-occipital areas in L-F group, but not 
H-H group, could be due to the fact that follower needs to be more attentive than leader to 
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directional cue of bubble in order to compensate for not being given auditory cues and 
fulfill the task. There were some other differences between groups in Experiment 1 (See 
APPENDIX D; Supplementary Figure D.1-D.3) that could potentially imply that group 
differences could be potentially discriminated via multiple frequency bands, but these 
results should be discussed in further details to be conclusive. 
We observed significant difference between leader and follower in bilateral centro-
parietal (Figure 6.5) while it was contralateral in Experiment 2 (Figure 6.6). In either H-H 
or L-F groups of Experiment 1, the participants never switched the role or performed 
Random block. One study (Novembre et al., 2016) in piano duos reported that alpha power 
suppression over right centro-parietal scalp regions could be sensitive millisecond-scale 
changes in self-other entrainment and most importantly be associated with the 
synchronized behavior (millisecond variation) of pianists when they highly entrained and 
were familiar with each other's parts. This may not be the case in Experiment 2 because 
the roles were switched frequently and not repeated as frequently as in Experiment 1.   
Future Work and Open Questions 
Inter-brain phase synchronization has been found across a wide range of 
frequencies, including delta, theta, alpha, beta, and gamma in non-physical interaction 
tasks. These frequencies likely also correspond to a wide range of cognitive and/or 
interactive processes. It would be informative to examine which frequency bands would 
characterize the neural basis of physical interaction in object manipulation and the neural 
mechanisms underlying such coordinative behavioral patterns could be potentially 
investigated via inter-brain phase analysis or functional connectivity methods. It is worth 
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mentioning that functional similarities or dissimilarities in two-brain studies have been 
formulated in different ways, such as functional connectivity, causality, and/or phase 
synchronization. Therefore, two assumptions have been proposed (Konvalinka et al., 
2014): (1) The two brains of interacting members could be coupled via their behavior; or 
(2) There could be a brain-to-brain coupling mechanism between interacting members 
which could not be merely explained by the measured behavior of the two members (the 
reductionist point of view). In other words, it is difficult to understand how this coupling 
occurs or interpreting the causal relationship of the brain activity coupling. Thus, the 
following issues remains to be addressed: (1) the extent to which these phase-connectivity 
patterns might constitute a brain mechanism of social interaction (and in particular the 
establishment of leader-follower roles), (2) the extent to which they may be linked to the 
difference in behavioral actions or physical interactions, and (3) how these findings may 
fit into the bigger picture of social cognition.  
A few behavioral studies (Sebanz et al., 2006; Reed and Peshkin 2008; Van der 
Wel et al., 2011) have raised the question that stronger coupling could be achieved by 
increasing the available information (mechanical linkage or informational linkage through 
other modalities) to the dyads. The extent of sharing information could affect the 
coordination dynamics, but there is a critical question here whether the lesser or greater 
extent of informational linkage would lead to worse and better neural synchronization in 
dyads or not. The relation between the extent of informational linkage and neural 
synchronization in dyads is still unclear. As many human activities are characterized by 
physical interactions (e.g., dancing, moving a table, rehabilitation in expert-patient tasks, 
human-robot interactions, etc.), understanding the mechanisms underlying joint physical 
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interactions can provide significant insight into optimizing behavioral outcomes of such 
common activities. 
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CHAPTER 7 
COMMUNICATION AND INFERENCE OF INTENDED MOVEMENT DIRECTION 
DURING HUMAN-HUMAN PHYSICAL INTERACTION 
Abstract 
Of particular interest to the neuroscience and robotics communities is the 
understanding of how two humans could physically collaborate to perform motor tasks 
such as holding a tool or moving it across locations. When two humans physically interact 
with each other, sensory consequences and motor outcomes are not entirely predictable as 
they also depend on the other agent’s actions. The sensory mechanisms involved in 
physical interactions are not well understood. The present study was designed (1) to 
quantify human-human physical interactions where one agent (“follower”) has to infer the 
intended or imagined – but not executed – direction of motion of another agent (“leader”), 
and (2) to reveal the underlying strategies used by the dyad. This study also aimed at 
verifying the extent to which visual feedback is necessary for communicating intended 
movement direction. We found that the control of leader on the relationship between force 
and motion was a critical factor in conveying his/her intended movement direction to the 
follower regardless of visual feedback of the grasped handle or the arms. Interestingly, the 
dyad’s ability to communicate and infer movement direction with significant accuracy 
improved (>83%) after a relatively short amount of practice. These results indicate that the 
relationship between force and motion (interpreting as arm impedance modulation) may 
represent an important means for communicating intended movement direction between 
biological agents, as indicated by the modulation of this relationship to intended direction. 
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Ongoing work is investigating the application of the present findings to optimize 
communication of high-level movement goals during physical interactions between 
biological and non-biological agents. 
Keywords: human- human interaction, impedance, leader and follower, physical 
interaction, stiffness. 
Introduction 
Collaboration, defined as the act of cooperation among multiple agents towards the 
attainment of a common goal, is one of the most sophisticated behaviors exhibited by 
biological organisms. Although cooperation is ubiquitous among a wide range of species 
ranging from ants to primates, the level of sophistication reached by humans in their ability 
to cooperate is unparalleled in the animal kingdom. Of particular interest to the 
neuroscience and robotics communities is the understanding of how humans collaborate to 
perform motor tasks.  
Physical collaboration between two homologous biological agents, such as two 
humans holding a tool or moving it across locations, entails complex sensorimotor 
processes. Specifically, the problem of physically collaborating with another agent to 
perform a given motor task introduces control problems that go well beyond those 
encountered when controlling one’s own limb. For example, planning and execution of 
reaching or grasping movement are thought to occur through an internal model of the 
agent’s limb that allows prediction of the sensory consequences of the motor action 
(Johansson and Flanagan, 2009; Wolpert et al., 2011). Examples of such phenomena are 
the temporal coupling of grip and load forces associated with moving an object denoting 
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anticipation of movement-related inertial forces (Flanagan and Wing, 1997), or the 
anticipatory control of torque prior to lifting an object with an asymmetrical center of mass 
(Salimi et al., 2003; Bursztyn and Flanagan, 2008; Fu et al., 2010, 2011, 2012; Mojtahedi 
et al., 2015). However, when two humans physically interact with each other, sensory 
consequences and motor outcomes are not entirely predictable as they also depend on the 
other agent’s actions. Therefore, the question arises as to how the central nervous system 
of each agent factors in the other agent’s actions when physically interacting with each 
other to perform a collaborative task. A better understanding of this problem can help 
developing biologically-inspired controllers supporting human-robot physical interactions, 
e.g., exoskeletons used for neuro-rehabilitation or physical augmentation, and optimize the 
way these interactions can be performed. 
Physical interaction between humans and robots has been mainly investigated using 
the notion of mechanical impedance. Hogan first proposed robot impedance controllers as 
a way to guarantee stable and robust behavior of a robot that interacts with a human 
(Hogan, 1985). Since then, a plethora of robot applications involving physical human-robot 
interaction use control of impedance, and in most cases this is done to purposefully impose 
a specific dynamic behavior to the human agent. For example, the MIT-MANUS – used 
extensively for upper limb rehabilitation – uses the concept of impedance control in a back-
drivable system to restrict the motion of the patient’s arm along a specific path, while the 
patient tries to reach a target via a manipulandum attached to his/her paretic arm (Krebs et 
al., 1998). For this scenario, impedance control is used to assist the human subject to reach 
a pre-defined target and imposes high resistive forces to motion that is not congruent with 
the desired trajectory.  
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The main objective of our study was to quantify the extent to which the human 
body (mainly upper limb) impedance can be used to infer intended movement direction of 
a cooperating agent in absence of other sensory cues (e.g. vision, hearing). Specifically, 
the present study sought to characterize the role of haptic information, which includes the 
relationship between force and displacement in a power exchange between two agents. We 
pursued this objective by quantifying human-human physical interactions where one agent 
(“follower”) was asked to infer the intended direction of motion of another agent 
(“leader”). In this design, the follower is trying to estimate the direction that the leader 
would allow them to move. Our interpretation of this interaction is that (1) the leader’s 
intended movement direction modulates this relationship in a direction-specific manner, 
and (2) the follower can interpret this direction-specific modulation of this relationship to 
infer the leader’s intended movement direction. Note that the impedance in formal sense is 
quite complicated to measure due to the involvement of inputs/responses from both leader 
and follower who are physically coupled. So, even if the leader hypothetically modulated 
impedance to ‘instruct’ the follower, the measure of leader’s impedance would not reflect 
the follower’s behavior as they both probe and react to the forces and motions. Briefly, we 
hypothesize that the emergent dyadic behavior (follower’s inference of leader’s intended 
direction) could be captured by the relationship between resultant force and displacement. 
Certainly, dyad’s arm impedances could affect this relationship, but certain aspect of 
dyad’s behavior interaction such as follower’s probing strategy could not be considered as 
impedance. Thus, the current study could only directly show and support how the 
relationship between force and displacement would change, while we interpret the changes 
in the relationship as arm impedance modulation.    
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We also investigated the role of visual feedback in communicating intended 
directions via arm impedance modulation. We hypothesized that cooperating agents would 
be able to use arm impedance modulation to effectively communicate intended movement 
direction among cooperating agents. Previous studies have shown that humans can adapt 
to force fields during reaching tasks by modulating their arm impedance over time (Wong 
et al., 2009; Franklin et al., 2007). Therefore, we hypothesized that repeated exposure to 
the leader’s impedance would lead to a trial-by-trial modulation of arm impedance and 
improvement in follower’s ability to infer the leader’s intended direction. Lastly, we 
hypothesized that haptic feedback would be sufficient to enable cooperating agents to 
accurately communicate intended movement direction through modulation of arm 
impedance. 
Materials and Methods 
Subjects 
We tested 20 right-handed subjects (12 males, 8 females; age: 18-28 years). Hand 
dominance was self-reported. Subjects had no history or record of neurological disorders 
and were naïve to the purpose of the studies. Subjects gave informed written consent to 
participate in the experiments. The experimental protocols were approved by the 
Institutional Review Board at Arizona State University and were in accordance with the 
Declaration of Helsinki. Five pairs of subjects (dyads) were assigned to the experiment 
with visual feedback (VF), whereas the other five dyads were assigned to the experiment 
with no visual feedback (NVF). 
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Figure 7.1. Experimental apparatus. (A) The robot arm constrains the movement of the grip 
device handle such that dyad can only move within the horizontal plane. The “leader” and 
“follower” grasped the lower and upper grip handles, respectively. Dyads were shown 
twelve direction lines and a circle on a computer screen. The cardinal directions are 1, 4, 7 
and 10. The dot position on the screen was co-located with the position of the handle. (B) 
The follower and leader grasps upper and lower handles, respectively. 
Experimental Apparatus 
Each dyad was shown twelve lines oriented 30° apart from each other denoting 
movement direction and a circle (5-cm radius) on a computer screen (Figure 7.1). A 
number (1 to 12) was displayed at the outer end of each line. In the VF experiment, the 
dyad saw a dot on the screen. The dot position was co-located with the position of the 
handle the two subjects were holding and was located underneath the screen. The dot 
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displayed on the monitor moved the same amount as the handle (ratio 1:1). The handle 
movement was constrained by the robot arm in the horizontal plane. The screen prevented 
the dyad from seeing the arm configuration of the other agent and the grip handle. In the 
NVF experiment, the dyad could not see the dot position but could still see the direction 
lines and circle. 
For both experiments we used an anthropomorphic 7-degree-of-freedom robot arm 
(LWR4+, KUKA) with the associated KRC robot controller and the KUKA’s Fast 
Research Interface (FRI). We used two load cells (Model: 3140-500 kg, precision: 0.02% 
F.S., 1-axis force sensor) embedded in the grip device to measure the resultant forces of 
the dyad in x- and z-axis (Figure 7.1). 
Experimental Tasks 
One subject was designated as the “leader” whereas the other was designated as the 
“follower”. At the start of the trial, the handle, and corresponding dot displayed on the 
screen, were positioned in the center of the circle. For each trial, the experimenter showed 
a specific number on a sheet to only the leader. This number was one of the 12 possible 
movement directions, which we will refer to as the “intended direction of movement” for 
that trial. The leader was instructed that his/her goal was to plan the movement in the 
direction that was shown to them by the experimenter, while keeping the object as close as 
possible to the center of the circle (Figure 7.1). Therefore, leader thought about performing 
a movement rather than executing it in the direction assigned by the experimenter. The 
follower was instructed that his/her goal was to infer the leader’s intended direction of 
movement. The follower was also instructed that he/she could move the grip handle as 
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he/she desired, but that he/she had to stay within the circle. The leader was instructed to 
react to the forces and motion of the follower while preserving the intention to move in a 
given intended direction. Thus, the leader tried to hold the handle in the middle of the work 
space and resisted all motion. The follower explored the space to infer the intended 
direction of leader. Whenever the position of the grip handle and the corresponding dot 
moved out of the circle, the color of circle and direction lines changed from blue to red to 
signal that the trial had to be stopped and repeated. Therefore, both groups received visual 
feedback of the error, i.e., they were shown when the grip handle crossed the boundaries 
of the circular workspace. The subject pairs in the VF group never moved out of range. For 
the NVF group, the handle moved out of range only on 4 trials performed by 3 subject pairs 
(0.95% of all trials across 5 subject pairs in NVF). The grip handle range of motion was 
not physically constrained. After performing each trial, the follower was asked to write the 
number of the inferred direction on an answer sheet. During the whole experiment, neither 
the follower nor leader received any feedback about his/her performances from 
experimenter, nor was the leader informed about the follower’s performance by the 
follower or experimenter. Verbal communication between the subjects, as well as between 
the subjects and experimenter, was not allowed before, during, or after the trial.  
The role of each subject in the dyad can therefore be described as follows: 
The “leader” was asked to: 
• Plan his/her intended direction (1 out of 12).  
• Sense the follower’s applied force direction. 
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• React to the follower’s forces by maintaining the handle as still as possible at 
the center of the circle while preserving the intention to move in the instructed 
direction. 
The “follower” was asked to: 
• Apply forces to infer the leader’s planned movement direction while remaining 
within the circle (5 cm radius). 
• Sense the leader’s reaction to his/her own forces. 
• Infer the planned direction and write it in the answer sheet. 
Subjects were asked to keep their right hand close to the grip handles and wait for 
a “go” signal. As soon as they heard the “go” signal, they were asked to grasp the handle 
and started to interact with each other. Subjects initially performed 24 trials (2 repetitions 
per directions; Trial: 1-24) to reach a plateau in the performance, e.g., correct inference of 
the leader’s intended movement direction. Pilot data had revealed that this number of trials 
had been found to be sufficient for familiarization purposes. Then, subjects continued to 
perform 60 more trials (5 repetitions per direction; Trial: 25-84). The order of directions 
was randomized in both Trial: 1-24 and Trial: 25-84. We used different randomized order 
across dyads. Each trial lasted 30 s. The same instructions were given to the groups with 
and without visual feedback.  
At the beginning of each trial, the arm posture was inspected by the experimenter 
to ensure the same posture would be used across trials. Handle position was always located 
on the sagittal plane and the trunk was as close as possible to the frame to prevent both 
subjects from viewing their arm configuration. The experimenter also verified that subjects 
kept their gaze on the monitor on each trial. 
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Data Recording, Processing, and Experimental Variables 
The robot was used to restrict motion of the fixture to the horizontal plane, prevent 
rotation of the fixture, and record the position of the grip handle during the experiment. We 
synchronized collection of position and force data. Position and force data were recorded 
at a sampling rate of 100 Hz and run through a fifth-order Butterworth low-pass filter 
(cutoff frequency: 30 Hz). The first time derivative of force or position data was also low-
pass filtered with cutoff frequency of 15 Hz. 
Percentage of Inferences 
The dyad’s goal was to minimize the error between the leader’s intended direction 
and the follower’s inference. Therefore, all the metrics were defined based on this task 
requirement. To quantify the extent to which the follower could correctly infer the leader’s 
intended movement direction, we computed the percentage of accurate inferences (PAI) by 
each follower relative to the total number of trials based on his/her responses in the answer 
sheet. The follower’s error direction with respect to the leader’s intended direction was 
defined as the difference between leader’s intended direction and follower’s response. This 
error direction could be any number ranging between −6 to +5. An accurate inference of 
the follower would correspond to a difference of 0, whereas nonzero differences would 
denote inaccurate inferences. Positive sign of error direction (with respect to the leader’s 
intended direction) indicated counterclockwise difference between the leader’s intended 
direction and follower’s response (Figure 7.1). One error direction with respect to intended 
direction is equivalent to 30 degrees (Figure 7.1 and Figure 7.2). 
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In Figure 7.1, we define the directions 1, 4, 7 and 10 as cardinal directions and all 
other directions as non-cardinal. This distinction was motivated by the fact that accurate 
inferences of the leader’s intended movement direction differed across cardinal versus non-
cardinal directions (see Statistical Analysis). 
 
Figure 7.2. Percentage of accurate inferences (PAI) of follower across trials for both visual 
feedback (A) and no visual feedback (B) groups (all subjects). Vertical bars denote 
standard errors of the mean. 
Force-Displacement Relationship 
In the present work, the term impedance denotes to the effect of voluntary muscle 
activations of mainly the upper limb to the limb dynamics. Those dynamics largely affected 
by the muscle activations include both the stiffness and the damping characteristics of the 
arm, which are only apparent when there exists force interaction with the environment, in 
the current case the follower. In the dyadic interaction, the resultant force denotes to the 
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net force which both leader and follower together generated on the handles. In the current 
experiment, the robot is entirely passive because the friction and damping effects of the 
robot are feed-forwarded to the joints by a torque controller, and therefore their magnitudes 
are negligible (close to zero; the robot inertia and damping are by default compensated 
through the built-in impedance controller of the KUKA arm). The inertia effects are also 
negligible due to the low acceleration in the handle motion. The average of absolute 
acceleration of the handle was 16.02 (±0.35) cm/s2 (1.63% ±0.04% of gravity 
acceleration). Thus, the damping and inertia effects are minimum relative to the stiffness 
effects due to the low velocity and low acceleration, respectively, of the handle motion. 
Therefore, consistent with previous work (Mussa-Ivaldi et al., 1985; Formica et al., 2012), 
we assume that the total change in force (∆F(n)) is primarily caused by the stiffness of the 
subjects interacting with each other.  
In the present work, the estimation of the stiffness depends on the follower’s 
exploration of the workspace, which is very different from the systematic exploration of 
an equal number of movement directions as tested in previous work (Krebs et al., 2003; 
Perreault et al., 2001)). So, we had to use a different approach to quantify the relationship 
between force and motion due to limitations of applying a conventional approach to 
estimate stiffness. We used equation (2) to calculate the force-displacement relationship 
(|k|): 
 (1): 𝑭 (𝒏) = √𝐹𝑥2(n) + 𝐹𝑧2(n)  ;  𝑼 (𝒏) = √𝑈𝑥2(n) + 𝑈𝑧2(n) 
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Equation (1) describes how to calculate the force (F(n)) and displacement (U(n)) 
magnitudes for each time point (n). As we see later in Figure 7.5, the follower did not 
explore all the points in the circle with 5-cm radius; and it illustrates that the magnitudes 
of force and displacement are changing reversely regardless of their directions or vector 
properties, e.g. small forces and large displacements are along the intended direction while 
we have large forces and small displacements for other directions (Figure 7.5 (A) and (B)). 
Therefore, it seems that considering only magnitudes is enough to discriminate the 
relationship between force and displacement across directions. So, the k in equation (2) 
should be calculated on the points visited by the follower. To avoid the cancelling effect of 
k value due to positive and negative k values (according to movement direction relative to 
start location), we computed absolute value of k (|k(n)|). For example, if the follower pulled 
the handle in direction 1 for 3 cm distance, this creates positive values of k in equation (2). 
In contrast, when the leader pulls back the handle to the center to maintain the handle at 
the center, this creates negative values of k in equation (2).  
As |k| value was associated with a specific position point within the circle (Figure 
7.1), we averaged |k(n)| over time to obtain the best value of the force-displacement 
relationship for each visited point. We gave |k| the value of zero to the points which were 
not visited. If the position of the grip handle did not change relative to its starting position 
(center of the circle), we assigned the maximum value of |k| of that trial (infinite) to the |k| 
at that position. The denominator is equal to zero while the handle position does not change. 
So, we consider the |k| as infinite (the maximum |k| which is recorded when they did move 
the handle in that trial). 
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The position resolution in the horizontal workspace plane was 1 mm2. We 
calculated the average of non-zero values of |k| for all the position points within each 1 
mm2 and assigned that |k| value to that square. Therefore, each square in the horizontal 
plane was assigned a specific |k| value. By doing so, the average |k| associated with each 
direction could be obtained by calculating the average of non-zero values of |k| of the 
squares located in that direction (within ±15° of each direction). This procedure led to the 
extraction of 12 |k| values, one for each of the 12 movement directions with respect to the 
leader’s intended direction (|k|i,Average; i: −6 to +5; i is movement direction with respect to 
intended direction). First, we calculated the average |k| across all movement directions 
(|k|Average; (3)). Second, we normalized the |k| values (|k|i,Normalized; i: −6 to +5; (5)) based on 
the maximum of the average |k| values in all directions for each trial (|k|Max; (4)) to remove 
differences in |k| across dyads. 
 (3): |𝒌|𝑨𝒗𝒆𝒓𝒂𝒈𝒆  =  
𝟏
𝟏𝟐
 ∑  |𝒌|𝒊,𝑨𝒗𝒆𝒓𝒂𝒈𝒆
𝟓
𝒊=−𝟔  
 (4): |𝒌|𝑴𝒂𝒙  =  𝒎𝒂𝒙 ( |𝒌|−𝟔,𝑨𝒗𝒆𝒓𝒂𝒈𝒆 , |𝒌|−𝟓,𝑨𝒗𝒆𝒓𝒂𝒈𝒆 , … , |𝒌|+𝟓,𝑨𝒗𝒆𝒓𝒂𝒈𝒆 )    




Briefly, we had 100×100 points (|k| estimates). We assigned a zero value to |k| at 
the points which were not visited by the handle. For the visited points, we obtained the 
average value of estimated |k| across time samples to capture the behavior of both leader 
and follower at that point. We then calculated the spatial average of |k| values (non-zero 
values) within ±15° of each direction to obtain average |k| of that direction. Although the 
measure of |k| is not formal stiffness or impedance, it is suitable for capturing the 
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relationship between force and motion of a dyad in our paradigm which may imply aspects 
of dyad’s modulation of stiffness/impedance.  
Statistical Analysis 
Inference of Intended Movement Direction 
We chose to break down the trials by 24 for the first block and 60 trials for the 
second block. Analysis of pilot data revealed that the accuracy of predicting the intended 
movement direction reached a maximum and converged to a steady state after the first 24 
trials. The results of the current study also confirmed these pilot observations (Figure 7.2 
(A) and (B)).  
To assess whether PAI was sensitive to the leader’s intended direction along the 
cardinal directions and non-cardinal directions, we performed analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) with repeated measures on PAI with two within-subject factors (Trial; trials 1-
24 and trials 25-84; 2 levels, Direction; cardinal and non-cardinal directions; 2 levels) and 
one between-subject factor (Group; VF and NVF groups, 2 levels; see Figure 7.3). 
Force-Displacement Relationship is modulated across Trials for the VF Group 
We performed ANOVA with repeated measures on the average |k| of all directions, 
|k|Average, with one within-subject factor (Trial; 2 levels). We also performed ANOVA with 
repeated measures on the normalized |k|, |k|i,Normalized, with one within-subject factor 
(Direction; direction -6 to +5; 12 levels; Figure 7.6 (C) and (D)). Note that |k| normalization 
was performed to only remove the strength differences between subjects.  
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Comparisons of interest for statistically significant differences (p= 0.05) were 
further analyzed using post hoc tests with Bonferroni’s corrections. We conducted the 
normality and sphericity tests and statistical models were valid. Statistical analysis was 
performed using IBM Sciences Statistical Package for the Social Statistics (SPSS).  
 
Figure 7.3. Percentage of accurate inferences (PAI) of follower for each leader’s intended 
movement direction computed (across all subjects). (A) Trial: 1-24. (B) Trial 25-84. Data 
for each direction are means averaged across all subjects. The cardinal directions are 1, 4, 
7 and 10. The dash lines represent the standard error. The four concentric gray circles 
represent the ring axes of percentage (%). 100% is the biggest ring while 0% is a dot in the 
center which is not shown. 
Results 
Percentage of Accurate Inferences (PAI) of Follower  
PAI analysis was divided into three sections. First, we report the evolution of PAI 
over trials. Second, we investigate the effects of Group, Trial and Direction on PAI by 
keeping the original direction in order to assess the effect of cardinal directions on PAI. 
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Third, we assess PAI without regarding the effect of direction to assess how both groups 
performed when we had a common reference (i.e. 0 error direction).  
PAI Analysis across Trials 
Visual inspection of the trial-to-trial fluctuations of the PAI revealed that 
performance was more variable in the early trials (1-24). To minimize the effect of large 
random trial-to-trial PAI fluctuations in these early trials, for statistical purposes we 
averaged PAI across a variable number of trials. We found that averaging PAI across 3, 4, 
6, 8, and 12 trials gave approximately the same result, i.e., PAI stopped improving  after 
the first 24 trials. 
PAI improved in both VF and NVF groups (Figure 7.2 (A) and (B), respectively). 
In the beginning, both groups could not perform consistently above 60% of PAI. However, 
after approximately 24 trials both groups reached a steady-state performance.  
We analyzed the time it took followers to report inferred leader’s intended 
direction. When visual feedback was available, followers reported the follower’s intended 
direction within 29.6 ±0.2 s, whereas the response time was slightly shorter (27.4 ±1.1 s) 
when visual feedback was not available. 
Cardinal versus Non-cardinal Directions 
Figure 7.3 shows PAI for all directions. We compared the PAI associated with the 
leader’s intended movement in the cardinal directions (1, 4, 7, and 10; Figure 7.1) versus 
non-cardinal directions. Although visual feedback did not affect PAI (no main effect of 
Group; F(1,8) = 0.697, p = 0.428), PAI was significantly different as a function of Trial 
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(F(1,8) = 28.891, p = 0.001, η2 = 0.78) and movement direction (F(1,8) = 7.254, p = 0.027, 
η2 = 0.47). No significant interactions were found (all p- values > 0.320). As found earlier 
across all movement directions, PAI of Trial: 25-84 was significantly larger than Trial: 1-
24 (p = 0.001). For the experimental trials, PAI associated with the leader’s intended 
movement along the cardinal directions was significantly larger than along non-cardinal 
directions (93.5% and 80.5%, respectively; p = 0.027).  
VF versus NVF 
Figure 7.4 showed the PAI of follower for the VF and NVF groups computed from 
Trial: 1-24 and Trial: 25-84) (Figure 7.4 (A) and (B), respectively). PAI was well above 
chance level (equivalent to 1 out of 12 possible directions, i.e., 8.33%). After 24 trials, PAI 
values were 87.33% and 83.33% when performed with and without visual feedback, 
respectively. If we assume that ±1 error direction with respect to intended direction is a 
negligible performance error (±30°), the combined PAIs were 94.67% and 96.33% for trials 
performed with and without visual feedback, respectively. 
The availability of visual feedback did not significantly affect PAI (no main effect 
of Group; F(1,8)  = 0.535, p = 0.485). However, we found statistically significant 
differences in PAI as a function of Trial (F(1,8) = 30.444, p = 0.001, η2 = 0.79), but no 
significant interaction between Group and Trial (F(1,8) = 0.309, p = 0.594). We found that 
PAI from Trial: 25-84 was significantly larger than from Trial: 1-24 (Figure 7.4; p = 0.001). 
Note that we reported the effect size (partial-eta squared) as a measure of magnitude of our 
effect. The effect size of learning was quite large (η2 = 0.79). This indicates that the 
significance of the result was unlikely to be marginal, for example, large variation within 
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one subject could have driven the result. Therefore, we were confident that our sample size 
(5 subjects per group) was adequate. The results (effect sizes) were highly consistent 
among the 5 subjects within each group, and - most importantly - highly consistent across 
the 10 subjects across both groups. 
 
Figure 7.4. Percentage of accurate and inaccurate inferences of follower (all subjects). (A) 
Trial 1-24. (B) Trial 25-84. Data are means averaged across all subjects. Vertical bars 
denote standard errors of the mean. Asterisks indicate a statistically significant difference 
(p < 0.001). Percentage of accurate inferences (PAI) is the percentage value of 0 error 
direction with respect to intended direction. One error direction with respect to intended 
direction is topographically equivalent to 30 degree. 
In summary, the follower’s ability to infer the leader’s intended movement 
direction was insensitive to whether the follower could view the position of the dot on the 
screen or not. Furthermore, PAI improved with practice, implying that follower and leader 
gradually adapted to each other’s actions to communicate and collaborate with each other. 
Specifically, the follower learned to infer the leader’s intended movement direction, of the 
leader, while the leader learned how to react to the follower’s forces. Lastly, the follower 
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was more accurate in inferring the leader’s intended movement direction for cardinal than 
non-cardinal directions.  
 
Figure 7.5. Displacement, forces, and normalized |k|-position profiles. One representative 
trial is shown for the dyad from the VF group. The displacement-position profile is shown 
in (A). The force-position profile (quiver plot) is shown in (B). The normalized |k|-position 
profile is shown in (C). The selected trial is representative of correct response. 
Force-Displacement Relationship Analysis 
We first present one representative trial from a dyad performing our task with visual 
feedback, followed by analysis of |k| adaptation for the VF group. We present the force-
displacement relationship analysis for only VF group because they had the reference point 
of the center of circle. This allowed us to perform force-displacement relationship analysis 
relative to this reference point. 
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Figure 7.6. Force-displacement relationship analysis of group with visual feedback (all 
subjects). (A and C) Trial: 1-24. (B and D) Trial: 25-84. Asterisks in (C and D) indicate a 
statistically significant difference of pairwise comparison between 0 (yellow bar) and other 
(dark brown bar) movement direction with respect to intended direction (p< 0.05). Data in 
(A-D) are means of values averaged across all subjects. Vertical bars denote standard errors 
of the mean. 
Representative VF Trial 
Figure 7.5 shows the displacement-position profile (A), force-position profile (B), 
and normalized |k|-position profile (C) of a sample trial of a VF dyad. The displacement-
position profile for the VF group reveals that the dyad performed the task as instructed, 
i.e., within the boundaries and close to the center of the circular workspace. Note that the 
dyad exhibited larger handle displacement along the leader’s intended direction (Figure5 
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(A)). With regard to the force-position profile of the VF group, the leader could generate a 
reasonable force field (impedance field) for each direction as if the resultant force tended 
to be directed towards the leader’s intended direction at each position (Figure 7.5 (B)). 
Visual examination of the normalized |k|-position profile of the VF group reveals that the 
dyad exhibited lower |k| in the intended leader’s movement direction (Figure 7.5 (C)). 
Force-Displacement Relationship Analysis: Dyads with Visual Feedback 
To elucidate the force-displacement relationship analysis in the VF group, we 
compared the |k| measured during the dyad interaction during Trials 1-24 and Trials 25-84. 
We captured the evolution of normalized |k| (|k|Normalized) across 2 blocks of trials (1-24, and 
25-84; Figure 7.6 (C) and (D)). We then performed pairwise comparisons of |k|Normalized 
within each block to investigate how dyads selectively generated |k|Normalized across different 
directions with respect to the leader’s intended movement direction.  
We found a main effect of Direction in |k|Normalized for both trials (In Trial: 1-24, 
F(11,44) = 15.182, p = 0.001, η2 = 0.81; In Trial: 25-84, F(11,44) = 37.058, p = 0.001; η2 
= 0.90). For the Trial: 1-24, we found no significant difference in |k|Normalized on pairwise 
comparisons between the intended movement direction (0, yellow bar) and directions of 
±1 (orange bars), -6, ±5, and ±2 (dark brown bars, Figure 7.6 (D); all p > 0.05). However, 
there was significant difference in |k|Normalized between intended direction and adjacent 
directions of ±3 and ±4. Similarly for Trial: 25-84, no significant differences were found 
when comparing |k|Normalized at the leader’s intended movement direction and adjacent 
directions (±1; orange bars). However, we found significant difference in |k|Normalized on 
pairwise comparisons between the intended movement direction (0, yellow bar) and all 
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other directions except ±1 (dark brown bars, Figure 7.6 (E); all p > 0.05). Figure 7.7 
illustrates how |k|Normalized of movement direction with respect to intended direction 
changed across trials. Figure 7.7 shows that the variations in |k|Normalized of movement 
direction with respect to intended direction of 0 (yellow line in Figure 7.7) were gradually 
settled in the gray box over the trials, and also became more discriminable from |k|Normalized 
of movement direction with respect to intended direction of 1 (orange line in Figure 7.7). 
Figure 7.7 shows how the force-displacement relationship in dyadic interaction evolves 
across trials and this might imply that dyad learns to modulate their stiffness to perform 
the task. 
 
Figure 7.7. Normalized |k| analysis of group with visual feedback across trials (all subjects). 
The gray rectangle box represents the range of normalized |k| (mean value ± 3*standard 
error) on movement direction with respect to intended direction. Vertical bars denote 
standard errors of the mean. 
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To further quantify the effect of trial (practice) on force-displacement relationship 
modulation, we compared the average |k| of all directions (|k|Average) across 2 blocks of trials 
(1-24, and 25-84). Statistical results showed that |k|Average did not change significantly 
across Trial (p = 0.447).  
These results indicate that, following early exposure to our task, the dyad learned 
to modulate force-displacement relationship across movement directions. Importantly, the 
dyads’ |k| became minimum at the leader’s intended movement direction, even though the 
average |k| did not change significantly.   
Discussion 
The primary goal of our study was to quantify the extent to which human body 
impedance can be used to infer intended movement direction of a cooperating agent. We 
found that the success in conveying-inferring intended direction of motion between two 
agents was correlated with the control of leader’s impedance as a function of the follower’s 
direction of motion. Hence, we were able to show that the leader was conveying the 
information of intended direction to the follower by controlling his/her impedance at the 
object they were interacting with. Therefore, our results may imply that two cooperating 
agents could use arm stiffness modulation during physical interaction as a viable means of 
communication of intended movement direction. We discuss these results in relation to 
previous work, potential sensorimotor mechanisms, and applications of the proposed 
framework to human-robot interactions. 
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Effect of Practice on Accuracy of Movement Direction Inferences and Force-
Displacement Relationship 
A moderate amount of practice (1 to 24 trials) led the followers to a significantly 
greater accuracy of inferences of the leader’s intended movement direction (Figure 7.2 and 
Figure 7.4). This result indicates that subjects might have needed some practice to gauge 
and interpret each other’s physical response. Nevertheless, the small number of trials 
leading to a very high level of accurate inferences (>83%) also suggests that humans (a) 
can maintain the high level of accurate responses after 24 trials (Figure 7.2 and Figure 7.4) 
which might imply that within 24 trials the dyad was already specialized for modulating 
arm stiffness, (b) are very sensitive to the directional tuning of arm impedance (see force-
displacement relationship analysis below; Figure 7.6), and (c) can therefore learn fairly 
quickly to correctly interpret such directional tuning (Figure 7.7).  
The adaptation of force-displacement relationship (|k|) as function of intended 
movement direction evolved gradually (Figure 7.6 (C) and (D)). Gradual discrimination of 
normalized |k| across different direction of motion (Figure 7.7) implies that dyads could 
convey the intended direction of motion by modulating and perceiving normalized |k| 
associated with the physical interaction. We interpret these data as follows: after 
performing 24 trials, the leader selectively generated less |k| in his/her intended direction 
in response to follower’s force perturbations. Therefore, we interpret this finding as 
evidence that control of the leader’s stiffness might be a critical factor in conveying the 
intended direction to the follower regardless of visual feedback of the handle or arms. Our 
results also indicate that subjects learn this strategy by experiencing our task for the 12 
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directions. It is conceivable that exposure to fewer movement directions might result in 
faster learning across trials, or shorter exploration duration within each trial. 
Sensorimotor Integration Mechanisms for Movement Direction Inference  
Visual feedback of the movement of the shared handle did not affect the extent to 
which followers correctly inferred the leader’s intended movement direction. This result 
suggests that haptic feedback elicited by physical interaction is sufficient to extract 
intended movement direction from the perceived force-displacement relationship (Figure 
7.2 and Figure 7.4). Visual feedback of movement trajectory was not necessary also in 
tasks performed by individual subjects requiring adaptation to stable or unstable dynamics 
(Franklin et al., 2007). Furthermore, final adaptation was similar with and without visual 
feedback even when the learning signals (proprioception and vision vs. only 
proprioception) were different (Franklin et al., 2007). Another study found that visual 
information of the movement trajectory alone might not be sufficient to modulate limb 
stiffness in response to an unstable elastic force field applied to the limb (Wong et al., 
2009). Specifically, such adaptation might rely on somatosensory feedback to a greater 
extent than vision because of a direct relationship with perturbing forces. In reaching tasks, 
visual perturbations (manipulation of the cursor position) did not result in stiffness 
modulation, whereas force perturbation in elastic force field caused a significant increase 
in stiffness (Wong et al., 2009).  
Movement kinematics appears to be sensitive to whether visual feedback is 
available or not during adaptation of movement trajectories. Specifically, the movement 
profiles were significantly more linear when visual feedback was available in “no force” 
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and “velocity force” fields. However, the linearity did not change for visual and no visual 
condition in a position force field (Franklin et al., 2007). The current study found different 
movement profiles of net displacement during the physical interaction between VF and 
NVF groups. However, even with this difference, the subjects learned the task and 
performed equally well in later trials. We should note that these results do not rule out a 
role of visual feedback in our physical interaction task, but rather point to the fact that 
haptic feedback alone was accurate enough to enable correct inference of intended 
movement direction. 
Subjects’ ability to use non-visual feedback to estimate human body (mainly upper 
limb) stiffness and infer intended movement direction likely arises from their ability to 
integrate sensory feedback about movement and force. Specifically, based on the definition 
of stiffness, movement direction associated with low stiffness would result in a larger 
displacement due to smaller force, and smaller displacement due to larger force for high 
stiffness. Our focus on stiffness incorporates this relation between force and displacement, 
and our interpretation about stiffness as a means of communication includes the use of 
position sensing for this purpose. Specifically, we propose that position and force sensing 
combined were involved in the estimation of intended movement direction (see 
Supplementary Materials in APPENDIX D; Supplementary Figure E.1 and E.3). As 
impedance cannot be sensed by a specific type of sensory receptor, impedance estimation 
would have to rely on integrating estimation of muscle length and force, each of which is 
mediated by distinct mechanoreceptors (muscle spindles and Golgi tendon organs, 
respectively). In Supplementary Figure E.3, the logistic regression analysis is in favor of 
the proposed notion that force-displacement relationship (|k|) is a better predictor of PAI 
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than either average resultant force or maximum displacement alone at intended direction. 
This proposition is also consistent with experimental evidence showing that subjects 
estimate object stiffness by differentially weighing feedback information provided by 
muscle length and force receptors (Mugge et al. 2009). Since the leader was never required 
to execute a voluntary movement but just to “plan” (but not execute) a movement in a 
prescribed direction, it is conceivable that motor cortical areas involved with upper limb 
control were activated, as shown by literature on motor imagery (e.g., Hanakawa 2016; 
Eaves et al. 2016; Vogt et al. 2013). 
Impedance-based Communication in Human-human and Human-robot Interactions 
Human arm impedance control has received increased attention during the last 
decades due to its importance in physical interaction with robotic devices, for assistive, 
rehabilitation, and performance augmentation purposes. Humans can vary the dynamics of 
their interaction with a robot by changing the configuration of their limbs and/or modifying 
limb stiffness through co-contraction of opposing muscles (O’Neill et al., 2013; Patel et 
al., 2013; Krebs et al., 2003; Perreault et al., 2001). From a robotics point of view, Hogan 
(Hogan, 1985) showed that these dynamics can be dealt with by effectively utilizing 
impedance as a way of controlling the robot and its interactions with humans and external 
objects.  
Human-robot interaction applications motivated the design of our study. 
Nevertheless, our results should be considered a preliminary step in the context of these 
potential applications due to the fact that our setup is a simplified version of tasks with 
more complex mechanics. Although the human-human interaction scenario we 
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investigated is not representative of all contexts involving physical collaborations between 
two human agents, or human-robot agents, we believe that our work provides important 
insights about the feasibility of using impedance as a viable means of human-robot 
communication. Specifically, in a collaboration task similar to the one used for the present 
study, the robot arm controller could be trained to probe or sense – as the “leader” or 
“follower”, respectively – the impedance or exploratory movements of the human agent 
and assist his/her movement accordingly. Further work, however, is needed to quantify the 
extent to which such impedance-based controller can mimic the human-human co-
adaptation described in the present study. 
It is worth noting that several studies have investigated physical human-robot 
interaction (Duchaine and Gosselin, 2009; Lecours et al., 2012; Cherubini et al., 2013) and 
the use of impedance in human robot interactions (e.g. Lin et al., 2013; Quek et al., 2013; 
Nisky et al., 2013). The key difference between prior work and the current study is that this 
work is the first investigation of humans’ ability to use stiffness as a means of 
communicating intended direction of motion. It should be emphasized that the intended 
movement direction was effectively communicated without generating significant motion. 
Thus, this result underscores humans’ ability convey and to understand intended movement 
direction through the modulation of stiffness in the absence of or before an actual 
movement. Our approach points to applications where a human or robot follower can 
intuitively learn to recognize when or whether the movement direction of the leader may 
be incorrect or hazardous. Additionally, this approach can also be utilized as a two-way 
method of communication for ambiguous situations during cooperative tasks. As such, our 
work contributes to the insights provided by research in the area of human-human and 
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human-machine physical interaction (Jarrasse et al., 2012; Sawers and Ting, 2014; Ganesh 
et al, 2014; Reed and Peshkin, 2008).  
With respect to the time it took followers to infer the leader’s intended direction 
(~30 s), these latencies are too long in human-robot interaction scenarios where speed and 
safety are important criteria. Nevertheless, it is conceivable that the response latencies 
could be potentially reduced were participants to be exposed to a lower number of intended 
directions (e.g. 4 cardinal directions). Further work is needed to leverage our findings for 
human-robot interaction applications.     
Impedance-Based Communication of High-Level Movement Goals 
At least two theoretical frameworks – that differ in terms of whether a physical 
interaction between two agents is necessary or not – could account for our results. One of 
these frameworks would predict that humans modulate their arm stiffness as a function of 
planned movement in a given direction regardless of whether another agent is probing their 
intended movement direction. If so, our findings would indicate that the follower learns 
how to capture the force-displacement relationship which might imply the stiffness 
modulation to correctly infer the leader’s intended movement direction. However, an 
alternative framework would predict that the leader – consciously or sub-consciously – 
gradually learned that modulating arm stiffness was an effective or the best way to 
communicate his/her intended movement direction to the follower.  
Our present data do not allow distinguishing between these two alternative 
frameworks. Therefore, future work is needed to determine the neural mechanisms 
responsible for non-verbal communication of movement direction through stiffness 
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modulation and co-adaptation of two cooperating agents. Nevertheless, the fact that our 
dyads improved with practice in communicating and inferring movement direction would 
favor the second framework as the most plausible scenario. Future work will address the 
underlying neural mechanisms. 
In the aspect of admittance/impedance relation to describe the coupled interaction 
(Hogan 1985), the way the roles of leader and follower were defined may suggest that the 
leader must operate as an admittance (reading an input force and responding with a motion) 
and the follower as an impedance (apply a force and read a motion). The question is raised 
to what extent the two actors can strictly interpret the task in this sense, in which case the 
leader would in fact modulate admittance not impedance. However, another scenario could 
be that the follower applies probing motions (not forces), senses the leader’s resistive force, 
and observes the error caused by the leader's resistance. As the follower’s task has a 
positional constraint (remaining within the 5-cm circle), it is more likely that the follower 
tries to perform a motion and senses a resistance, i.e., the follower is interpreting the leader 
as an impedance. 
Conclusions 
We found that agents performing a collaborative manipulation task were able to 
non-verbally communicate/infer intended movement direction even when visual feedback 
of arm configuration or handle was not available. With practice, the ability to correctly 
infer intended movement direction improved in parallel with a directionally-tuned 
modulation of force-displacement relationship which might imply aspects of peoples’ 
modulation of arm stiffness/impedance. We conclude that human body (mainly upper limb) 
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stiffness, extracted through haptic feedback alone, can be successfully used to 
infer/communicate intended movement direction. These results provide proof-of-concept 
for potential applications to human-robot interactions, where artificial controllers could be 
designed to capitalize on estimating and reacting to human limb stiffness.  
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CHAPTER 8 
CONCLUSION 
The present work consists of a novel approach to quantify the temporal interactions 
between feedforward and feedback control of digit forces associated with dexterous 
manipulation in two frameworks: predetermined versus self-selected grasp contact 
locations (“constrained” vs. “unconstrained”, respectively), and dominant vs. non-
dominant hands. These temporal analyses provided new insights about force control 
mechanisms in object manipulation by revealing a greater involvement of feedforward 
force control mechanisms in constrained grasping and the dominant hand.  
Evaluation of dyadic manipulation performance through physical coupling (rigid 
object) revealed that role asymmetry emerges naturally and is sensitive to the configuration 
of cooperating agents. However, several questions remain, such as the extent to which 
handedness may benefit dyadic performance, and the factors responsible for the sensitivity 
of dyadic performance to participants’ spatial configuration.   
Despite the ubiquitous nature of physical interactions between humans and humans 
and machines, to date the scientific literature has not addressed how to define a standard 
methodology to identify or characterize the agents’ roles in physical interactions. Although 
this dissertation provides important insights by adopting one behavioral metric (total 
moment rate exerted by each participant), a comprehensive characterization of factors 
responsible for role asymmetry requires further investigation. A better understanding of 
how two agents share performance of a task with a common goal can have significant 
impact on rehabilitation robotics and human-robot interactions, where the artificial 
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controller could be designed to behave as a human in deciding when to switch roles during 
physical interaction. 
From the perspective of neural mechanisms underlying physical interaction, the 
present work revealed that scalp electroencephalography (EEG) can detect asymmetries in 
brain dynamics between leaders and followers. Nevertheless, more work is needed to fully 
characterize these neural mechanisms across a broader range of tasks and experimental 
conditions. Future research in social cognition should be extensively devoted in realization 
of frequency bands in regard to tasks and their context. For instance, the two brains of 
interacting members could be coupled via their behavior; or (2) there could be a brain-to-
brain coupling mechanism between interacting members which could not be merely 
explained by the measured behavior of the two members (the reductionist point of view). 
Future research should address the extent to which neural oscillation phase-connectivity 
patterns might constitute a brain mechanism of social interaction (and in particular the 
establishment of leader and follower roles), the extent to which they may be linked to 
differences in behavioral actions, and how these findings may fit into the bigger picture of 
social cognition.  
From the perspective of designing artificial controllers, we lack a solid framework 
(safety, speed, simplicity, etc.) for optimizing communication of high-level movement 
goals during physical interactions between biological and non-biological agents. This gap 
in the context of human-robot interaction applications motivate the design of the study 
examining upper limb impedance as a means of communication of movement direction. 
Our results demonstrate that interacting humans can reliably extract intended movement 
direction by probing the partner’s mechanical impedance. Nevertheless, our results should 
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be considered as an important yet preliminary step in the context of potential applications 
to human-robot interaction due to the fact that our setup is a simplified version of more 
complex tasks. Future work should investigate the impedance-based communication 
derived from our human-human interaction scenario in the context of human-robot physical 
collaborations. 
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Background 
This section describes how Ravg feature could be used to identify transition time 
points in grip force control mechanisms. To obtain time information of Ravg, we used the 
technique of windowing in two cases: 
LL Versus LH, Experiment 1 
When the mass of an object is the same over consecutive trials (e.g. LL trials), digit 
forces are generated via anticipatory force control. In contrast, when the mass of an object 
is larger than expected (LH trials), the planned grip and load forces need to be modified to 
ensure that the object can be lifted [3, 5, 13, 25]. Tactile afferents play a key role in 
detecting the mismatch between expected and actual object properties and upgrading digit 
forces. Fast adaptive type II (FA-II) tactile afferents are responsible for detecting transient 
mechanical events and provide information about lift-off. Importantly, a mismatch in 
expected versus actual time of lift-off, which is detected by FA-II around the time at which 
lift-off occurred on the previous trial, triggers the corrective force responses [1, 25-27]. 
Lift-off time of previous LL in LH trial is a transition time point in force control. 
This time point is very important in sensorimotor control due to the fact that it identifies 
when the feedback-mediated force control starts to dominate over the initial feedforward 
force development starting at contact. It is well known that loading phase of LH trials is 
significantly longer than LL trials [25]. Therefore, an LH trial can be divided in two 
windows: the first window (LH1) is from the time of object contact until lift-off of the 
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previous LL trial, whereas the second window (LH2) is from time of lift-off of previous LL 
trial until lift-off on the LH trial. 
We hypothesize that the Ravg feature should not show any difference between LL 
and LH1 trials because theoretically they involve the same force control mechanism. 
However, we also expect the Ravg feature from LH1 to be significantly different than the 
Ravg feature from LH2 at the hypothesized transition time point. In the paper, we have 
shown that Ravg from LL and LH trials are significantly different. Here, we further examine 
Ravg to determine whether it can discriminate these two trial conditions at specific time 
windows. 
Constrained Versus Unconstrained Task, Experiments 1 and 2 
In the paper, we have shown that Ravg from constrained and unconstrained tasks are 
significantly different. Here, we examine Ravg to identify the transition time point in 
feedback and feedforward force controls between these two tasks. For constrained and 
unconstrained tasks, and unlike the above comparison between LL and LH, there is no 
explicit mismatch in expected versus actual time of object lift-off, hence a specific 
transition time point cannot be defined a priori. Therefore, we hypothesized that distinct 
time ranges exist within which Ravg would differ between the two grasp tasks.  
Methods 
We were also interested in evaluating the extent to which the values of R(t) varied 
across the normalized loading phase time. We used the technique of windowing and 
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calculated the Ravg in each window to capture its temporal evolution during the normalized 
loading phase time.  
LL Versus LH, Experiment 1 
We divided each LH trial to two windows: LH1 and LH2. The transition time point 
in each LH trial is based on the lift-off time of previous light trial (LL trial). For each LH 
trial, the lift-off time of previous light trial (LL trial) is calculated and used to divide the 
duration of the LH trial in two windows. We calculated the Ravg values of LL trials, LH1 
and LH2 of each LH trials. 
Constrained Versus Unconstrained Task, Experiments 1 and 2 
The Ravg temporal evolution and its interpretation might be sensitive to the choice 
of a particular window size and corresponding number of windows. For example, a low 
temporal resolution (i.e., a small number of relatively long windows) might miss sudden 
changes in Ravg. Therefore, we calculated Ravg as a function of window size and number to 
minimize the bias that an arbitrary choice of window size might have introduced to our 
interpretation of Ravg temporal evolution. 
Statistical Analysis 
LL versus LH: Experiment 1. We performed analysis of variance (ANOVA) with 
repeated measures on Ravg with one within-subject factor (Trial, 3 levels: LL, LH1, and 
LH2). 
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Constrained Versus Unconstrained Task, Experiments 1 and 2  
We performed ANOVA with repeated measures on Ravg with one within-subject 
factor (Window, n levels: n was 1, 2, 3, 5, 10 or 20) and one between-subject factor (Task) 
for each experiment separately. We also performed one-way ANOVA with one between-
subject factor (Task) for each experiment on each window separately. 
Results 
LL Versus LH, Experiment 1  
ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of Trial on Ravg 
(F(1.309,30.103)=49.818, p=0.001). We found that Ravg from the LH2 was significantly 
smaller than Ravg from LL and LH1 (p=0.001for all comparisons). Furthermore, no 
significant difference was found when comparing LL and LH1 (p=0.151). These results 
indicate that the force control mechanisms of LL and LH1 are the same and truly different 
from LH2. Both results are consistent with the notion that Ravg from LH2 captures feedback-
driven force corrections. The results of Ravg are consistent with the notion that a mismatch 
in expected versus actual time of lift-off triggers the corrective force responses [1, 25-27] 
(for details see A. Background: LL versus LH, Experiment 1).   
Temporal Evolution of Coefficients: Constrained Versus Unconstrained  
When comparing constrained versus unconstrained tasks, we found that the 
transition point at which Ravg significantly changed was 55-65% of the normalized load 
phase regardless of object weight or center of mass. This result indicates that this transition 
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time point is independent of object properties/experimental condition and mainly reflects 
whether the object is grasped at constrained versus unconstrained contacts. Therefore, we 
used the average of Ravg across all conditions in each experiment to perform statistical 
analysis. For all the number of windows (n: 1, 2, 3, 5, 10 and 20) analyzed in Experiment 
1 and 2, we found the same statistical results:  
1. Ravg in the constrained task is significantly larger than unconstrained task 
(p<0.05).  
2. There is significant main effect of Window on Ravg (p<0.05).  
3. There is no significant statistical interaction between Task and Window (p>0.05). 
These results indicate that feedback and feedforward force controls as characterized 
by Ravg are significantly different across the two grasp tasks. This finding is independent 
of the temporal resolution at which Ravg is computed. To identify the transition time point 
at which Ravg differed significantly between the two grasp tasks, we performed one-way 
ANOVA for each window separately. Supplementary Figure A.1 (a,b) show the p-values 
of this comparison for different number of windows in Experiment 1 and 2, respectively. 
We found a tendency for Ravg from the constrained task to be significantly larger than Ravg 
from the unconstrained task after the first half of the load phase (mostly at 60%-100% of 
normalized loading phase). Note that Ravg is never different between the two grasp tasks at 
0-50% of normalized loading phase for all window sizes.  
These results indicate that the combination of fast and slow bell-shape components 
of grip force is different within 60 to 100% of loading phase time. Therefore, the correlation 
with the fast bell-shape increases during these two time windows while, interdependently, 
the weight of the slow bell-shape component is decreasing. This finding implies different 
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control mechanisms for force correction in the unconstrained versus the constrained task, 
but only in the later phase of the loading phase.  
 
 
Supplementary Figure A.1. P-values of comparison between CWT from constrained and 
unconstrained tasks as a function of window number or window size (all subjects). P-value 
was computed on the comparison of Ravg from constrained and unconstrained tasks for 
variable number of temporal windows (e.g. window sizes) from Experiment 1 and 2 ((a) 
and (b) respectively). Loading phase was divided into 1, 2, 3, 5, 10 or 20 time windows. 
The 0.05 significance level is denoted by a red dashed line. Data from both experiments 
indicate that the difference between constrained and unconstrained tasks occurs at mostly 
at 60%-100% of normalized loading phase. Note that, with the exception of the case of 
computing Ravg in one window (i.e., the entire loading phase), Ravg from constrained and 
unconstrained tasks are never different at 0-60% of normalized loading phase. 
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We present here analysis of grip forces exerted during performance of the 
manipulation task. The first objective of our force analysis was to measure the internal 
force between the handles (Supplementary Figure B.1). This analysis was motivated by 
addressing the question of whether spatial configuration, i.e. side-by-side versus face-to-
face, of dyadic interactions might affect internal force between handles (Supplementary 
Figure B.2), and grip force within each handle (Supplementary Figure B.3). We consider 
internal force as a strategy to create a ‘haptic channel’ through which each agent can better 
infer the state of the cooperating agent’s limb. In our framework, dyadic interactions are 
associated with higher uncertainty about the outcome of each agent’s actions, as the 
resultant motion of the object is a function of actions of both agents, where the partner’s 
actions are unpredictable.  
Tangential forces (please refer to inset in Supplementary Figure B.1) were 
constrained to the object weight and countered the gravity force field. Hence grip or normal 
forces (please refer to inset in Supplementary Figure B.1; all grip forces also shown in 
Supplementary Figure B.1) played key roles in establishing haptic channels or internal 
forces. Supplementary Figure B.1 showed the grip forces on the handles for index and 
thumb sides. Internal forces could be exerted inward or outward. For example, 
Supplementary Figure B.1 shows inward forces in which grip force of index side (GFI) 
was larger than grip force of thumb side (GFT) in each handle. So, in this example dyads 
are pushing against each other by generating inward forces. 
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Supplementary Figure B.1. Grip forces on the handles for index and thumb sides. Red 
dot on the grasping surface represents the center of pressure (CoP; red dot).  
In Supplementary Figure B.2, we show grip forces exerted on the index finger 
and thumb sides of Handle 1 and then calculated the absolute difference between the two 
(i.e. |GFI1-GFT1|). Similarly, we calculated this absolute difference in Handle 2 (i.e. |GFI2-
GFT2|). As internal force is defined as the force components that has not net effect on the 
object (they cancel out), we computed the minimum of the above two absolute differences 
at each time sample to measure the amount of internal force between the handles 
(Min{|GFI1-GFT1| , |GFI2-GFT2|}). Lastly, we calculated the average of the internal force 
across times for static or dynamic phases (Supplementary Figure B.2 (a,b), respectively).  
We also performed another ANOVA with repeated measures on Min{|GFI1-GFT1| 
, |GFI2-GFT2|} for dyadic conditions using two within-subject factors: Trial (2 levels: trials 
1-4 and trials 5-8), and Configuration (2 levels: side-by-side (D1-ND2 and D2-ND1) and 
face-to-face (D1-D2 and ND2-ND1)). Statistical results revealed that internal force in side-
by-side configuration was significantly greater than face-to-face configuration in both 
static and dynamic phases (no effect of Trial: p > 0.05, main effect of Configuration: p = 
0.001). 
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Supplementary Figure B.2. Internal force in dyadic interactions: side-by-side and face-
to-face configurations. 
We consider grip force as a measure of subjects’ response to uncertainty. 
Supplementary Figure B.3 shows grip force of each handle averaged across time samples 
in static or dynamic phases. We denoted the mean value of (GFI+GFT) over time for handle 
1 as GFH1. Then, we averaged these two handle average values, i.e. GFAvg = (GFH1+ 
GFH2)/2. The average GF (GFAVG) represents the average amount of grip force which was 
generated on the handles or the average grip force level during interaction (Supplementary 
Figure B.3).  
To assess learning within each block of trials (i.e., experimental condition), we 
divided the 8 trials into “Early trials” (trials 1-4” and “Late trials” (trials 5-8). We 
performed analysis of variance (ANOVA) with repeated measures on average GF (GFAvg) 
using one between-subject factor, Group (2 levels: Bi1 and Bi2), and two within-subject 
factors: Trial (2 levels: trials 1-4 and trials 5-8), and Condition (5 levels: Bi, D1-ND2, D2-
ND1, D1-D2, ND2-ND1).  
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During the static phases of our manipulation task, analysis of grip force revealed 
that individual agents (solos) generated less grip force than all dyads (main effect of 
Condition: p = 0.001). We also found that participants decreased their forces with practice, 
as it was significant smaller in late than early trials (main effect of Trial: p = 0.035). There 
was no difference between bimanual groups (no main effect of Group: p = 0.954) and no 
significant interactions were observed in any combination of between and within-subject 
factors (all p > 0.05). All pairwise comparisons revealed significantly smaller grip force 
for the Bi group than all dyadic conditions (all p < 0.05) and no difference among dyadic 
conditions (all p > 0.05).  
The results of the analysis of GFAvg during the dynamic phases were similar to those 
presented for the static phases (main effects of Condition: p = 0.001 and Trial: p = 0.044; 
no Group effect: p = 0.941; no interactions for any factor combination: p > 0.05). All 
pairwise comparisons revealed significantly smaller GFAvg for the Bi group than all the 
dyadic conditions (p < 0.05) and no difference among dyadic conditions (all p > 0.05). 
 
Supplementary Figure B.3. Average grip force level across all conditions.  
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We also provided the results for time-normalized zero crossings of error per second 
(NZCE/s) to assess the sensitivity of object orientation control relative to the desired 
(horizontal) orientation across all static and dynamic phases of each trial.  
We performed repeated measured ANOVA on dyadic conditions using two within-
subject factors (Trial and Condition). We found no significant effect in dynamic phase. 
However, we found a significant effect of both Trial and Condition in the static phase. The 
time course of error in the side-by-side configurations was characterized by more zero line 
crossings than face-to-face configurations. The superior performance of dyads in side-by-
side configurations was associated with a smaller error (Figure 5a) and more zero line 
crossing in object orientation (Supplementary Figure B.4a) than face-to-face 
configuration particularly in static phase, but not dynamic phase.  
 
Supplementary Figure B.4. Time-normalized zero crossing of error (e) per second 
(NZCE/s) was measured on early and late trials for both dynamic and static phases. Data 
are means averaged across all subjects. Vertical bars denote standard errors of the mean. 
The symbol “+” indicates a statistically significant Trial effect. The asterisk denotes 
statistically significant differences (p < 0.05).  
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Mechanical Formulation 
We could consider the manipulation of U-shape device as end-effector type. Our 
grip-device had unconstrained grasping similar to daily activities. Motor redundancy was 
the beyond of the scope of current study and we needed to reduce it. We used (angular) 
moment as abstract of motor variables instead of dealing directly with the forces and 
positions of the digits for two handles. In such a way, we had 2 (total moments of two 
handles) instead of 30 (10 digits; each digit had tangential and normal forces; and also its 
position) degrees of freedom (DOF). 
Each handle in U-shape device had two sides of thumb and index. Force variables 
of thumb side only was related to thumb, but force variables of index side was the resultant 
force of all the other four fingers. 
We list our notation in Table C.1. Constant parameters of H, L, and d/2 are shown 
in Fig.1. 
Center of pressure of thumb side of handle 1 is calculated as: 
 (C1) 













Supplementary TABLE C.1 
Notation of mechanical model 
 
1 Agent 1 (or handle 1) tot total 
2 Agent 2 (or handle 2) rel relative 
F Force nor normal 
M Moment arm tan tangential 
CoP Center of Pressure T Thumb side 
G Gain I Index side 
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where W is the distance between the  surface of the Force/Torque transducer and 
the grip surface; and MxT1 is the moment axis about x-axis (Fu et al. 2010). Similarly, CoPI1, 
CoPT2, and CoPI2 can be calculated. So, ∆CoP of each handle is: 
  (C2) 
  (C3) 
Normal moment of each agent is formulated as: 
  (C4) 
  (C5) 
Tangential moment of each agent is formulated as: 
   (C6) 
   (C7) 
Total moment of each agent is formulated as: 
  (C8) 
  (C9) 
Finally, relative moment of each agent is formulated as: 
  (C10) 
  (C11) 
Finally, we can write the total and relative moments of both handle as: 
  (C12) 
  (C13)  
111 TI CoPCoPCoP 
222 TI CoPCoPCoP 
)()( 11111 InorITnorTnor CoPHFCoPHFM 



















11tan1 nortot MMM 
22tan2 nortot MMM 
11tan1 norrel MMM 
22tan2 norrel MMM 
21 tottottot MMM 
21 relrelrel MMM 
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Movement Initiation Analysis 
The sign of average of 100 ms of first derivative of error (tilt) in dynamic phase 
gives us which direction it is rotated, i.e. which handle is initiated the movement after 
auditory cue. The first two dynamic phases are lifting up, so if side of Handle 1 initiated 
the movement, the sign should be positive. The last two dynamic phases are lifting down, 
so if side of Handle 1 initiated the movement, the sign should be negative. We were 
motivated to test how often Handle 1 could be designated as:  
 Handle 1 is leader (handle 1 has larger total moment rate than handle 2) and 
initiated the movement at the beginning of dynamic phase after auditory cue. 
 Handle 1 is leader and did not initiate the movement. 
 Handle 1 is follower (handle 1 has larger total moment rate than handle 2) and 
initiated the movement at the beginning of dynamic phase after auditory cue. 
 Handle 1 is follower and did not initiate the movement. 
We calculated the percentages of above conditions and presented the 
supplementary table below across Experiment 1 and 2. Supplementary TABLE C.2 
showed that the leader in L-F group always initiated the movement as we expected in 
Experiment 2. The percentages in Bi and D-ND conditions are evenly distributed across 
four conditions. However, both D1-D2 and ND2-ND1 percentages showed that Handle 1 
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Supplementary TABLE C.2. The percentages or frequency of Handle 1 in which could 
be designated as ‘leader or follower’ and ‘initiated or did not initiate’ the movements.  
 
The plots in Supplementary Figure C.1 show the probability of Handle 1 that 
initiated the movement based on real data and fitted logistic function of the intensity ─ the 
relative total moment rate: MAV(?̇?𝑡𝑜𝑡1)-MAV(?̇?𝑡𝑜𝑡2) ─ for all subjects in the Experiment 
1 across conditions. All the logistic regressions did not show significant (p > 0.05) and 
slope values were close to zero. These results suggested that the intensity or leader-follower 
relationship is not predictor of the partner who initiates the movements. Therefore, the 
handle who designated as a leader is not necessary the handle who initiates the movement 
at the beginning of dynamic phase. The percentage values in Supplementary TABLE C.2 
also supported this findings because the percentages distributed evenly in Experiment 1.  
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Supplementary Figure C1. Probability of Handle 1 to initiate the movement based on real 
data and fitted logistic function of the intensity for all subjects in the Experiment 1 across 
conditions. The positive intensity denotes the Handle 1 is designated as leader. 
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Average Power Analysis for θ, β, and γ Frequency Bands 
Similar to Figures 5 and 6, we plotted the average power analysis for θ, β, and γ 
frequency bands obtained from Experiment 1 (Supplementary Figure D.1-D.3) and 
Experiment 2 (Supplementary Figure D.4-D.6).  
In Experiment 1, H-H group did not exhibit consistent differences between leader 
and follower for theta band (Supplementary Figure D.1 (a-d)). In contrast, EEG power in 
the beta (Supplementary Supplementary Figure D.2 (a-d)) and gamma (Supplementary 
Figure D.3 (a-d)) bands revealed significant differences between leader and follower over 
C3 and CP3 areas. Specifically, the follower exhibited greater suppression than the 
follower in these two frequency bands. L-F group for theta band (Supplementary Figure 
D.1 (e-h)) still showed some significant differences between leader and follower over 
ipsilateral centro-parietal area (CP2 and CP4: 7/9 pairs) while in both theta (Supplementary 
Figure D.2 (e-h)) and gamma (Supplementary Figure D.3 (e-h)) no significant differences 
between leader and follower were found when comparing leader and follower.  
The results in Experiment 2 had some similarities with H-H group in Experiment 1 
since there was no consistent pattern of leader vs. follower differences for theta band 
(Supplementary Figure D.4 (a,b)), while EEG power in the beta band (Supplementary 
Figure D.5 (a,b)) still showed differences between leader and follower over C3 and CP3 
areas, i.e., the follower exhibited greater EEG power suppression than follower in these 
two frequency bands. However, gamma band (Supplementary Figure D.6 (a,b)) did not 
show any difference between leader and follower in Experiment 2 while it was still 
different in H-H group in Experiment 1 (Supplementary Figure D.3 (a-d)).  
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Supplementary Figure D.1. Average power analysis for θ frequency bands in Experiment 
1. (a-b) and (e-f) are the scalp map of average power across all leaders and followers in H-
H and L-F groups, respectively. The scalp map of average difference between leader and 
follower in H-H and L-F groups, respectively. (d) and (h) are the scalp map of statistical 
results across all pairs in H-H and L-F groups, respectively. The color value in (d) and (h) 
indicated to how many pairs yielded significant difference between leader and follower at 
each electrode in H-H and L-F groups, respectively. Note that we had 8 and 9 pairs in H-
H and L-F groups, respectively. 
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Supplementary Figure D.2. Average power analysis for β frequency bands in Experiment 
1. 
 
Supplementary Figure D.3. Average power analysis for γ frequency bands in Experiment 
1. 
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Supplementary Figure D.4. Average power analysis for θ frequency bands in Experiment 
2. (a) is the scalp map of average difference between leader and follower in all pairs of 
each experimental condition in Experiment 2. (b) is the scalp map of statistical results 
across all pairs for each experimental condition. The color value in (b) indicated to how 
many pairs yielded significant difference between leader and follower at each electrode. 
Note that we had 8 pairs in Experiment 2.  
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Supplementary Figure D.5. Average power analysis for β frequency bands in Experiment 
2. 
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Correlation Analysis between Total Moment Rate and Average Power Difference at 
Alpha Frequency Band 
To capture the relationship between the difference in total moment rate of leader 
and follower (MAV(?̇?𝑡𝑜𝑡𝐿)-MAV(?̇?𝑡𝑜𝑡𝐹); L and F corresponds to leader and follower, 
respectively) with the average power difference of leader and follower (AL-AF) at alpha 
frequency band during static phase (8 to 13s), we performed correlation analysis for each 
pair in Experiment 2 across all trials (144 trials) at three electrodes: CP3, C3, and F4. We 
selected CP3 and C3 electrodes because they showed significant difference in leader and 
follower comparison (Figure 6). We chose an arbitrarily electrode, i.e. F4, which was far 
from CP3 and C3 in order to show how the correlation analysis would be for insignificant 
electrodes in average power analysis. The results revealed that there was significant 
positive correlation between (MAV(?̇?𝑡𝑜𝑡𝐿)-MAV(?̇?𝑡𝑜𝑡𝐹)) and (AL-AF) in CP3 (8/8 pairs; 
Supplementary Figure D.7) and C3 (7/8 pairs; Supplementary Figure D.8) while there 
was a mixed result (positive and negative correlations and/or insignificant p values) for F4 
(Supplementary Figure D.9).  
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Supplementary Figure D.7. Correlation between total moment rate difference 
(MAV(?̇?𝑡𝑜𝑡𝐿)-MAV(?̇?𝑡𝑜𝑡𝐹) and average power difference (AL-AF) of leader and follower 
in electrode CP3. L and F corresponds to leader and follower, respectively. Note that Pair 
4 was removed due to technical difficulty in EEG data dollection. 
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Supplementary Figure D.8. Correlation between total moment rate difference 
(MAV(?̇?𝑡𝑜𝑡𝐿)-MAV(?̇?𝑡𝑜𝑡𝐹) and average power difference (AL-AF) of leader and follower 
in electrode C3. 
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Supplementary Figure D.9. Correlation between total moment rate difference 
(MAV(?̇?𝑡𝑜𝑡𝐿)-MAV(?̇?𝑡𝑜𝑡𝐹) and average power difference (AL-AF) of leader and follower 
in electrode F4.  
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Dipole Fitting and Cluster Analysis on Independent Components 
We fitted the dipoles of each IC for each subject across all trials (60 trials) in H-H 
group. An equivalent current dipole matched to the scalp projection of each independent 
component (IC) source was computed by using a standard three-shell boundary element 
head model included in the DIPFIT toolbox in EEGLAB (Delorme and Makeig, 2004). We 
selected standard MNI brain model (Montreal Neurological Institute, Quebec, Canada) for 
all subjects. Only ICs in which the equivalent dipoles were located within the brain volume 
and rejection threshold RV(%) was selected 40% to set a threshold on the maximum 
residual variance that was accepted. Using this threshold, components that do not resemble 
a dipolar field distribution would not be assigned a dipole location. The remaining ICs were 
then used to generate feature vectors, which include the information of power spectral 
density (<50 Hz), topographical scalp projections, and dipole locations, and clustered 
across subjects using k-means algorithm (k = 5,6,7). In other words, we clustered all the 
dipoles from all subjects in H-H group using k-means algorithm; and tested 5, 6, and 7 
clusters, and then visually inspected the scalp maps of dipoles and 3D location of dipoles. 
We selected 5 clusters as the best number of cluster because visually it gives uniform 
distributions for all clusters in greater extent and also could divide (left and right) centro-
parietal and occipital areas into three clusters. ICs that were further than three standard 
deviations from a cluster centroid were categorized into an outlier cluster and omitted from 
further analysis. We used DIPFIT toolbox to calculate and plot the grand scalp maps of 
each cluster and also the power spectrums related to leader’s and follower’s IC separately. 
Supplementary Figures D.10, D.11, and D.12 are shown dipoles anlysis for H-H group, 
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L-F group, and Experiment 2; respectively. We chose 30% threshold for RV in Experiment 
2 and the dipoles were fitted across all the trials (144 trials).  
Supplementary Figures D.10 and D.11 showed that the dipoles in clusters which 
had the activity on the (right and left) centro-parietal areas, the average FFT power of all 
the dipoles (ICs) in follower was smaller than leader in both H-H and L-F groups in 
Experimetn 1. Supplementary Figure D.12 revealed the same results for Experimetn 2 
only for left centro-parietal areas.  
 
Supplementary Figure D.10. Dipole analysis on H-H group in Experiment 1. Top row 
showed the average scalp map of all dipoles in each cluster. Second row showed the 
average power spectrum of leader’s and follower’s IC within each cluster. Third and forth 
rows showed the top and sagittal views of dipoles of leader and follower within each 
cluster. 
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Supplementary Figure D.11. Dipole analysis on L-F group in Experiment 1. 
 
 
Supplementary Figure D.12. Dipole analysis on Experiment 2.  
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Average Resultant Force and Maximum Displacement Analysis 
The current study was designed to investigate whether and the extent to which the 
force-displacement relationship (|k| or |k|Normalized) can be used as a viable method of 
communicating intended movement direction. Based on the definition of |k|, movement 
direction associated with low |k| would result in a larger displacement due to smaller force, 
and smaller displacement due to larger force for high |k|. Our focus on |k| incorporates this 
relationship between force and displacement. Our interpretation about |k| as a means of 
communication does not rule out, but rather includes the use of position sensing for this 
purpose. Specifically, we propose that position and force sensing combined were involved 
in the estimation of intended movement direction. We have provided Supplementary 
Figure E.1 to further illustrate this point. The maximum displacement at “movement 
direction with respect to intended direction” (denoted as “0” on the x-axis) is significantly 
different from all other directions (except ±1) across all trials. This result is consistent with 
|k|-based communication and implies that displacement alone did not lead to the correct 
inference of movement direction. Rather, this result suggests that subjects evaluated both 
the displacement and the amount of force that they applied across directions to infer the 
other subject’s intended movement direction. For example, the inference subject made was 
associated with the exertion of larger forces in ±1 directions, which resulted in a smaller 
displacement in those directions compared to the 0 direction. 
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Supplementary Figure E.1. Average resultant force, maximum displacement and the 
force-displacement relationship (|k|Normalized) of group with visual feedback for each 
movement direction with respect to intended direction (all subjects; top to bottom plots). 
Trial: 1-24 and Trial: 25-84 are left and right columns. Asterisks indicate a statistically 
significant difference of pairwise comparison between 0 (yellow bar) and other (dark 
brown bar) movement direction with respect to intended direction (p< 0.05). Data are mean 
values averaged across all subjects. Vertical bars denote standard errors of the mean. 
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Logistic Regression Analysis: The Force-displacement Relationship Is a Better 
Predictor of Pai than Either Force or Displacement Alone. 
To capture the relationship between average resultant force, maximum 
displacement, and the force-displacement relationship versus error direction with respect 
to intended direction, we qualitatively examined box plots of average resultant force, 
maximum displacement, and the force-displacement relationship (Supplementary Figure 
E.2). This examination revealed no clear one-to-one relation between any of these variables 
and percentage of accurate inference (PAI). 
 
Supplementary Figure E.2. Box-plots of average resultant force (A, B), maximum 
displacement (C, D) and the force-displacement relationship (E, F) of visual feedback 
group for each inferred movement direction with respect to intended direction (all 
subjects). Data from trials 1-24 and 25-84 are shown on the left and right columns, 
respectively. Data are mean values averaged across all subjects. Vertical bars denote 
standard errors of the mean. 
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As PAI consists of discrete values whereas the three above variables have 
continuous values, we applied logistic regression between PAI and each of the three 
variables by denoting 1 and 0 as the correct and wrong answers, respectively (regardless 
of the amount of error for wrong answers). 
The plots in Supplementary Figure E.3 show the probability of participants’ 
correct answer based on real data and fitted logistic function of the force-displacement 
relationship, average resultant force, and maximum displacement at intended direction for 
all subjects in the VF group. All the 15 logistic regressions (5 subjects  3 fits, one per 
variable) were significant (p<0.001). To test which variable better predicts PAI, we 
calculated the correlation of estimated slope of logit function and intensity of each variable. 
We found that the force-displacement relationship and force are better predictors of PAI 
than displacement. The R-values and p-values are slightly in favor of the force-
displacement relationship than force, although the p-values are marginally insignificant. 
Importantly, there is an obvious difference between the slopes of fitted models of the force-
displacement relationship and force. The estimated slopes of the force-displacement 
relationship is much larger than force which suggests that, with small differences in the 
force-displacement relationship, the probability of correct answers drastically changes 
(Supplementary Figure E.3 (F)). In other words, subjects’ correct answers are much more 
sensitive to changes in the force-displacement relationship than force and displacement. 
This may not be surprising, due to fact that the force-displacement relationship combines 
force and displacement. To sum up, the logistic regression analysis is in favor of the 
proposed notion that the force-displacement relationship is a better predictor of PAI than 
either average resultant force or maximum displacement alone at intended direction. 
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Supplementary Figure E.3. Probability of participants’ correct answer based on real data 
and fitted logistic function of the force-displacement relationship (|k|0,Normalized), average 
resultant force, and maximum displacement at intended direction for all subjects in the VF 
group. The plots in (A) to (E) correspond to data from subject (or subject pair) 1 to 5, 
respectively. The empty and solid filled circles represent real data and data obtained 
through fitted logistic function, respectively. The black, green, and red colors denote the 
force-displacement relationship, average resultant force, maximum displacement; 
respectively. The lower intensities (magnitudes) of the force-displacement relationship and 
average resultant force at intended direction give higher probability of participant’s correct 
answer; whereas the higher intensities of maximum displacement lead to higher probability 
of correct answer. The plot in (F) shows the correlation between average intensity over 84 
trials with the estimated slope of logit function for each variable. Note that the legend 
“force” and “displacement” correspond to average resultant force and maximum 
displacement at intended direction, respectively. 
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Force Level in Dyads Is a Very Weak Predictor of Performance 
To complement the above logistic regression analysis, we tested the relation 
between force not only at intended direction, but also at all directions, and PAI. 
Supplementary Figure E.4 shows very weak correlation between average resultant force 
magnitude across all directions and PAI. This results suggest that force is a very weak 
predictor of performance in our task.  
 
 
Supplementary Figure E.4. Correlation between force magnitude and PAI across all 
subjects. Note that the force magnitude of each subject pair is obtained from averaging the 
resultant force across all directions. 
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